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Abstrøct

Plastics comprise one of the fastest growing material commodity markets. Over the last

twenty years the sale of virgin plastic resin in Canada has increased threefold, with the primary

end-use being packaging. While the popularþ of plastics has increased dramatically, policies

and programs to ensure the proper management of this material, or the waste it creates, have not

developed at an equal pace. Instituting policies and programs which embrace the principles of

packaging stewardship, a concept in which producers assume responsibility for the impact threir

packaging has on the environment throughout its lifecycle, is one possible way to diffi¡se the

negative impact of plastic packaging on the environment.

The purpose of this thesis was to explore the different options for the stewardship of plastic

packaging in Manitob4 with the final product being a model to guide the implementation of

packaging stewardship in the province. The objectives set for this study were: to review the use

of both regulatory and voluntary packaging stewardship initiatives adopted in other jurisdiction

(Germany, Sweden, Austria" Australi4 Ontario, Nova Scotia and British Columbia), to assess the

potential advantages and disadvantages of implementing these initiatives in Manitob4 and to gain

feedback from industry stakeholders regarding the concept ofpackaging stewardship and a

proposed model for implementing packaging stewardship in Manitoba. In order to achieve the

objectives of the study, four activities were conducted - a literature review, a packaging

stewardship policy and program review, a case study and a workshop.

The literature and program review determined that the benefits of packaging stewardship

initiatives went far beyond simply diverting waste from landfills and reducing municipal waste

management costs. The benefits also included, improved package design (e.g. less packaging on

the market, less material per package, improved recyclability), increased producer and consumer

awareness of environmental and waste management issues, advancements in recycling

technolory and capacity, greater recognition of industry's environmental responsibility, reduced



greenhouse gas emissions, lower enerry consumption, decreased dependency on virgin materials,

and new economic opportunities. Unfortunately, the study also determined that while a number

of Canadian provinces have begun to adopt progr¿üns that incorporate elements of packaging

stewardship, no Canadian jurisdiction has instituted a full-scale packaging stewardship initiative

such as those implemented in Europe. Further, the case study determined Canadian plastic

packaging manufacturers and fillers have no plans to voluntarily exparid their environmental

responsibilities for plastic packaging.

Based upon this informatior¡ a model for implementing packaging stewardship was

developed for Manitoba. The model recommends the adoption of a full-scale, regulatory

approach to packaging stewardship. It requires the participation of a variety of players, including:

the provincial, municipal and federal governments, industr¡r, consuûrers, and the Waste Reduction

and Prevention Council (non-government communication and education organization). The

research also identified the need for a variety of tools for a successful packaging stewardship

initiative. Therefore, the nodel incorporates a wide array of tools, including: industry take-back

regulation; reduction, reuse and recycling targets; levies based on weigh! volume and material

type; landfill bans and fees; voluntary stewardship agreements; green procurement strategies; and

education/awareness campaigns. The hope is that this model will provide a useful starting point

for industry, municipalities and the provincial government as they emba¡k upon revisions to the

current waste management stratery in the province of Manitoba.
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1.1 Background

l.l.l S us taínab le D ev elop mcnt

In 1987, the Brundtland Commission presented a report entitled Our Common Future to the

United Nations. The cuhnination of a tlree-year stud¡ this report determined that the planet

could not sustain our current pattern ofliving and concluded that changes in our approach to

resource consumption, economic development and social interactions were gssential. The

Commission used the tem^ sustainable development to describe this new approach, a notion

which they defined as "development which meets the needs of the present without compromising

the ability of future generations to meet their neçds". While a relatively novel idea in the late

eighties, sustainable development is now a readily recognized concep! playing an influential role

in the development of public and private sector policies, programs and projects.

1.1.2 Extended Producer Responsíbilífy

The drive to achieve a sustainable society is behind the advancement of the principle of

extended producer responsibilþ. Extended producer responsibility (EpR) is a concept in which

producers assume responsibility for the impact their products have on the environment throughout

their lifecycle (Sinclair & Fenton, 1997). Packaging stewardship refers to EpR programs and

policies which focus on packaging and packaging waste. Under such initialives, producers

assume a role in the management of the waste generated by the consumption and disposal of their

packaging- The goals of such initiatives include: advancing source reduction, encouraging design

for the environmen! compelling indusûy to internalize waste management costs, and promoting

overall waste reduction.

The stewardship of packaging waste was first legislated in Germany in the early 1990s. Over

the last decade many other countries, including the member nations of the European Union, the



CzechRepublic, Poland, Hungary, Latvi4Japan, Braziland Australia have also adopted EPR

policies and programs to manage packaging waste. The success many of these nations have had

with packaging stewardship goes beyond reducing municipal recycling costs and extending the

lifespan of landfills. The achievements of these nations include:

. Increased producer and consumer awareness of environmental and waste management

issues;

o Lnproved processing and recycling capacþ;

o Reductions in packaging (e.g. elimination, lightweighting and concentrated versions of
products);

o Investments in sorting/recycling technologies and processes;

o Enhanced recyclabilþ of packaging;

o Corporate c¡rltural shift (i.e. greater recognition and acceptance of industry's

environmental responsibility);

o Reduced greenhouse gas emissions;

o Lower enerry consumption;

o Decreased dependency on virgin materials;

lmproved communication between government and industry;

o Litter abatement;

o New economic opportunities (e.g. newjobs, markets, businesses and facilities); and

o Fairer waste management system (e.g. polluter-pays principle).

1.1.3 Plastíc Packagíng

Plastics comprise one of the fastest growing material commodity markets. Over the last

twenty years' the sale of virgin plastic resin in Canada has increased threefold (Earthbound

Fnvironmental Inc., 1999). While the popularity of plastics has increased dramatically policies

and programs to ensure the proper management of tlis material have not developed at an equal

pace. Therefore, in addition to being one of the most popular commodities, plastics are also the

fastest growing segment of the municipal solid waste stream (stevens, 20oz).



The largest end-use for plastics is packaging. Plastics are extremely versatile, durable and

low in cost and thus are the material favoured by many package designers (Stevens, 2002).

Plastic resins are used to manufacturer bottles, tubs, jars, wrap, bags and closures for a wide

variety of commercial and consumer products.

There are a number of problems related to plastic packaging and its waste which are not

experienced by other packaging materials, including:

o Plastic packaging is a highly visible segment of ttre waste stream and as such, is often the

focus of public criticism;

o Plastic is rapidly replacing other packaging materials, such as paper, glass and aluminum,

which can be readily reused and/or recycled;

o Progress in the fields of plastic engineering and polymer science have expanded the

possible end-uses for plastics, but have also increased the difiFrculty of recycling these

materials;

¡ The cost of collecting, sorting and recycling plastics is significantþ higher than for other

packaging materials;

o The capacity,technolory and processes for sorting and recycling plastic packaging are

underdeveloped; and

o The end-markets for secondary plastic materials are limited and typically unstable.

Instituting policies and programs which embrace the principles of extended producer

responsibility is one possible way to diffi¡se the negative impact of plastic packaging on the

environment. Packaging stewardship encourages producers to consider the life-cycle impact of

products during the design proçess and involves industry in waste management, thereby

encouraging the development of recycling capacity and end-markets for secondary materials.



1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this research thesis was to explore the options for plastic packaging

stewardship in Manitoba. The final product of this study is a model designed to guide the

implementation of packaging stewardship in the province. The intent of the model is to reduce

the environmental impact of all packaging, including plastic packaging.

1.3 Research Objectives

a. To reviewthe use of regulatory and voluntary packaging stewardship initiatives used by

otherjurisdictions to reduce the negative environmental impact of plastic packaging.

b. To assess the potential advantages and disadvantages of adopting the aforementioned

initiatives in the Province of Manitoba.

c. To gain feedback from industry stakeholders regarding the concept ofpackaging

stewardship, the environmental impact of their packaging, and a proposed model for

implementing packaging stewardship in this province.

1.4 Research Strategy

In order to satisÛ the above research objectives, the following activities were carried out:

Literature Review

o The current literature on packaging stewardship and plastic packaging was reviewed and

summarized.

Paclraging Stewardship Programs ond policies

o d reviewofregulatoryand voluntaryapproachesto packaging stewardship adopted

internationally was conducted, including those in Austria, Gennan¡ Sweden and

Australia.

o An examination of Canadian packaging waste management initiatives in Ontario, British

Columbi4 Nova Scotia and Manitoba was undertaken.



Plastic Food Packaging Case Stuþ

o Interviews were held with Manitoban food producers and Canadian plastic packaging

manufacturers to determine their attitudes towards packaging stewardship and what

action the organization had voluntarily taken to reduce the ecological effects of their

packaging.

o Provincial and national trade-associations and non-government organizations involved in

the promotion of packaging, plastics, or EPR principles were interviewed in order to

assess their opinions regarding plastic packaging stewardship.

Options for Plastic Packnging Stewardship Workshop

o d workshop was held with representatives from industry, government and non-

government organization to review a packaging stewardship model for Manitoba. This

model was developed on the basis of the research material gathered t}rough the literature

review, policy analysis and case study.

1.5 Scope

The project focused primarily on means to increase producers' involvement in packaging

waste management. Although many programs exist to reduce packaging waste and increase

recycling of plastic packaging, such as 'All Bottles Programs' and product bans, these tend to be

government run initiatives and are not dealt with in this document. Furthermore, this research

concentrated on primary (sales) and secondary (grouped) plastic packaging generated by

households, excluding hansportation packaging and all waste generated by the industrial,

commercial and institutional sectors.



1.6 Thesis Organization

This thesis is divided into eight chapters. Following this chapter, chapter two summarizes the

literature related to extended producer responsibility and plastic packaging. Chapter three

outlines the research methods used to satisfu the objectives of this sfudy. Chapter four provides a

sunmary of international packaging stewardship policies and programs. Chapter five describes

selected packaging waste management programs in Canada. Chapter six compiles the interview

data collected during the case study. Chapter seven describes the development of the packaging

stewardship model for this province, summa¡izes the feedback provided by participants of the

Optionsfor Plastic Packaging Stewardship Workshop,and presents the final pactrnging

Stewardship Model for Manitoba. Chapter eight concludes this thesis and provides a number of

recommendations for the further study and development of packaging stewardship.



Chøpter Two - Plastic Pøckøging Stewardship

2.1 Extended Producer Responsibility

Extended producer responsibility is an environmental principle in which produgers assume

responsibility for the impacts their products have on the environment throughout their lifecycle

(Sinclair & Fenton, 1997; Fishbein, 1998). While the concept of EPR encompasses the entire

lifespan of a product or packaging, EPR policies tend to focus on the post-consumer stage,

meaning the producers must assume a role in the management of the waste generated by their

products. Such strategies encourage producers to think beyond simply marketing and selling their

goods, compelling them to consider the effecttheir products may have on the environment after

the consumer has discarded them (Friends ofthç Earth" l99S).

2.1.1 C unent Roles and Responsibilities

Traditionally the burden has been placed on municipal governments to administer waste

collection and disposal programs. Since manufacfurers have not been responsible for the

financial or physical aspects of refuse managemen! they have not been too concerned with

reducing the amount and type of waste generated by their products. "As long as noncompetitive

government agenoies use tax dollars to finance the disposal and recycling of garbage, consumer-

product oompanies can choose to market a diamond.ing itt a refrigerator box and not worry about

the consequences" (Hershkowitz, 199t3,p. I 09).

Under the current system, provincial and federal governments are responsible for setting and

enforcing general environmental standards and policies for environmental protection and

conservation. The provinces set legislation and regulations related to the use of provincial land

and natural resources. The provinces' jurisdiction also includes the governance of municipalities,

who are responsibility for solid waste disposal. The federal government has jurisdiction over



inter-provincial and international environmental matters, including emissions and effluent

expelled as a result of manufacturing processes.

Producers (brand owners) are the decisions-makers for products and packaging. They

determine the raw materials which will be used, the design of the unit, and the production process

which will be employed. Traditionally, they have only been responsible for environmental

concems directly related to the production processes, such as the health and safety of ernployees

and the prevention and treatnent of harmful effluents and emissions (OECD, 2001).

The public plays a role in both waste production and waste management. As consumers, the

public is responsible for waste generation and as taxpayers, the public is charged taxes to support

refuse management systems. When products do not include waste management costs in the sales

price, and taxes do not reflect the amount of garbage a household generates, there is no financial

incentive for the public to reduce their consumption or consider the environment when selecting

goods (Santoriello & Blocþ 1996).

2.1.2 New Roles and Responsíbílitíes Und¿¡ EpR policies

Instituting EPR involves transferring the traditional responsibility of waste management from

municipal governments and taxpayers to product producers and consumers. The goal of

transferring the financial and/or physical management of the waste stream is to encourage

producers *...[to] design according to the 3Rs principles, [to] take steps to divert materials from

disposal, [to] actively use recovered materials and [to] ensure proper handling in the event of

disposal" @nvironment Canada, 2001, p.1).

There a¡e four general areas of responsibility which may be transferred to producers:

l. Physical responsibility involves the producer engaging in the physical management - the

collection, processing, and treatment or disposal - of their products or packaging at the

end of the life cycle.



2. Financial responsibility entails the producer paying part or all of the costs associated

with the physical mânagement of the waste generated by their products or packaging.

3. Informational responsibility requtes that producers provide inforrnation to consumers

regarding the environmental impact of their products or packaging. Producers may

supply data on the environmental impact of the product tbroughout its lifecycle, toxic

- components, appropriate handling and use, or proper disposal techniques.

4. Legal responsibility extends a producer's traditional liabilþ for their products or

packaging to the post-consumer stage.

(U-S& 2000; OECD,200I)

Under EPR initiatives, the role of municipalities in waste management is typically reduced.

The nature of their participation is dependant on the policies adopted. Under some EPR

configurations, municipalities are contracted by producers to collect and treat waste materials,

while under other systems the producef, retailers or contracted private waste collection companies

take responsibility for the physical management.

The role of senior governments remains that of policy developers and enforcers. In Canad4

either the provincial or federal governments would be responsible for establishing extended

producer responsibility policies and ensuring the actors in the product chain fulfrll their assigned

obligations (Sinclair & Fenton, lg97)-

When producers assume responsibility for the packaging, the costs they incur are

incorporated in the final price of their goods. By including the environmental costs of production

and consumption in the prices of products, consumers become aware of the costs of waste

management and are able to make infonned decisions regarding the goods and services they

purchase (Taylor, Jaccard & Olewiler, 1999; Hershkowitz, 1993). Consumers also play a role in

collecting, separating and returning waste materials (Fishbein, l99g).



2.13 Why the Producer?

Successful EPR programs require all the members in the product chain, including resource

extractors, raw material suppliers, packaging producers, fillers, distributors and retailers,

consumers, government (municipal, provincial, federal), to take responsibility for their behaviour.

However, due to the complexrty and range of actors, it is necessary when creating EPR policies

and programs to delegate one of the participants with the explicit responsibility for managing the

product at the end of its useful life (OECD,200L).

Producers are in the best position to take a leadership role in the reduction and prevention of

product and packaging waste. Producers a¡e in control of the product development process; they

are the party responsible for selecting the inputs and approving the final design of the product.

Producers have access to the technical experts, control ofproprietary inforrration and the greatest

understanding of the goods they supply. Thus, ttris group has the greatest influence over the

amount and type of waste being generated. Producers have the knowledge and capacþ to

develop products that contain less material, disassemble with ease after their useful life, and

facilitate re-use and recycling. In addition, because of their central role in the product chain,

producers have considerable influence over the other actors in the chain and can use thoir position

to encourage others to accept responsibility for their actions (OECD, 2001).

2.1.4 Packøgíng Stewørdship

The concept ofextended producer responsibility has been applied to a variety ofproducts,

including automobiles, hazardous waste (e.g. paing solvents, nickel-cadmium rechargeable

batteries), tires, oil and oil containers, and electronic equipment (e.g. computers, cellular phones,

televisions). However, the focus of the oldest and most ambitious EpR programs has been

packaging waste.
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Packaging stewardship is a form of EPR in which a producer's responsibilities are extended

to encompass the environmental impact of the packaging they produce or use to package their

products. The Canadian Council of Environmental Ministers has defined packaging stewardship

as:

"A concept by which industry, governments, and consumers assume a greater

responsibility for ensuring that the manufacture, use, reuse, recycling, and

disposal of packaging has a minimum impact on the environment. This includes

prime responsibility by industry to design packaging according to the 3Rs

principles, take steps to divert packaging from disposal, actively use recovered

materials, and ensure packaging is properþ handled if it must be disposed of.

Govenrments have a responsibility to promote packaging stewardship and to

encourage the widespread recognition and adoption of the principles as outlined.

consumers have a responsibility to make appropriate packaging choices when

purchasing products and, where facilities exis! to divert packaging from

disposal" (CCME, 1996, p. 1).

2.2 Implementing Packaging Stewardship

The choice of implementation mechanisms is dependent on the goals of the EpR policy and

the product or Waste stream targeted by the program.

The four basic EPR goals are:

1. Source redtrction- Source reduction refers to decreasing the toxicity and/or quantity of

waste material at the point of generation. Policies and programs with a goal of source

reduction would focus on reducing resource consumption and encouraging the use of

non-toxic inputs during the material selection, design and production phases. Tools
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generally used to support such goals include: take-back programs, material taxes and

minimum recycled-content targets (OECD, 200 I ).

2. Cost Internalizatíon Environmental externalities occur when manufacturers do not

factor in the cost of environmental damage resulting from the production and

consumption of their goods into the final selling price. Lower prices lead to more of the

product being consumed than if the price reflected the actual societ¿l cost (Taylor,

Jaccard & Olewiler, 1999). The intention of some EPR policies is to ensure the costs of

managing packaging waste, as well as the costs related to the ecological damage resulting

from production and use of these products (e.g. emissions from exhaction ¿nd

production; energy consumption from e>rtraction, production and use; waste pollution),

are incorporated into the price of the final product. Product take-back programs and

taxes on virgin materials are effective tools for ensuring the costs of waste management

are internalized.

3. Designfor Environment. Design for environment (Dtr) describes the process of

reducing the impacts products have on the environment (throughout their lifecycle)

during the design stage of manufacturing. Dffi policies a¡e intended to encourage the

desrgn and development of products which are considered environmentally friendly,

including products constructed of environmenþl-compatible materials, goods that

facilit¿te reuse or recycling and packaging produced with less energy and/or materials.

To achieve such ends, mechanisms such as take-back programs, targets and quotas, green

govemment Procurement þolicies, and eco-labelling programs should be implemented

(oEcD,2001).

4- Waste Reduction. Waste reduction goals focus on diverting post-consumer goods from

landfills. Waste reduction activities include reuse, refilting recycling and enerry

recovery processes. Take-back prograrns, deposit-refund initiatives, various ta:r/subsidy
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systems and advance disposal fees are useful tools for achieving such goals (OECD,

2001).

The product or waste stream will also influence the choice of implementation tools. The

number of products on the market, the variety of products within the product catëgory,the size

and complexity of the product chain and features of the produc! such as the toxicity and

durability, will influence the mix of EPR mechanism selected (OECD, 2001).

Packaging has a number of unique features which makes the selection of appropriate EPR

mechanisms challenging. First, there are a significant number of actors in the product chain -
packaging producers, packaging fillers, distributors and retailers, and final consumers or users.

Each of these actors plays an influèntial role in the design and selection of packaging materials.

Determining which group is ultimately responsible for collection; sorting and treatment of

packaging waste is challenging. Second, the volume and turnover of packaging waste is

substantial. Packaging açcounts for a third of the municipal solid waste and has an estimated

lifespan of one year. Third, unlike many other products, such as electronic equipment and

vehicles, packaging has little to no value at the end of its useful life (Davis, lggg). Thus there is

little financial motivation for packaging producers to initiate EpR programs.

22.1 Product Tøke-bøck Progmms

Take-back policies require producers to collect or accept returned packaging from consumer

after use and arrange for their appropriate treatrnent or disposal. Take-back policies can be

legislated by governmen! such as the German Packaging Ordinance, or may be initiated

voluntarily by producers, such as Kodak's disposable camera take-back program (Fishbein,

1998). Take-back programs place the onus on producers to manage financially and physically the

waste generated by their products and packaging, thus stimulating the efFrcient use of inputs, the
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design of ecological sensitive products and a reduction in the amount of waste being discarded in

landfills (OECD, 200 l).

It may not always be physically feasible or cost effective for a producer to collect and treat its

own products. Most EPR legislation allows for the formation of a third party organuation, or

Producer Responsibility Organization (PRO), to oversee the producers' waste management

obligations. PROs furance their operations by charging members fees. In order for these

organizations to be efflective at attraining EPR goals and objectives, fees must reflect the actual

cost to collect sort and treat the materials. This can be accomplished by basing fees on the

weighÇ volume and package composition, thereby rewarding companies designing goods which

contain less material or are easy to recycle (OECD, 2001).

2.2.2 Economic Instruments

Economic instruments are designed to encourage environment¿lly efficient products and

purchasing decisions by providing direct financial incentive or disincentive to one or more actors

in the product chain. Research into the effects of fiscal incentives for changing environmental

related behaviour has identified a number of advantages and disadvantages of such methods.

Economic incentives tend to be more cost effective than the commonly used command and

control (CAC) approaches. CAC regulations achieve government goals by defining how

businesses must conduct certain aspects of their operations. These types of regulations are

commonly used to achieve pollution control objectives, dictating to firms "how much pollutants

they may emiÇ the type of technolory to use, the goods they may produce, the production

processes to employ, etc." (Wrobel, 1990). Economic tools, on the other hand, allow producers

to decide the most effective and efficient way to alter their behaviour and reduce their ecological

impact. If properly applied, fiscal tools may encourage producers to continually improve their

practices by providing increased furancial benefits for acting in an approved manner. With CAC
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approaches, once the environmental standard is reached, there is no longer incentive to reduce

their impact any further. Furtherrnore, studies have found that economic instruments tend to

achieve results more rapidly and involve fewer administrative expenditures (Environment

Canad4 L997).

However, the potential outcomes resulting from the use of economic mechanisms a¡e often

complicated to predict, for it is diffrcult to estimate how consumers and indusûy will react to new

market signals @nvironment Canada, 1997). Unfortunately, the incentives do not always

produce the intended behavioural changes. For instance, many governments employing landfill

taxes have had problems with the illegal dumping of waste (Thorgensen, 1gg3). Furthermore,

governments do not always feel comfortable relying on market mechanisms to achieve their

policies. Fiscal instruments allow business great decision-making power and result in less

government control @nvironment Canada" 1997)- Finall¡ economic tools result in additional

costs.for businesses and can impact competitiveness if not all producers in an industry are subject

to the same taxes or fees. Typically within a province or nation fiscal instruments will uniformly

impact all producers in a sector. However, producers involved in trade beyond the borders of the

regulation may find competing more challenging (Environment canad41997).

The most commonly used economic tools are taxes, deposit-refund programs and advance

disposal fees.

Tmes

Taxation is a commonly used economic tool and can readily be incorporated into the existing

business infrastruchue. Taxes evoke different responses when applied to different stages in a

product's life cycle. Taxes can be applied to ecologically damaging resource extraction or

production processes, non-renewable raw materials, virgin or toxic materials, unsound production

process' non-recyclable products, waste collectior¡ and landfill usage.
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Virgin Material Tæes. The intent of material taxes levied on virgin inputs is to reduce ttre

amount of materials utilizr,d in products/packaging, to decrease reliance on virgin materials, to

encourage the use of recycled inputs, and to fürther the development of new markets for goods

manufacfured from secondary materials. When the revenue generated from taxes is set aside for

reuse and recycling programs, waste reduction goals can also be achieved (OECD, 2001).

Alternatively, some governments have chosen to reduce subsidies provided to raw resource

extraction and processing activities. The removal of subsidies forces resource extractors to

increase the costs of virgin raw materials, bringing tfiem more into line with secondary materials

(oEcD,2001).

Product Tøces. Some governments have levied a tax on products that have a negative impact on

the ecosystem. Such taxes serve multiple purposes, such as deterring the production of such

goods, correcting extemalities (nternalization of costs), and generating revenue. problems may

arise with product taxes when revenue generated is entered into general government revenue,

rather than being eannarked for recycling or treatment programs. In such cases, funds are not

being used to reduce the waste pollution, and producers and cons ,mers become resentful of the

tax, viewing it as a 'money grab' rather than an environmental initiative. Other problems arise

when taxes are levied on essential products. Consumers in lower tax brackets may suffef as a

result of the tax, unable to afford the product.

Waste Collection Tmes. Currently, most households in Canada do not pay directly for their

waste collection and treatment; rather, households pay for these services through municipal taxes.

As a result of indirect fees, consumers have no incentive to reduce their garbage production.

Some municipalities in Manitoba have recently adopted, or are considering, new payment

schemes for waste management in which households are charged a tax or fee based on the volume

or weight of the garbage they produce (e.g. Alton4 Portage la Prairie, Selkirk and Winnipeg) (J.

Ferguson, October 9,2003). While such systems send a signal to households to be more
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conscientious consumers and minimize w¿rste production, waste collection charges do not provide

an incentive to producers to alter their material selection practices, product desþs or production

processes (Breslow, 1993).

D ep o s it - Refiind P r o gr ams

Under a deposit-refrrnd prograrn, the consumer pays a fee (deposit), when purchasing certain

products, which is fully or partially refunded when the product is retumed to the retailer, producer

or appropriate treatuent facility (tr-S& 2000; OECD ,200I). When goods are returned to the

producer, either directly or via the retailer, the producer assumes financial and physical

responsibility for the proper treatunent ofthe produc! thereby encouraging the producer to use

less material and improve product design in order to reduce their financial and administrative

obligations.

Deposit-refund programs provide financial incentives to consumers to return waste materials,

leading to significant increases in material recovery rates. In addition to increasing the amount of

material diverted from landfills, these programs also reduce litter and ensure a reliable source of

post-consumer materials for companies manufacturing products with recycled inputs (OECD,

2001).

Every province in Canada, except Onta¡io and Manitob4 operates deposit-refund progr¿rms

for non-alcoholic beverage containers. These programs have proven very successfrrl, yielding

recovery rates as high as 80%, while Ontario and Manitoba recovery rates range from 40-50%

(Johnson,200l).

ln order to encourage reuse over recycling some governments have combined their deposit

refund system with an environmental tevy. For example, in both New Brunswick and Nova

Scotia, a standard deposit is collected on the sale of all containers in the province. Consumers
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returning reusable containers receive a full refund, while those returning recyclable containers

only receive a 50 percent refund (Rolfe & Nowlan, 1993; Province ofNova Scoti4 2002).

Critics state deposit refund programs often encourage the use of environmentally damaging

products (i.e. those products which are not apart of the deposit-refund initiative because they

cannot be reused or recycled). Those opposed believe that consumers will be encouraged to

purchase these unfriendly products because they will not have to pay ttre deposit and will not

have to return the container. Advocates believe this problem can be overcome by either levying a

tax on containers which do not fall within the deposit-refund scheme, or ensuring that policies

apply unifonnly to all products within a particular category regardless of whether or not they can

be reused or recycled (Rolfe & Nowlan, 1993). Another shortcoming of deposit refund schemes

is the extetrsive and costly infrastructure (e.g. administrative system, enforcement program,

collection and storage facilities, education campaigns) required to support these systems.

Furthennore, tfiese progrfins remove containers that have value and are easy to process from the

recycling strean¡ such as PET bottles and aluminum cans, increasing the cost of operating

municipal recycling program.

Advance Disposal Fees

Advance disposal fees (ADF) are levies placed on certain products, which are paid by

consrrmers at the point of purchase. The revenue from these fees is used to pay for local

recycling initiatives. þ order for an ADF program to constitute as an EPR initiative, there must

be an agreement or regulatory provision stating producers will assume full or partial physical

responsibilþ for their used products (OECD, 2001).

ADF programs are useful for achieving waste reduction targets, but do not tend to meet

source reduction and DfE goals. This is because the consumer pays the levy. If the cost is not

borne by the producer, there is no furancial incentive to reduce their inputs or redesign their
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products (Davis, 1999; OECD,200l). To combat this deficiency, some governments relying on

ADF programs charge a reduced levy for products in which the waste management costs have

decreased as a result of improved design (e.g. contain less material, increased recyclability)

(OECD, 2001). It is believed consumers will seek out products with lower levies, thereby

providing a comFetitive advantage to producers of 'green' products. ADF initiatives will be more

effective if delivered in conjunction with an education program to inform consumers of the

differences in levies and the types of products with lower fees.

2.2.3 Gove¡nmentuI fnsfium¿nts

Aside from legislating economic instruments ortake-back programs, there are a number of

other measures governments can implement to support EpR objectives.

Tørgets and Qt4otas

Targets and quotas assist policy-makers to gauge the success of an initiative and to

continually improve the efficiency and effectiveness of programs. Measurable objectives ensure

performance expectations are clear, and compel responsible parties to take action. Many

governments have set targets or quotas for reuse, recovery, and recycling as well as minimum-

recycled content (tr-S& 2000). Quantitative performance measures are moSt successful when

legislated and supported by enforcement provisions (e.g. threats of further regulation, fines)

(oECD,200r).

Recovery and Recycling Targets. In lggl,the European Union devised Directive 94/62tEC on

packaging and packaging waste, which est¿blished recovery and recycling targets to be met by

producers in each member counûry for primary, secondary and tertiary packaging materials. The

targets to be met by June 30,2001were as follows:
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Overall Recovery Rate - 50 to 65-percent by weight

Overall Recycling Rnte -25 to 45-percent by weight

The data collected for 1998 found that all but three of the participating members had reached

the recovery target and all but one had achieved the recycling targets. The EU Directive is

currently under review and new, mote ambitious, quotas have been proposed.

Material, Product and LandfiII Bans

Some governments have implemented legislation banning the sale of products or materials

deemed to be pollutants or hazardous to human health. Bans can also be used to restrict the

disposal of products. Landfill bans can be placed on products the government has identified as

hazardous and may leach into the soil, or on recyclable products, to enqure they enter the proper

treatment stream (tr S& 2000).

Bans should be used with caution, as the replacement packaging may result in unforeseen

problems. For exarrple, new or substitutes products may consume more energy in production

and/or use, be of substandard quality, or be significantly higher in price than banned items

(Levenson, 1990).

Bans set by municipalities or provinces may cause problems for producers who supply their

product nationally. Critics of local produclmaterial bans cite that such regulations may be used

as inter-provincial trade barriers, restricting the import of products from other provinces in order

to favour local suppliers. Many producers are also concerned that if each province introduced

unique product bans, it could increase their costs considerably, especially if it required them to

invest in new equipmen! or if they had to supply different packaging to different jurisdictions

(Levenson, 1990).
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Government P rocurement P olicies

Govemments have considerable purchasing power, which may be used to influence the

design and material selection decisions of nanufacturers. Green purchasing policies direct

government agencies to purchase eco-friendly products (e.g. reusable, recyclable, non-toxic,

recyeled-content less materials). For example, a policy may state that preference be given to

environmentally compatible products as long as the price differential is no more than l0 percent.

Green purchasing policies infonn suppliers of the govemment's preferences for products with

a negligible impact on the environment and in doing so, can aid in the development of markets for

goods designed in a benign manner, and set a positive example for the business sector (tr-S&

2000). Unfortunately, green products tend to be higher priced, thus cost is a limiting factor for

govenrment purchasing initiatives. However, as govemment doparûnents and agencies at the

federal, provincial and municipal levels get involved in eco-friendly procuremen! the cost of

green products will likely decrease @ickmeyer, 2001).

2.2.4 Eco-Labelling Progrøms

Indusûy has also taken strides to encourage the development of eco-friendly products. One

such initiative has been eco- or green labelling programs. Under such programs, producers seek

permission to use logos or seals on their goods to signiff to the public that their products meet

certain environmental criteria. Some manufacturers have established their own intemal

programs, meaning they devise their own environmental criteria and place their corporate eco-

label on their products. other producers seek accredit¿tion by a recognized assessment

organization, such as Canada's Environmental ChoiceMProgran. These third-party organizations

are responsible for establishing the environmental standards that products and services must meet.

If a producer's product meets the criteri4 it is are granted the right to use the orgânization,s

environmental logo.
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The goal of eco-labelling programs is to aid the consumer in identifring products on the

market that are friendlier to the environmen! thus allowing them to make well informed

purchasing decisions. These programs are also beneficial to producers and distributors of green

goods, as eco-logos serve as a marketing tool to promote their products.

Critics of eco-labelling prograrns state there are simply too many logos on the market and

many labels promoting false claims. They believe the environmental criteria set is often not

stringent enot'gh and many assertions are never substantiated (Fulmer, 2001). Other critics have

raised conoerns over the use of eco-labelling programs as trade bariers. Under the WTO

guidelines, a nation is not allowed to discriminate among products on the basis of production

processes ('Eco-Labelling...', 1999). Advocates, on the other hand argue that ecoJabelling

enhances free and fair trade by ensuring demand is driven by a well-informed consrrming public.

2.3 challenges to rmplementing EPR poricies and programs in canada

In Canad4 municipalities bear the physical responsibility for waste managemen! while the

financial burden falls on the taxpayers. This system is clearly ineffectual at reducing the

production of waste. While EPR is well recognized as an effective policy tool for managing

solid-waste, a number of challenges impede the introduction of packaging stewardship legislation

and programs in this nation.

2.3.1 Opposítion from Canadían Industry

Canadian indusÛy is opposed to assuming full responsibility for waste materials. They state

that bearing the futl burden of municipal solid waste collection and treaünent would significantþ

hinder competitiveness, which could lead to business failure and job loss. Business advocates

sharing the responsibility for waste management amongst all the members of the product chain

(Robinson, 1997).
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-..[EPR] places the primary burden of product management on the producer

or manufacturer. This would be the same as having one of the runners on a

relay team bea¡ the sole responsibility for winning or losirg the race...If this

were the nonn many runners would want to change sports (Consumer Glass,

1998,p.2).

Concerned over the threat of EPR in this nation, the Packaging Assóciation of Canada (pAC)

has lobbied all levels of government in an effort to convince those bodies of the need for an

equitable cost sharing approach for waste management by industry, government and consumers.

PAC has stated that EPR programs that place fi¡ll financial responsibility on producers, fail to

acknowledge that consumers assume ownership for products upon purchase and should share

responsibility for disposal costs. Municipal governments also have a responsibility to maintain

cost effective waste management progr:rms. PAC is concerned that if municipalities do not

maintain partial financial responsibility, waste management programs will not run efficientl¡

placing a significant economic burden on canadian industry (Robinson, lggT)-

Consumers, on the other hand, argue they have no control over the composition or design of

products and packaging and believe it is unfair ttroy must pay for the cost of management.

While we often have a choice in what we buy, generally the public has no say

in how products are packaged...If we have no say in how [products are]

packaged, then it shouldn't be our responsibility to deal with the waste. It's

high time manufacturers stood up and took responsibility for their package

designs and for all the useless garbage they produce (saunders , 2001 , p . 27) .

Similarly, municipalities argue they do not receive any benefits from collecting and disposing

of refuse, while the manufacturers of goods make profits from the sale of their items and yet never

contribute to the management of the waste their products generate. The Federation of Canadian
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Municipalities is in favour of product stewardship progftìms which seek to redistribute the costs

and benefits of waste management (FCIW 2003).

Market Pressures

Critics of EPR argue that competition for market-share creates pressure for manufacturers to

develop more environmentally benign products and reduce their ecological fooþrint. Industry

cites that increased c,onsumer demand for 'green' products and trained purchasers looking for

environmentally friendly products for their customers has provided incentive for producers to

improve desþs and company environmental practices (Consumer Glass, 1998). Business

believes that EPR programs are not necessary as market demands and pressures will eliminate

waste management issues.

However, Canada hæ been deemed one of the top-five nations in terms of waste production.

The average Canadian produces 675kgof garbage eachyear;this production rate is second only

to the United States (Chua 2002). Clearly competitive pressure alone has not been effective in

reducing and preventing waste production in this country.

Significant Costs of EPRPrograms

Corporations Supporting Recycling (CSR) states that EPR programs are too costly for

producers to implement and waste management should remain the responsibilþ of municipalities

and taxpayers. The organization recentþ conducted a study comparing the relative costs of

recycling programs in Ontario to those in Gennany. Ontario has a mixture of programs for

recycling which are financed and delivered by municipalities, while Germany, under the

Packaging Ordinance, has implemented a full EPR program in which producers are responsible

for both the financial and physical maintenance of the waste generated by their products. The
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study found Ontario's average waste management costs per tonne was $60US, while Germany's

average cost per tonne was $600US (Consumer Glass, 1998).

Although the difference in these costs appears sþifican! the numbers do not øke into

consideration a number of factors. Gennany's recycling program has far higher recovery and

recycling rates than those in Ontario. The Duales System Deutschland (DSD), the national pRO

which collects and recycles household packaging waste, reporúed in 2000 recovery and recycling

rates for licensed packaging as high a:s9I%o for glass, 167%o for paper and cardboard, 93%o for

plastics, and'91%o aluminum (DSD, 2001a). It is estimated that Ontario's overall recovery rate is

between 40Yo and 50% (Johnson,200l). Furthermore, the DSD is heavily involved in the

research and development of new techniques and technologies for recycling in order to increase

the array of materials that can be treated, and to reduce the long-tenn cost of recycling. Finally,

better use of resources and advances in technolory has led to a reduction in DSD's costs.

Between 1998 and 2000, DSD reduced their waste management and recycling costs by 16%

(DSD,2001a).

C ompet it iv e D í s advantage

The United States, Canada's largest hading parhrer, has not implemented a national

packaging stewardship legislation. The American federal governmenl underthe leadership of the

President's Council on Sustainable Development (PCSD), has devefoped its own notion of

stewardship, termed "Extended ProductResponsibility". According to its creators, the concept

encompasses the entire life-cycle of the produc! rather than focusing on the end of life as EpR

generally does. Under "Extended Product Responsibility" producers, consumers and government

share responsibility for the environmental impact of products; no single group is delegated with

explicit responsibility (Fishbein, 1998; Hanisch, 2000). Critics of this view of product

stewardship believe it is too broad. There is a risk that if no one is the responsible authority, and
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the end-of-life stage is not the primary focus, waste management issues will not be resolved.

"When you make everybody responsible for everything than nobody is responsible for anything"

(Hanisch, 2000, p. l7 5).

If EPR legislation is implemented in this nation, Canadian businesses may find themselves at

a comFetitive disadvantage, as they must convert their product and packaging designs, processes

and equipment to meet the new legal requirements. PAC claims Canadian industy is already

struggling with rising enerry costs, a slowing economy, and higher taxation and environmental

standards than the United States, and the introduction of EPR legislation may compel many

packaging manufacturers to move their facilities to othernations (*PAC weary...',,200I;

Robinson, 1999).

However, PAC has also reported in recent years, that industry initiatives to reduce, reuse and

recycle packaging under the National Packaging Protocol, has "led to a strong export demand for

Canadian packaging, especially in the U.S." (Robinson, 1999, p.27). Itis likely that further

efforts to improve the environmental compatibilþ of packaging under EPR legislation will only

strengthen American demand, providing a competitive advantage, rather than disadvantage, to

Canadian packaging producers.

2.3.2 Harmonization of Provincial Stewardshíp programs

The Canadian Constitution affords the provinces the authority to legislate municipal affairs

and local undertakings, which encompasses waste management. The federal govemment has no

power to influence how provincial governments conduct waste collection or treatrnent activities.

Industry is concerned that as provinces begin to develop EPR policies and programs, businesses

will have different responsibilities and requirements in each province, resulting in increased

aggravation and expense for producers who distribute their products in more than one province,
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and reducing their ability to compete ('Companies face...", 1995). Producers would like to see

some uniformity in the design and implementation of provincial policies and programs.

Industy has also raised concerns over the use ofEPR initiatives as barriers to trade.

International and inter-provincial trade is a constitutional responsibility ofthe federal

government. Provincially established EPR policies and programs would undoubtedly affect trade

among the provinces and other nations, and thus the development of EPR goals and programs

should be a matter for federal and provincial cooperation.

Scholars, govemment officials and environmental advocates have also expressed concern

over the variation ir EPR initiatives across Canada. Waste management problems a¡e not

confined within a jurisdictiorr. The implications of ineffectual collection and treatment of refuse

is a national concern. Is it fair that some provinces have gone to great lengths to reduce their

ecological footpring while other provinces are continuing to pollute the environment and abuse

valuable resources?

A national harmonization of legislation related to waste treatrnent standards, goals and

implementation mechanisms would simplify matters for indusûy, create a'.level playing field,,

for all companies selling within Canadaand ensure that all provinces are participating in reducing

waste pollution to the same degree. A mandatory and uniform EPR structure across Canada

would likely lead to greater design innovations and advances in technologies and processes as

producers sha¡e ideas for reducing, reusing and recycling. The development ofproducer

responsibility orgmizations (PRo) would help facilitate the sharing of ideas and the pooling of

resources.

In' L994, the Packaging Stewardship Group prepared a report for the Natio¡al Task Force on

Packaging entitled Principles and Harmonization Issues: Packagirlg Stewardship ìn Canada.

This report identified several areas in which national harmonization is needed for the successful

implementation of EPR policies and programs. These included:
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o National goals and objectives should be established and agreed to by all provinces and

territories.

o The designated steward for a program should be at the same point in the distribution

system across the country (e.g. not the packaging filler in one province and the retailer in

another).

o The basis for steward levies (e.g. weight, volume, type of material) must be consistent in

all provinces and territories.

o Penalties must be the same across Canada and all jurisdictions must enforce the

regulations equally.

o Financial responsibility for waste management must be assigned in each province in the

same manner (e.g. steward cânnottake full financial responsibillty in one province and

only partial responsibility in another).

¡ The rules for importers must be uniform amongst all jurisdictions and must comply with

NAFTA and WTO agreements.

o If eco-labels are to be a part EPR of programs and policies, labeling requirements across

the nation must be standardized.

Unfortunately, while most government officials agree that harmonization is imperative, no

steps have been taken to standardize provincial approaches to pactcaging stewardship. One entity

must assume leadership, organizing the provinces and establishing a task force to determiúe how

provinces could enhance the commonalties among their initiatives. This entity could be the

federal government, the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environmen! or another

organization- However, the longer the delay in moving forward the harmonization, the deeper

programs will become ingrained and the more diffrcult it Ìvill be to get provinces to agree on a

unified approach to packaging stewardship.
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23.3 Cost andAvailabílity of Landfill Space in Cønøda

Canada has ¿ ¡sl¿fively small population living on avast expanse of land. The nation has

ample space available for landfills and as a resulg the cost of using these "menities is relatively

inexpensive. Without an immediate threat, Canadian governments have been slow to develop

EPR legislation, and the programs ttrat have been initiated, are not nearly as extensive or drastic

as European efforts. Similarl¡ the lack of urgency to alter behaviour has resulted in resist¿nce

from canadian industry to support product stewardship policies and programs.

It is currently more cost effrcient to dump many products in landfrlls rather than to incur the

high costs of recycling. For example, landfill tipping fees in Manitoba range from $0 to 4O/tonne,

while the cost to collect and process PET is $500/tonne @arthbound Environmental Inc., 1999).

Most landfrll operators when setting tþping fees do not use ftll cost accounting techniques.

Using full cost accounting methods could help MSW site operators establish appropriate and fair

tipping fees, document the actual costs of MSW managemen! identify areas for cost savings and

improve the effrcient and effective of MSW programs (u.s. EpÁ, 2002).

Landfill taxes also could be implemented to increase the cost of using these facilities. Taxes

would encourage businesses and consumers to make wiser purchasing decisions in order to

reduce the amount of waste materials they generate. Revenue from taxes could be used to

subsidize research and development initiatives, support collection and treatment programs, or

educate consumers and producers on the value of our resources and the detrimental effects of

waste. Landfill bans could also be instituted. The province could prohibit certain products from

entering sanitation dumps. For example, bans could be placed on products that can be recycled.

This practice would ensure materials are being properþ treated and reduce the abuse of landfills.

Such instruments must be carefully designed in order to avoid illegal dumping and to ensure an

unfair burden is not placed on municipalities (instruments must target producers).
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Municipalities could also introduce'þay-as-you-throf'programs in which residents are

charged a fee to cover the costs of collection and treatment. If citizens were directly responsible

for the cost of waste collection and treatuen! they would likely make better purchasing decisions

and place pressure on corporations to design products with less materials.

2.4 Packaging

Packaging is the ultimate symbol of our consumer culture. It tells the story of our

technological achievements, preserves our food, protects what we buy, and raises

our standard of living ... At thç same time, packaging is also the largest single

contributor to one of our nation's most troubling environmental problems: the

municipal solid waste crisis (stillwell,canty, Kopf & Montrone, 1991, p. 1).

Packaging serves an essential function in society. Its primary purpose is to safeguard and

preserve products during transport and storage - preventing contamination and decreasing the

occurrence of breakage and spillage. In the case of food items, packaging reduces the incidences

of spoilage and extends the shelf life ofthe product (Wolf & Feldman, 1991; Alexander, 1993).

Food loss due to spoilage is drastically lower in developed nations Q to 3 percent) which have

advanced packaging and distribution systems, as compared to developing countries (30 to 50

percent). A study conducted by H. Alter found that for every 0.1 percent increase in the amount

of plastic packaging entering the waste stream, the quantity of wasted food decreases by 0.165

percent(BhaL 1996).

Packaging has improved the effrciency of dishibution systems, increasing the ease of

fransport from manufacturers to retailers to the final consu,ner. Acting as a communication tool,

packaging allows producers to convey vital product information to consumers, including

ingredients, expiration dates, propor use instructions, and cautionary details (Bha! 1996).

Packaging increases the convenience of many goods, making products easier to transport, store
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and use. For example, modernday froznn dinner packages are designed to be compact and to

store easily in the freezer, to act as a container for heating in the microwave, to substitute for a

plate for serving and eating and to be thrown away after use rather than being washed. Packaging

is also a valuable marketing device. Producers use packaging to create attractiveand alluring

merchandise, to identifr their product and to differentiate their goods from those of their

competitors (Wolf & Feldman, I99L).

While packaging plays a vital role, it has developed a negative image in our envinrnmentally

conscious society. Valuable resources are used to create packaging, which has a limited life span,

b"ically less than a year. Packaging is generally designed with cos! performancg

manufacturability and consumer allure in min{ not the environment. Therefore , a, greatdeal of

packaging on the market does not follow the waste management hierarchy of reduce, reuse,

I recycle. Most packaging is discarded as litter or becomes a part of municipal solid waste, adding

i to the significant quantities of solid-waste pollution generated annually.

There are three types of packaging:

l: | - Primary Packaging (Sales Packaging) is the packaging that contains the product. This

category also includes packaging provided to the final consumer by a retaiþ restaurant

or other service provider to ease the transfer of the product. Examples: plastic cereal

, bags, beverage bottles, disposable cups and plates.

2. Secondory Packaging(Grouped Packaging) is the outerpackaging used to pack

individual products, protect the produc! add visual appeal or aid in the stocking of

shelves. This type of packaging can be removed without impacting the product,s

perfonnance. Example: six-ring holder for beverage cans, toothpaste boxes.

3' Tertiary Packnging (Transportation Packaging) is the packaging used to safeguard goods

and facilit¿te product handling during transportation. Example: corrugated boxes,
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wooden pallets, shrink-wrap (Bhat 1996; Meyers & Lubliner, 1998; European

Parliament and Council, I99 4).

2.4.1 Plastíc Packagíng

Plastic is one the fastest g¡owing material commodities. Approximately 100 million tonnes

ofplastics are produced around the globe annually, which equates to 40 pounds for each

individual in the world (Stevens, 2002\. The largest use for plastics is packaging, accounting for

34Yo of the market followed by construction materials Q6%) and automotive parts (lB%)

(ktdustry Canada" 200La). Half of the plastic used in packaging is fashioned into containers (e.g.

bottles, jugs and tubs), another third is used to forrn sheeting and films, and the remainder is used

for closures (e.g. caps and lids), coatings and other functions (Stevens, 2002)(Figure 2.1). The

largest end-use market for packaging is food preservation. Plastics' durability, versatility and low

cost make them ideal for food applications. An estimated 80-percent of plastic packaging is filled

by food producers for sale to restaurants, institutions and food retailers (Jenkins & Harrington,

1e91).

Figure 2.1: The Use of Plastics in Pøckagíng
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Plastics can be divided into two t)æes: thermosets and thermoplastics. Thennosets are

plastics which cure when heated and cannot be melted and reformed. These plastics are difficult

and costly to process and as a resulf are rarely used in packaging. On the other hand,

thermoplastics are widely used for packaging because these materials can be easily and cheaply

converted into an endless array of shapes. Thermoplastics commonly used in packaging include,

poþtþlene (LDPE and HDPE), polypropylene @p), polysryrene @S), polyetþlene

terephthalate (PET), and poþinyl chloride (PVC). Appendix A summarizes ttre cha¡acteristics

and common packaging end-uses of each of these plastics.

2.4.2 The Popularíty of Plastic Packagíng

The rise in the popularity of ptastic food packaging can be contributed to a number of factors.

First family structures and dynamies have changed. There has been an increase in the number of

single-parent households; a reduction in the size of families (fewer children); a growing number

of women in the worþlace; an increase in the number of senior citizens and a rise in the number

of single-person households (Jenkins & Harington,lggl;Curlee & Das, 1991; Wolf & Feldman,

l99l)- As a result, fewer people have time to spend on food preparation and more individuals are

cooking just for themselves. This has led to demand for food products which can be prepared

easil¡ in limited tirne, with modest culinary skills. The versatility and durability of plastic make

it ideal to meet consumers' evolving needs.

Second, consumers' concerns over product safety and tampering have led manufacturers to

increase the number of layers and protective seals on their goods. Plastics, which are often used

in fikn fonn, suit this demand (Wolf & Feldman, lggl).

Third, technological advances have significantly changed packaging over the last twenty

years' The advent of the microwave oven led to a drarnatic increase in demand for plastic fihns

and containers (Wotf & Feldman, l99l)- Advancements in polymer science and plastics
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engineering have expanded the use of this commodity. Package engineers have combined

haditional packaging materials, such as metal and paper, with plastics to create convenien!

lightweight packaging materials (e.g. aseptic juice boxes, made of combination of metal, foil and

paper). Composite plastics, which combine multiple layers of differentresins, have allowed

plastics to be used in new applications. For example, squeezable bottles for condiments are

generally composite plastics made of various layers of commodity plastics, engineered resins

(e.g. orygen barriers) and adhesives.

Finally, plastics are favoured by many packaging designers for their versatility, durability and

low cost (Stevens, 2002). Plastics can be processed in a number of different ways to form sheets

and filns, and foam, semi-rigid and rigid containers. Pigments and dyes can be added to resins to

yield opaque coloured material or transparent coloured film. Additives, such as plasticizers and

heat stabilizers can be added to improve the characteristics of plastics and allow designers to

create the ideal package.

2.4.3 Attríbutes of Plastíc Pøckagíng

Plastic has a number of advantages over other packaging materials:

o Low densíty- Plastic has a lower density than metal or glass. The result is lower costs to

producers for transport and increased convenience for consumers.

o Shatter resistont. Plastic is safer during shþing because it will not shatter like glass,

thus reducing product waste and decreasing safety hazards.

o Extremely Versatile. Plastic can be made into film or shaped into containers. Additives

can be incorporated to improve the characteristics of resins. Plastics can be combined

with other packaging materials to provide a new packaging system with superior

perforrnance characteristics.
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o Reusable and recyclable- Plastic is durable and can be reused. It is also feasible to

recycle many plastic packages.

o Environmental durability. Plastics a¡e resistant to most environmental conditions (excep

UV radiation), unlike paper, which is readily degraded when exposed to such conditions.

(Bhat, 1996; Jenkins & Harrington, 1991)

Plastics have a number of characteristics which make them environmentally unathactive.

Plastic resin is a product of fossil fuels. Manufacturing short-lived products, such as packaging

from natural gas and oil is viewed by many as an inefficient use of valuable, non-renewable

resources.

Natural gas and oil exploration and excavation disrupts wildlife habitats (e.g. roads, noise,

influx of workers), mars the landscape, and results in subsidence in the extraction region. The

consequences ofoff-shore drilling accidents, such as leaks and blowouts, can be devastating,

eradicating fish and bird populations and contaminating miles of beach. The transportation of

fossil fuels from excavation sites to refineries can also lead to significant environmental damage,

including oil spills, pipeline leaks, and explosions (chiras, rgg4).

Refineries are responsible for breaking down oil and gas into its constituents. These facilities

require sþificant quantities of enerry and are major contributors of air and water pollutants

(Chiras, 1994)- The conversion of petrochemicals into resins and plastic products produces toxic

emissions and effluents, and generates large quantities of waste materials. For example, the

production of one tonne of low-density polyethylene (LDPE), which is considered a relatively

environmentally benign plastic in comparison to poly-vinyl chloride or polystSnene, results in

sixty-two to ninety-two pounds of organic pollutants (NRDF, lggT). Marry of the additives used

in plastics to modifu or enhance mechanical, physical or chemical cha¡acteristics, such as

pigments, inks, dyes, plasticizers and heat stabilizærs, contain toxic substances, including arsenic,
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lead, cadmium and endocrine disruptors (e.g. phthalates and nonyþenol) (Industy Canad4

2001b; Porro & Mueller, 1993).

Technically, most plastic packaging can be recycled. However, the infrastructure for

physically recycling plastics and the markets for Secondary materials are underdeveloped.

Secondary plastics have limited ehd-uses. Recycled materials cannot be used for food contact

applications; recycled plastics are typically used to produce construction supplies and vehicle

parts. Each time materials are recycled, their strength and weight is decreased and they cannot be

used in products which require as rigorous use as the original. The result is a spiraling down

effect as each successive recycling further reduces the qualþ of the plastic and diminishes the

possible end-uses.

2.4.4 Cønadían Plastic Pøckøging Indastry

The Canadian plastics packaging industry involves a number of players including:

c Resin producers convert fossil fuels into resins. Major Canadian resin producers

include, Petromon! Royal Group, AT Plastics and NOVA Chemicals. A number of

international resin manufacturers also have plants in Canada including, Dow

chemicals, knperial oil, Kos4 Eastunan chemical and Basell (oqCD,2002;

Industry Canad4200lb).

o Compouttders incorporate additives into resins. Major compounders operating in

Canada include Aclo, Albis, Colortech, Geon, and Wedtech. Synthetic resin

producers and compounders, in 1999, employed over g500 canadians (110

establishments) and produce over $6.0 billion in shipments (OECD, Z0O2).

o Packagingfabrícators convert resins into packaging. Typically these manufacturers

purchase resin, in the fonn of powder, emulsions, pellets or flakes, from resin

producers or compounders. The package producer may create the packaging or the
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packaging user (f,iller) may design the moulds and select the plastics resins.

canadian plastic packaging producers and/or suppliers include, Amcor-Twinpacþ

Plastics works Inc., Plastiques Micron Inc., polytainers Inc, Kay containers Ltd.

and Truefoam Limited (OECD, 2002).

PackagingJìlters fill packaging purchased from fabricators with their product.

Packaging users include: food and beverage processors, producers ofbeauty and

hygiene products, fast food restaurants and cleaning product manufacturers.

Fígure 2:2: Ihe Canadian plastic packaging Industry
i
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2.5 Coping with Plastic Packaging

2.5.1 Source Reduction

Source reduction, commonly accepted as the most effective \ilay to decrease our ecological

impact, involves reducing the amount (volume and weight) or the toxicity of materials entering

the waste stream ("Packaging",1994; Porro & Mueller, 1993). This technique is a proactive

means of dealing with packaging waste, rather than reactive like recycling, incineration and

landfilling methods, Producers engaged in source reduction activities are not only creating less

waste material, they are also reducing the amount of pollution produced and energSr consumed as

a result of the exhaction and processing of raw materials.

Common methods employed by packaging manufacturers to reduce the amount and toxicity

of plastic packaging materials include:

. lightweighting (reducing the volume and/or weight),

. use of non-toxic additives,

o use ofconcentrates,

reforrnulating or redesigning products to eliminate or reduce packaging required,

. use of more durable, reusable plastics,

. eliminatingunnecessarypackaging,

o packagingproducts in largercontainers, and

. converting to bulk dispensing systems.

(Porro & Mueller, 1993)

Unfortunately, despite source reductions placement at the pinnacle of the waste management

hierarchy, it is the least used refuse minimization technique. Reduction is diffrcult to measure

and manufacturers rarely receive recognition for their efforts from governments or consumers

("Packaging",1994)- Canadian manufacturers have liule financial incentive to engage in source
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reduction. In fact there are a number of factors which make ñource reduction unattractive to

producers, some of which may include:

o devoting funds to research and development to examine ways to alter product or

packaging design"

o developing and delivering consumer education programs to promote the benefits of

theirrevised product or packaging, .

o finding and cultivating relationships with new suppliers, and

t assuming the risk that consumers may not respond to their new product or packaging.

While producers involved in source reduction must incur additional costs and bear financial

riskl, manufacturers using recyclable packaging receive credit from both governments and

consumers for being environmentally friendly, while municipalities and taxpayers foot the bill for

recycling.

Over the years, recycling has gathered significant political and public support. This can work

against source reduction, as some of the most lightweight packaging materials on the market are

composed of multiple materials or composites plastics, and cannot be recycled. The question

becomes which is environmental better- lightweigh! compact packages which can only be

incinerated or landfilled orheavie4more bulkier packages which can be recycled?

It is important to note that reduction is not always the best ecological option. Source

reduction is not necessarily environmentally superior if lightweighting consumes more enerry or

compromises the performance of the package. More raw materials and energ, go into

manufacturing products, than packaging. If the product is damaged or spoils because it was

packaged improperly, more natural resources are wasted in comparison to the small amount of

packaging material conserved.

t 
F q" þog -o th9 Produger would likely save on both material costs and transportation costs as a result

of rçducing the weight and volume of their packages.
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2.5.2 Reuse

Refilling or reusing existing plastic bottles, containers and tubs is an effective way to

minimize the consumþtion of virgin materials, conserve enerry, reduce the expulsion of

pollutants, decrease the waste entering landfrlls and lower manufactu¡ing costs @orro & Mueller,

ree3).

The three common packaging reuse systems are as follows:

1. Consumers return used packaging to thç retailers, recycling depots or reverse vending

machines. The packaging is then collected by the producer who washes and refills the

bottles. Take-back programs and deposit-refund programs can be used to encograge

participation in reuse.

2. Packaging is sold to an intermediary that washes containers and sells them to a producer

to refill.

3. Producers sell concentrated versions of their product in smaller, lightweight packaging.

consumers dilute the concentrate with water in a reusable bottle.

@orro & Mueller, 1993)

Reusable systems are only beneficial if they use less energy than their non-refillable

counterparts. The amount of energy reusable containers consr rne is dependant on the proximity

of the refilling plants to collection facilities and the number of times the packaging is reused.

Because these packages must withstand multþle uses, fillings and trips between the producer and

consumer' reusable containers tend to be thicker and heavier than non-recyclables. As a result

they require more resin and enerry to produce, and consume more fuel during tansport

(Alexander, 1993). Therefore less energy is consumed when the distance between the retailer and

plant is minimized and the container is reused the maximum number of times feasible.

There are several disadvantages to reusable packaging systems. Firs! reuse systems are not

appropriate for all products. Packaging contamination and hygiene concerns often limit the
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ability to reuse many food packages. Second the initial cost of converting to reusable containers

is significant. Using reusable bottles requires producers to invest in washing, specialized filling

and waste water treatuent equipment (Alexander, 1993)- However, in the long term, there is the

potential for substantial savings (reduced enerry and raw material consumption). Third, many

retailers are not interested in selling refillable containers. Under most rçfillable programs,

grocery and convenience stores become the point of return for bottles and containers. This means

retailers must have enough storage space to house rehrrns, pay for additional staffhours to sort

and stack refillables, and take additional precautionary measures to ensure conditions remain

sanitary. Many retailers are unwilling to bear the costs and hassles of refillable programs.

2.5.3 Recycling

Plastics can be recycled in a number of ways:

1. Primary Recycling @re-consumer Recycling) involves converting homogenous,

uncontaminated plastic waste material into resin or pellets. P.i-ary recycling conserves

the most enerry of all recycling processes and yields a product with comparable

properties to that of the original (Wolf & Feldman, 1991). This forrr of recycling is

predominantly used by indusûy to recycle plastic scraps remaining after manufacturing

(Wolf & Feldman, 1991; Stevens,2002).

2' Secondary Recycling(Mechanical Recycling) involves converting plastic waste material,

typically post-consumer, into new plastic products (Wolf & Feldman, Iggl). For sanitary

re¿tsons' food products cannot be composed of secondary materials. Mpst recycled

plastic converted via this method is used in construction materials and automobiles.

3' Tertiary Recycling (Chemical Recycling) involves chemioally breaking down plastics to

produce fuel which can be used to generate enerry or manufacture chemicals (Wolf &

Feldman' 1991; Charles,1997). Processes such as pyrolysis, glycolysis, and hydrolysis
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are techniques used to chemically recycle plastics (American Plastics Council, l99g)-

Tertiary methods are very expensive and not widely used.

4- Quaternary Recycling (Enerry Recovery) involves recovering the energy stored in waste

plastics through incineration. Highly contarninatd low quality and non-recyclable

plastic waste are best suited for waste-to-enerry processes (Coghlan, lgg4). For the

purposes of this study, the when the terrn recycling is used, it does not include energy

reoovery processes.

The process of converting fossil fuels into resins represents the greatest energy expenditure in

the fabrication process. Using recycled plastics in products, rather than virgin resins, can save

between 85 and 90-percent of the energy used in the production of plastics goods (Wolf &

Feldman, 1991). Furthermore, recycling reduces the quantity of packaging materials entering

landfills and reduces reliance on virgin inputs.

rWhile there are many benefits to recycling, it is not as effective as source reduction and reuse

at addressing environmental problems. Recycling degrades the polymer structure, reducing the

mass, strength and integrity of resins. As a resulg recycled plastics generally are used only in

products which are less demanding then the original. If products made of secondary inputs are

themselves recycled, the quality will be degrade even further, until eventually it is unusable. For

example, after three recyclings the impact strength of polystyrene is reduced by over 34Vo and,its

mass is reduced by 27% (Stevens, 2002).

At this time, it is not economically or technologically feasible to recycle all packaging

materials- Packaging of mixed resins (e.g. some squeezable condiment bottles) and mixed

materials (e.g. aseptiç juice boxes) is difücult to recycle into new products.

Currently, the recycling of plastic packaging is fairly limited. A successful plastic recycling

market like any marke! requires both supply and demand. Most Canadian municipalities are

responsible for operating collection and sorting programs. Collected waste materials typically are
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sold to reprocessors who convert them into a useable form (e.g. pellets, flakes) for use in their

own facilities or for sale to plastic fabricators. The extent of municipal recycling initiatives is

dependent on availability of funds and the demand by reprocessors for various plastic waste

products. Plastics are one of the most expensive waste materials to collect and sort because they

are bulþ, lightweight and have a low resale value @orro & Mueller, rggS).

At this time, plastic processors demand for secondary materials is weak. The price of

recycled resin is higher than virgin, the quality of recycled plastics is inconsisten! consumer

demand for recycled products is low, and no legislation exist to encourage producers to use

recycled materials (Morawski, 2000; Newcorn,1997). In order for recycled plastics to be

competitive with virgin resins, a dependable supply of sorted waste plastics and investments in

recycling technology is required. Unfortunatel¡ industry is reluctant to invest in recycling

infrastructure until the supply of recyclables is steady, while municipalities are leery of expanding

collection and sorting programs without a reliable demand.

2.6 Chapter Summary

Canadians generate an estimated 2l million tonnes of solid waste annuall¡ making Canada

one of the top five nations in terms of waste production per capita. Plastics comprise

approximately 2 million tonnes (1l-percent) of this waste (Chua, 2001). As one of the fastest

growing material commodities, this percentage will undoubtedly rise unless measures are taken to

increâse plastic reduction, reuse and recycling.

Packaging is the largest ma¡ket for plastics, and food preservation is the most common end-

use for plastic packaging. Plastics, in many ways, are superior to other packaging materials at

preventing spoilage, extending the shelf life of products, and improving consumer convenience.

Plastic is versatile, lightweight shatter resistant and relatively inexpensive. Unfortunately,

plastics are far behind many other packaging materials in terms of recovery and recycling.
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Currentþ Canadian plastic packaging manufacturers and fillers have little motivation to improve

the environmental characteristics of their packaging. The introduction of packaging stewardship

policies and programs may provide the incentive nec€ssary to reduce the amount and toxicþ of

plastic packages, prompt the development of plastic bottlç and container reuse programs, and

expand the quantity and types ofplastics recycled in this nation.
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Chopter Three - Methodologt

This chapter outlines the research methods followed in order to achieve the established

objectives of this endeavour. The study was divided into four parts: (1) a review of the current

literaturç; (2) nexamination of packaging stewardship policies and programs; (3) a case study of

plastic food packaging pro{ucers and fillers; and (4) a workshop held with representatives from

government, industry and non-government organizations. The data gathered from these activities

was used to develop a model for packaging stewardship for the province of Manitoba.

3.1 Literature Review

In order to satisfr the objectives of this study, a review of the relevant literature was

undertaken- Literature relating to packaging stewardshþ was examined, with a focus on

information concerning the roles of industr5r, govemment and consumers under EpR progr¿uns;

the techniques for implementing stewardship; and the challenges associated with adopting EpR

policies and programs. Texts, articles and studies related to plastic packaging were also

reviewed. The specific areas explored included: the rising popularity of plastic packaging; the

structure of the Canadian plastic packaging industry; and methods for coping with plastic waste.

Current literature on extended producer responsibility and plastic packaging was collected

through a variety of sources including, the University of Manitoba libraries, Manitoba

Conservation's Pollution Prevention Branch, Canadian Council ofMinisters ofthe Environment

(CCME)' organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (oEcD) and a variety of
government and NGo websites. A summary of the literature reviewed can be found in Chapter 2

- Plastic Packaging Stewardship.



3.2 Packaging Stewardship Policies and Programs

3.2.1 International Packaging Stewardship Policies and programs

A number of prominent international approaches to packaging stewardship were examined, in

particular the regulated approach of several European countries (Germar¡, Austria and Sweden)

and the governrnent-initiated voluntary program instituted in Australia.

In the mid-1990s, the European Parliament adopted the Directive on Packaging and

Packaging Waste, a policy which required each EU member state to develop a system to reduce

the environmental impact of packaging and to ensure adequate recycling levels were achieved. A

1998 review ofEU nations' recovery and recycling rates found that four nations stood above the

rest with respect to the collection and treaûnent of plastic packaging - Germany, Austri4 Sweden

and Belgium (Commission of the European Communities, 2001a). The packaging stewardship

initiatives developed by these countries successfully reduced the amount of packaging on the

market increased the quantþ of recovered and recycled materials, and led to the advancement of

sorting and recycling technolory (Fishbein, 1998; Hanisch, 2000). In order to gain insight into

how Germany, Austria and Sweden achieved their world dominance in thç area of plastic

packaging waste managemen! a research trip to Europe was undertaken. The purpose of the trip

was to interview producer responsibility organizat'ron representatives, members of indusüy,

academics, and government officials in order to identifr the key elements responsible for the

success of their prograrns. Chapter 4 provides a swnmary of the literature and interview data

collected on the German, Austrian and Swedish regulations and packaging stewardship

management systems. The strengths and shortcomings of each approach are discussed and

recommendations for the development of a packaging stewardship model for this province are

presented.

Australia has taken ùvery different approach to packaging stewardship in comparison to the

highly regulated and structured European packaging ordinances. This nation has developed a
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flexible, voluntary style of packaging EPR. In order to gain a better understanding of the

Australian system" a thorough review of the available literature and related polices was

undertaken, and a telephone interview was held with a representative of the National packaging

Covenant Council. Chapter 4 includes a sunmary of the Australian approach to enhancing

packaging and reducing waste, a discussion of the successes and problems they have encountered,

and concludes with the key elements of their approach which could be incorporated into ttre

Manitoba packaging stewardship model.

3.2.2 Canødiøn Packagíng Waste Management Approaches

The regulations and packaging waste management programs of four Canadian provinces were

reviewed summallzed andanalyznd. Chapter 5 begins with an examination ofthe existing

legislative framework and system for managing plastic packaging waste in Manitoba. The Waste

Reduction and Prevention Ac! Multi-material Stewardship Regulation, aqd available literature

regarding plastic packaging recycling and the role of the Manitoba Product Stewardship

Corporation (MPSC) were reviewed and assessed. In addition, informal interviews were held to

gather data on the current status of the provincial recycling programs, proposed future

deveþments, and the overall need for packaging stewardship for plastics. These interviews

were conducted with municipal recycling program directors, representatives of the Manitoba

Product Stewardship Corporation, and Jim Ferguson of Manitoba Conservation, pollution

Prevention Branch.

Chapter 5 also examines the municipal solid waste systems adopted in Ontario, British

columbia and Nova Scotia. Each of these provinces has taken a unique approach to managing

packaging waste which proved valuable in the development of a packaging stewardship model for

Manitoba. Ontario is in the process of establishing a new Blue Box system, which obligates

producers to financially contribute and to participate in research and communications efforts.
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British Columbia has recently released an Industry Product Stewardship Business Plan which

outlines how the province intendeds to embark upon a full-scale EPR programs for a number of

designated waste streams. In the late 1990s, Nova Scotia introduced stringent landfills bans, and

more recently has begun to develop a number of regulatory and voluntary stewardship

agreements for various waste materials, including avoluntary packaging stewardship agreement

with provincial milk processors. Each of these provincial systems were suûrmarized,the

strengths and weaknesses were analyzedand the key components of each program were

identified. Reviews were based on a study of available literature and provincial policies, and

interviews with govenment and waste management system representatives. The chapter

concludes with an examination of the essential program elements to be included in the Manitoba

stewardship model.

3.3 Case Study

It was deemed essential to discuss the matter of packaging waste management with the

stakeholders who would be most impacted by an EpR approach, namely packaging manufacturers

and frllers. Due to the array of end-uses for plastic packaging and the vast number of

manufacturers and fillers of plastic packaging, a case study approach was adopted. This study

focused on plastic packaging used in food preservation, and involved Manitoba food producers,

Canadian plastic food packaging manufacturers and associated trade groups and non-government

organizations.

3.3.1 Cose Staþ Procedure

The case study was divided into two parts. Part one involved telephone and in-person

iríterviews with Manitoban food producers and Canadian plastic food packaging manufacturers.

Part two consisted of telephone interviews with provincial and national trade associations and
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non-govemment organizations. The standard set of survey questions for Manitoba food

producers, Canadian plastic manufacturers, and trade associations/lrlGOs can be found in

Appendices B, C and D respectiveþ.

The interview process was adaptive. The questionnaires served only as a reference to guide

interviews and not all questions were necessarily posed to the interviewees. If it was evident that

the participant knew very little about the area under discussion, the researcher elected to omit

cert¿in questions. In areas where the interviewee had greater knowledge, additional questions

were asked.

All interviews were caried out over a two-month period @ebruary 12,2003to April l l,

2003). To ensure the privacy of participants only the researcher had access to it'rterview data; all

responses were kep anonJ¡mous and no n¿unes appeared on the survey forms. Once the interview

data was transcribed, it was coded and analyzed using the qualitative data anaþis program

Atlas/ti. chapter 6 contains a sunmary of the resurts of this case study.

3-3-2 ManiÍoba Food Producers and Canadian Plastic Food Pøckaging Manufacturers

Twenty food producers in Manitoba were contacted regarding this stud¡ of which ten

consented to an interview. Sixteen plastic food packaging manufactures from across Canada

w9re contacted for interviews, of which three agreed to participate. The purpose ofthe interviews

was to:

o detennine the environmental cha¡acteristics and potential ecological impact of their

packaging;

. identi& the factors influencing packaging design and/or selection;

o assess what voluntarily action the organization had taken to reduce the environmental

impact of their packaging; and
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. gain an understanding of their concerns and opinions regarding the concept of packaging

stewardship.

3.3.3 Provincial and National Trade Assocíøtions and Non-government Organizafions

Provincial and national trade associations and non-government orgarvations involved in

promoting packaging, plastics, packaged products or extended producer responsibility were

interviewed for the purpose of determining their views on packaging stewardship policies and

programs. The surveys were designed to explore their opinions on the need for EpR, their

concerns regarding this concep! and the roles they envisioned for the key players (govemmen!

producers and consumers).

3.4 Options for Plastic Packaging StewardshÍp Workshop

In frirther recognition of the importance of stakeholder inpu! a half-day workshop was held

with governmen! industy and non-government organizations to evaluate a proposed model for

plastic packaging stewardship in the province. The initial draft model reviewed at the workshop

was based upon an analysis of the packaging stewardship policies and programs and the case

study findings. The feedback gathered from workshop participants was used to develop the final

Packaging Stewards hip Model for Manitoba.

The workshop was ajoint undertaking of the Natural Resource Institute a¡rd Manitoba

Conservation, with both organizations playing a role in the planning and funding of the session.

Two weeks prior to the even! over 60 invitations were faxed to representatives from industry

(trade associations, packaging manufacturers and packaging fillers), government (federal,

provincial and municipal), non-government organizations (environment¿l and consumer groups),

and provincial recyclerslhaulers. Fifteen guests attended the workshop.
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The four hour session, facilitated by Sheldon Mcleod of SL Mcleod Consulting was

divided into two sections (Appendix E). The first half of the afternoon consisted of a review of

provincial, national and international approaches to the management of packaging waste. The

workshop began with a brief presentation from Jim Ferguson, Policy Analys! Pollution

Prevention, Manitoba Conservation. He discussed the current situation in Manitoba for waste

management and packaging diversion, and the Province's plan to review waste reduction and

prevention strategies in the near fufure. Barry Friesen, Solid Waste-Resource Manager, Nova

Scotia Environment and Labour, presented a summary of the success Nova Scotia had with

reducing waste and the tools the province used to stimulate diversion. Finally, the data gathered

for this stud¡ regarding the policies and programs adopted in Germany, Sweden, Austri4 and

Australi4 was presented. This section was concluded with a question and discussion period.

The second half of the session was devoted to presenting and discussing a potential model for

packaging stewardship in the province of Manitoba. The attendees were requested to sha¡e their

questions, opinions and concems regarding the proposed model. Chapter 7 contains a summary

of the feedback provided by workshop participants.

3.5 Packaging Stewardship Model for Manitoba

The culmination of this research is a model for packaging stewardship in Manitoba. Chapter

7 presents the roles and responsibilities of the key players - the provincial governmen! indushy,

municipalities, the WRAP Councilr, consumers, other provincial governments and the federal

government- The literature review, policy and program analysis, case study, and workshop were

all conducted for the purpose of developing this model. The model is intended to provide a

framework to assist the Province as it embarks upon discussiöns of waste management and

stewardship in Manitoba.

t Tht w'.t" R"duction and Prevention (WRAP) Council is a proposed non-goverûnent organization responsible for
engaging in research and increasing awareness ofwaste reduction and pr"t.ãtion issues in Manitoba-
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Many nations have taken great strides to reduce the environmental impact of their packaging,

launching ambitious and progressive packaging stewardship initiatives. In order to develop a

successful model for stewardship in Manitob4 it is essential to rwiew the achievements and set-

backs experienced by these nations. To achieve this end, a review of a number of intemational

packaging stewardship initiatives was performed.

The need for government intervention and regulation is a topic of continual debate in the field

of natural resource management. Muny indusüy representatives assert that voluntary initiatives

can delivery the samç ecological benefits as regulated programs at a fraction of the cos! and the

flexibility afforded by voluntary action permits producers to develop innovative approaches to

sustainability. However, critics point out that voluntary programs lack the credibility of

regulations. Many voluntary initiatives have vague or ineffectual objectives; poor or non-existent

public reporting practices; lack authority to enforce targets; attactfree-riders; and typically fail to

obt¿in third party review of their progress (Gibson & Lynes, 199S). For the purposes of this

study it was thotrght important to examine both government_regulated and vøluntary approaches

to packaging stewardship.

This chapter summarizes the legislated packaging waste management systems of Gennan¡

Aqstria and Sweden, and the government-led voluntarypackaging stewardship program in

Aushalia. The system of each nation is described and analyzed for its strengths and

shortcomings. The data presented in this chapter is based upon a review of the regulations,

policies, and available literature, as well as interviews with key government representatives,

waste management system officials, academics and industry members.



Regulatory Approaches to Packaging Stewardship

4.1 European Union Approach to Packaging Stewardship

4.1.1 EU Directive on Pøckøging and Packaging Wøste (94/62/EC)

The European Union is leadingthe world in the development and implementation of

packaging stewardship legislation. The fnst EU directive related to packaging waste was

implemented in the early 1980s. The policy was limited in scope, targeting only beverage

containers, and met with little success- In 1991, Gerrnany introduced the packaging Ordinance,

which was described by one author as "the most prescriptive and demanding piece of

environmental legislation passed in anyEuropean govemment with regard to packaging waste,,

@ailey, 1999,p.562). Several other Member States followed suit, including Sweden and

Austri4 introducing significant reforms to the handling of packaging and packaging waste within

their borders. Such legislative action was viewed as an impediment to free trade within ttre

Union. The Commission of the European Communities was requested to intervene. The

Commission had two options: contest the legality of these policies or develop their own

legislation which would create continuþ and reduce trade ba¡riers amongst Member States.

Harmonization legislation w¿N viewed as the most prudent course of action considering the waste

management problems in many of the EU nations. The legislation sought to hamronize existing

packaging waste policies and required Member States without packaging legislation to adopted

similar laws @ailey, 1999; Jordan, Gonser, Raderrnaker, & Jorgensen ,2001).

Targets

The EU Directive on Packaging and Packaging Waste was introduc ed n l994to reduce the

negative environmental effects resulting from packaging and packaging waste. Reduction, reuse

and recycling are equally promoted through this regulation, however because of the diffrcuþ in

measuring andmonitoring reduction and reuse, targets were only created for the recovery,
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recycling and heavy metal content of packaging waste (Table 4.1). Each EU Member State is

expected to establish a system to ensure these targets are met.

Table 4.r: EU Dírectíve on Pøchøging ønd pøckøging waste Targets

Recovery Target 50-65% byweight

Recycling Target 2545% byweight

Minimum of l5%o by weight per material type

Heavy Metal Contenút 100 ppm by weight

f Refers to the maximum concentr¿tion leuel of
components may contain.

Flexibílity

While the Directive seeks to harmonize national policies, those involved in its creation also

recognized the value in a flexible process for implementation. The method Member States take to

achieve these targets has been left to their discretion, thereby allowing them to tailor the Directive

to their existing legal and administrative structure and to take into account their uníque

experiences with recycling. As a result there is great deal of variation amongst the waste

management systems of each of the EU nations.

c Legal Foundation. The majority of nations have implemented mandatory regulations to

ensure targets are me! while The Netherlands and Denmark have introduced voluntary

agreements between industry and government. Some nations have separate legislation

for handling beverage packaging; typically this is a holdover from their previous

management system.

o National Targets- National targets vary significantly amongst Member States. In order

to accommodate the needs of all Members provisions were made for certain nations to

adjust the recovery and recycling targets. For example, any nation wishing to exceed the

recovery and recycling targets was permitted as long as they had the capacityto treat
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packaging and the Commission was assured increased targets would not distort the

internal ma¡ket. On the other hand, Greece, Ireland and Portugal, due to their geography

and limited packaging consumption, were allowed a longer period of time to implement

the Directive targets. In addition, Belgium, Finland, Spain and The Netherlands have

gone beyond the requirements of 94l628C, introducing targets for the prevention and

reduction of packaging. similarly, Germany, Portugal, Denmark and Finland have

est¿blished targets for packaging reuse.

Complementary Legislation. A number of Member States have adopted legislation which

supports the objectives of their national packaging legislation, including landfill

restrictions and eco-taxes.

Contpliance Systems. Each EU nation, with the exception of Denmarþ has allowed

industry to form organizations to help companies comply with their responsibilities. The

majority have adopted "Green Dot Systems" (see pRo Ewope section below for a

discussion of the "Green Dot System,,).

Concept of Shared Responsibility. While all Member States have obligated industry to

partake in the management of packaging wastg there is variation in the amount and type

of responsibility placed on companies. In some nations, indusby has been delegated full

responsibility for the collection, sorting, and recovery of packaging waste, while in other

countries this responsibility is shared amongst industy and local governments.

Collection Systems. Curbside and depot collection systems are permitted under the

legislation, and most participants have a combination of the two systems. Not all the EU

nations have been successful in establishing a nation-wide system for collecting

packaging waste. Remote, rural a¡eas and difficult topography has prevented the

development of cost-efficient national collection schemes in a number of the participating

countries.
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o Systemfinøncing. The means for financing collection, sorting, recovery and

communication vary from nation to nation. There are three basic financing schemes

employed in the EU: (1) levy based on weight, volume and material Wpe; e) levy per

unit of packaging; and (3) registration fee based on annual tumover.

o Monitoring. Tllre bodies responsible for monitoring, the stage at which monitoring is

carried out and the party obligated to carry out data collection and reporting difler in each

Member State.

In a recent report, European Packøging\ï'aste Management Systems: Final Report (2001),

the Commission summarizes the waste management system of each Member State and the

successes they have experienced. This document is available onEUROPA - the portal site to the

European Union -htp://europa.eu.int.

Enforcement

The European Union has limited power to interfere with the political matters of EU nations.

Although the Commission does not have the right to mandate how pations implement EU

legislation, this body does have the authority to ensure that all EU policies are consistently

applied. If Member States do not fulfrll their obligations under the EU Directive on packaging

and Packaging Waste, the Commission has the right to sue or fine these countries (U. Küppers,

October 24,2002). Several nations have had transgressions which have forced the Commission

to take action. Major offences have included, failing to encourage reduction and reuse activities

and neglecting to implement legislation by the required deadlines @ailey, rggg).

Directive Revisions

In the implementation of any environmental policy, the Commission has had to face the

challenge of safeguarding the environment while at the same time protecting free trade within the
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European Union, often two divergent aspirations. The original intention of the Commission was

to set recovery targets at 90-percent and recycling for each material at 60-percent. However,

negotiations with EU methbers resulted in far lower quotas. Not all parties were satisfied with

the outcome of the first Directive on packaging waste. One European Parliamentary deputy

referred to Directive 94/62tEC as a "mess of ill-assorted inconsistent compromises,, @aile¡

1999, p.554). The Directive is currently under review and it is hoped some of these problems

can be resolved. The revisions are expected to be completed and implemented this year. The

Directive calls for a review every five years, thus these revisions aretwo years behind schedule.

The Commission has recommended a number of changes, including raising the overall recovery

and recycling targets and introducing material specific targets (Commission of the European

Communities, 2001a). There has also been discussion, although not included in the Commissions

proposal, ofintroducing reuse targets (Sturges, 2000).

4.1-2 Packaging Recovery organizatíon Europe s.p.r.L (pRo Europe)

PRO EUROPE was founded in 1995 to assist their partner producer responsibility

otganizations in each of the Member States achieve the objectives of the EU Directive on

Packaging and Packaging Waste. This organization provides aid to nations interested in

establishing a dual system organization for the collection and recovery of packaging waste.

These schemes, also referred to as producer responsib ility organizations or compliance systems,

are tenned dual system organizations because they operate parallel to the existing municipal

waste management system. A dual system organizationis a government-sanctioned industry-

operated organization responsible for collecting and recovering packaging waste oq behalf of

their industry members. Companies joining these dual systems transfer their obligations under

their national packaging and packaging waste legislation to these organizations.
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The principal responsibility of PRO EIJROPE is to grant permission to govemment-

sanctioned compliance schemes to use the "Der Grune Punkt- (the "Green Dot'') trademark. The

Green Dot is a financial symbol, not an ecological symbol, which indicates that a monetar5r

contribution has been made by a producer to the nafional producer responsible organization to

support the collection and recovery of its packaging. Only one organization per country is

granted the right to use this trademark. PRO EUROPE has developed criteria" which

organizations need to meet in order to use the "Green Dot" symbol. The organization must:

o be privately owned and operated;

o fulfill the obligations established under the EU Directive; and

. operate on a non-profit basis (U. Küppers, October 24,2002).

The role of these dual system organizations is to coordinate the collection and recovery of

packaging waste, to educate producers and consumers about the system, and to provide licenses

to companies in their nations. A license entitles a company to use the "Green Dot', on it$

packaging to inform consumers of its participation in the national du¿l system. In return the

producer must pay a fee to the producer responsibility organization to cover the cost of collection,

sorting, and recovery of packaging, communication programs and administrative activities.

Although each PRO EUROPE participating organization is perrritted to use the..füeen Dof,

trademarþ and is required to communicate this system to the public, there is a grcatdeal of

variation between these organizations. These systems differ in the following \ñ/ays:

o sectors covered (e.g. household, commercial, institutional);

o collection mechanism (e.g. door-to-door, drop-offdepots);

o forms of recovery (e.g. mechanical, chemicar, feedstocþ energy recovery);

o costs incurred (e.g. full financial responsibility, shared responsibility with municipaliÐ;

o time frame for implementation (e.g. legislative deadlines for implementation can range

from six months to several years); and
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o nafional recovery and recycling targets.

(U. Küppers, October 24,2002)

In addition to administering the "Green Dof'trademarþ PRO EUROPE provides member

producer responsibility organizations with opportunities to share their knowledge and

experiences. To facilitate these exchange sessions, PRO EUROPE hosts regular meetings,

organizes working groups and maintains a website. PRO EUROPE also lobbies the European

Parliament and Commission on issues related to the EU Packaging Directive on behalf of their

members (DSD, 2002a).

Austria" German¡ Spain, France, Belgium, Greece, Sweden" keland, Portugal, Luxembourg,

as well as a number of non-EU Members, inctuding, the CzpchRepublic, Latvi4Hungary, and

Poland belong to PRO EIIROPE. Even Canad4 tbrough Corporations Supporting Recycling

(CSR), is a "Green Dot" partner. CSR has an administrative license, meaning they are

re$Ponsible for protecting the "Green Dot" trademark in Canada. If a producer, distributor, or

importer wishes to lawfutly import "Green Dof' packing into our nation, they must have an

administrative licensing agreement with csR (u. Küppers, october 24,2002).

4.1.3 Plastíc Packøging in Europe

As in North Amerie4 the packaging sector is the largest consumer of plastic resin in the

European Union. Packaging comprises approximately 56-percent of the plastic waste generated

in Westem Europe. Demand for plastic packaging is on the rise, growing at a rate of 4 to 5-

percent yearly- Resin manufactures and converters have anticipated these consumption levels to

continue, and perhaps even increase in the fufure. The highest growth rates are expected for pET

for use in beverage containers (Jordan et el., 2001; APME, 2000).

The majority of packaging in Westem Europe is used for household packaging (73-percent),

while the remainder is used for distribution packaging Q7-percent). The primary end-use for
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plastic packaging as in Canad4 is food preservation. Over half of all of plastic packaging in the

waste stream is used for safeguarding food products (Jordan etal-,2001).

The highest annual plastic packaging recovery rates in the EU are achieved by Denmark. In

1997,this nation recovered 98-percent of plastic packaging waste; however, only B-percent of

this material was recycled, the remaining 9O-percent was incinerated (waste-to-energy) (Jordan et

al-,2001). Gennany is the EU member nation with the highest plastic packaging recycling rates.

In 2001, the Dual System Deutschland Germany's producer responsibility organization for sales

packaging, reported a recycling rate of 87-percent for its licensed plastic packaging (DSD,

2002b). Other nations reporting recycling rates above the EU Packaging and packaging Waste

Directive targets include Sweden, Austri4 and Belgiuml. The remainder of this section will

review the successful regulations and systems implemented in three of these nations, Germany,

Austria and Sweden.

4.2 Germany

The origins of extended producer responsibility can be traced to the Gerrnan packaging

Ordinance' In the late 1980s Germany was facing a landfill crisis - the nation had limited landfill

capacity, the amount of waste being generated was on the rise, and public opposition to solid

waste sites was mounting. It was clear a new approach to waste management needed to be

developed' Dr. Klaus Töpfer, then Minister of the Environmen! proposed expanding the role of
producers to include the collection and treatrnent of the post-consumer waste generated by their

products' Packaging, which composed one third of the waste streanq and as a highly visible

product was already the focus of public concern, was the first product targeted for stewardship.

t It should be noted that each nation uses different methods for calculating recovery and recycling rates.Therefore, it is difficult t9 directly compare these numbers between nations. It is even challenging tocompare the figures within a nation. Different organr¡ation will using different calculation aníreportingtechniques, and even the same organization may employ a different Å'"t¡o¿ from year to y*.- -

unforhuratel¡ recovery and recycling rates are not ôft"ï u""o-p*i"J*ittr an explanation as to how theywere determined.
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The goals of Töpfer's fnst stewardship initiative went beyond simply slowing the flow of

materials into Gerrnan landfrlls. The regulation was viewed as the initial step towards ttre

development of a sustainable economy. The Ordinance rilas intended to provide an incentive to

producers to desþ eco-friendly products, to limit consumption of virgin materials and energy,

and to reduce pollution caused by resource exhactíon and manufacturing (Fishbein, 1998). The

German government has since applied the concept of extended producer responsibility to a

number of other waste streams, including electronics, tires and end-oÊlife vehicles.

4.2.1 German Packaging Ordinance

The Gerrnan Packaging Ordinance was introduced in June of 1991 and revised in 199g. The

Ordinance requires producers to take-back and treat ¡rost-consumer packaging in an

environment¿lly sound m¿umer. The Gennan law is not only applicable to secondary (grouped)

and primary (sales) packaging which is the focus of this study, but also to transportation

packaging. The Ordinance requires producers to develop their own collection and recovery

programs or allows them to transfer the physical responsibility for packaging waste to an industry

organized collection and treatment system. Many producers have favored the latter and have

joined the privately operated, non-profit Duales system Deutschland (DSD).

The purpose of the Ordinance is 'to avoid or reduce the environmental impacts of waste

arising from packaging" (Federal Government of Germany, 1998, p. 2). This policy recognizes

and enforces the waste management hierarchy. Its primary goal is to prevent the creation of

packaging waste, followed by the encouragement of reusable packaging systems and then the

promotion of recycling. The 1998 version of the Packaging Ordinance also recognizes energy

recovery as an option for waste managemenÇ although the last treatrnent option in the hierarchy.

This regulation sets targets for reuse, recycling and heavy-metal contenl but provides producers a

great deal of latitude in determining the best means to achieve these objectives.
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Reduction

Primøry (Sales) Packaging- The primary tool for reducing sales packaging has been placing the

financial responsibility for packaging recovery on producers. Members of the national producer

responsibility otganization pay levies to the corporation to manage their physical responsibilities.

The dual system's fees are based on the acfual costs of collection" sorting and recovery, and are

charged on the basis of the weight, volume and composition of the packaging. Thus, producers

can reduce their levies by reducing the weight or volume of their packaging, or converting to a

packaging material that can be recycled effrciently. As a result of Germany's EpR þislation and

the efforts for DSD, "[p]ieces of packaging have become smaller and lighter... [and] contrary to

the international trend, the quantity of packaging waste has dropped significantly in Gerrnant''

(DSD' 2001b, p.6). Between 1991 and 1997 Germany reduced packaging waste by l.4million

tonnes or l3-percent (OECD, 2001; Morawski, 2001). The initial reduction rates for primary

packaging after the introduction of the regulation were significant, however these figures have

now leveled off. one of the reasons sales packaging reduction rates have plateaued is tha! for

many products, reduction has been optimized. In these cases, further reductions would likely lead

to product damage or spoilage.

secondary (Grouped) Packaging. secondarypackaging - packaging used to goup products,

hinder theft or advertise the product - was deemed unnecessary by the Gennan government. In

an effort to eliminate this type of packaging the government placed responsibility for managing

grouped packaging waste on retailers. The regulation requires retailers to either remove

secondary packaging upon sale to the consumer or establish an on-site collection system where

consumers can bring back secondary packaging at no charge. Once collected retailers are

obligated to reuse or recycle the secondary packaging. The Ordinance does not provide the

option of establishing a dual system for secondary packaging. This policy has led to a sþificant

reduction in the amount of grouped packaging found in consumer products. Since the
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implementation of the Ordinance an estimated 9O-percent of secondary packaging has been

removed from the German market (Jordan et a1.,2001). Individual retailers did not want the

responsibility for this type of paçkaging and thus have placed pressure on their suppliers to

reduce or eliminate this form of packaging (T. schmid, october 23,2002).

Heavy Metal Concentrations. The Ordinance, in accordance with the EU Packaging Directive,

requires producers to reduce the toxicity of their packaging. packaging or packaging

components which contain concentrations of heavy metals (lead, cadmium, mercury, or

hexavalent cbromium) of more than 100 parts per million may not be sold on the Gerrnan market.

Reuse

When the Packaging Ordinance was implemented, Germanyhad a sound reuse system for

beverage containers. In order to protect this system the German govemment included sections g

and 9 in the original Packaging Ordinance (T. Schmid, October 23,2002;U. Küppers, October

24,2002). Section I states that all suppliers of one-way beverage containers must charge

consumers a deposit- Section 9 allows an exemption for producers who are members of an

industry organized collection system. In other words, beverage fillers and importers who are

members of DSD, the German compliance system, do not have to charge a deposit on their

containers. However, this section has a condition - the exemption is only applicable if a72-

percent reuse rate is maintained. If the beverage industry does not uphold this reuse level, it may

no longer partake in a third party collection system and must begin charging a deposit.

Not all sectors of the industry were able to maintain this levet of reuse, and as of January l,
2003, Germany has adopted a mandatory deposit-refirnd system for beer, carbonated beverages
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and mineral wate?3. If these sectors can re-establish a reuse level of 72-percen! this decision

will be reversed.

When it was realizr,d. a deposit-refund system for beverage containers was to be implemented

there was significant opposition from producers, distributors and retailers. Arguments against the

system included:

o Costly Transition. The German government projected that changing to the new scheme

would require a billion Euro investment in reverse vending machines to collect containers

and an estimated l35-million Euro ($204 million CAD4) annually to maintain the system

(German Federal Environmental Ministry, 2002).

o Revenue Loss forD,SD. DSD would be losing 25O-million Euro ($378-million CAD3) in

licensing fees per yea.r as a result of the beverage sectors forced withdrawal from the

program (U- Küppers, October 24,2002)s. From a plastics perspective, PET beverage

bottles a¡e extremely easy to recycle and the recycled material has value, and thus can be

sold on the market. The loss of this material would mean an increase in the costs of

recycling plastics in Gennany (J. Jansen, October 30,2002).

o Impacts Unlcnou'n. knpacts of such an initiative were unknown and likely far reaching,

impacting consumers, retailers, fillers and waste companies (K. Bredenbroecker, October

31,2002).

o Natíonal Clearing Center. Converting to a deposit-refund system would be a very

complex process' requiring the establishment of a national clearing center responsible for

2 wine and fruit juice producers have been able to mantan al2-pe,rcent reuse level and therefore may still partake inDSD.
3 As^of January 1,2003 a deposit of 0.25 Et RO is now charged on all one-way beverage containers of 1.5 Iitres or less,and 0'50 EURO is levied on one-way-beverage containers Iaiger than 1.5 litreí. ReJailers are responsible for acceptingcontaine¡s and providingthe reñmd' Retailers may retum thJused p*r,"giogio fillers or distributors who areresponsible for ensuring the containers are reused ôr recycled.* 

Conversion based upon currency rates as ofNovember g, 2003.- More recent estim¿es of the loss to DSD as a result ofthe beverage deposit refi¡nd progft¡m is in excess of 300millionEURO/per year (U. Küppers, December 29, 2003).
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managing a cotrtmon collection scheme and cenhalizingfrnances (K. Bredenbroecker,

October 31,2002).

c Control and Command Approach. Mandatory deposit-refund program went against the

principles of a free economy (K. Bredenbroecker, October 3L,2002).

Industry, in an attempt to block the introduction of a deposit-refund scheme, took the matter

to the German coufts, arguing that the Packaging Ordinance did not have the proper legal

authority to implement such a drastic policy. The courts however, ruled in favour of the

Ordinance. Much effort was put into fighting against this clause in the Ordinance, at the expense

of preparing for its implementation. The beverage industry is now rushing to create a national

clearing center, which is expected to be in place by the fourth quarter of 2003 (German Federal

Environmental Ministry, 2002).

The German government believes that the new deposit-refund system will yield a number of

environmental benefits. Firs! the system is set up to charge a greater levy on recyclable

containers (0-25 to 0.50 Euro) than on reusable bottles (0.08 Euro). In the pas! some consumers

were deterred from purchasing reusable containers because they were viewed as more expensive.

It is expecfed that consumers will now be more inclined to choose reusable over one-way

containers (German Federal Envüonmental Ministry, 2002). Similarly, it is hoped that producers

wishing to eliminate the deposit-refund program will work hard to re-establish the reuse system.

Second deposit-refund initiatives have been proven to increase the recovery levels for materials.

It is anticipated that this system will not only increase the number of containers collected from

consumers but also, because the bottles will not be mixed with all other lightweight packaging

materials, the recycling stream witl be cleaner. Cleaner recycling streams lead to easier sorting,

an increase in mechanical rocycling and higher qualþ recycled materials (T. Schmid, October

23'2002). Thirq the system is expected to decrease littering and reverse the growing.throw-
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awaf mentality. Finall¡ from an economic perspective this new initiative is expected to spur

job creation in fields of recycling and reuse (Gemran Federal Environmental Ministry, 2002).

Recycling

The rates established bythe EU Packaging Directive for recovery (65-percent by weight) and

recycling @5%by weight) have been adopted by the Gennaq packaging Ordinance for secondary

and transporfation packaging. However, the Ordinance has set separate recycling targets for sales

packaging, targets which far exceed those of the EU Directive. Germany's recycling quotas for

primary packaging are amongst the most ambitious in the world.

Table 4-2: German Pøckaging Ordínønce Mínimum Recyclíng Targetsfor Sales packøging

Packaging Material 1999 Recycling Target (Y"hy weight)

Glass

Tinplate

Aluminum

Paper, ca¡dboard

Plastic

Composites

T Tü: ú}%orccycledplastic, 60% must be mechanical recycled, and the other 4}vomaybe recovered viamechanical recycling, feedstock recycling or enerry recovery proc€sses.

4.2.2 D uales Sy s tem D e ufs chland

In 1990, in anticipation of the introduction of the Packaging ordinance, a group of retailers

and producers joined together to form a privately operated non-profit organization to manage

their new responsibilities - the Duales system Deutschland. DSD, on behalf of its members,

¿tssumes responsibility for arranging for the collection and recycling of used sales packaging from

75%

70%

60%

70%

60%l

60%
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households, institutions and small businesses6. DSD does not own any trucls, plants or

equipment. Their role isto organíze the management of sales packaging waste rn accordance

with the Packaging Ordinance. They collect fees from licensees (member producers) that a¡e used

to pay the contractors responsible for collection, sorting and recycling.

Licensees are entitled to place the organization's hadema¡k- Grüne Punkt (Green Dot) - on

their packaging. The "Green Dot", as mentioned previously, is a financial symbol which indicates

that the producer has paid a fee to DSD to cover the costs of collecting and recycling fheir

package. The fees levied by DSD are based on the actual costs of collection, sorting and

recycling and are charged on the basis of packaging volume, weight and composition (Appendix

F). The "Green Dof' enables consumers to identify products which are a part of the DSD system

and easily separate them for non-DSD packaging for collection.

Deutsche Gesellschafi für Kunststoffrecycling mBH

Prior to the introduction of the Packaging Ordinance, Gennany had a limited plastic recycling

capacity. When the Ordinance came into ef,îect DSD was overwhelmed by the quantities of

plastic packaging retumed by consumers. A substantial amount of this unprocessed packaging

was exported for treaünent to Asia (primarily China), Eastern Europe and other EU Member

Nations' Doubts arose as to the environmental benefits of transporting waste to other nations for

processing, and many questioned the legatity of söme of the recycling practices of these other

countries @aile¡ 1999; Jordan et al., 2001). As a result of ttrese problems, packaging producers

decided to form their own recycling guarantors (independent of DSD). A separate entity for each

major packaging material type was created. Each organi zationwas tasked with establishing

reoycling capacity within Germany and acting as a guarantor for materials collected by the dual

system' Deutsche Gesellschaft für Kunststoffrecycling mBH (DKR) was created to be the sole

u-os¡ it the only organization involved in the collection of sales packaging from the municipal solid waste sfeam.However, a number of separate compliance schemes have been formed ã'y ãanufacturers and waste **ug"-.otcompanies to manage commercial and industrial packaging.
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guarantor for the recycling of plastic sales packaging collected and sorted by DSD. The

responsibilities of DKR include:

o Ensuring a reliable recycling system for plastic sales packaging;

. Improving the efficiency and effectiveness of plastic recycling;

o Maintaining an acceptable balanca between the ecological and economical concerns; and

o Assisting the marketing efforts of products composed of recycled plastic.

DKR has been successful in increasing the recycling capabilities of the nation . In lgg3,75-

percent of plastic packaging waste was exported for treaûnen! while in 1998 only 7-percent was

exported to EU States and Japan. To ensure no illegal recycling practices are being undertaken,

DKR requires all its contractors to undergo a certification process by an independent auditor and

forbids contractors from sub-contracting plastic waste recycling (Jordan et al., 2001). This

organization has also done a great deal to promote and develop capacityfor mechanical recycling

of plastics in Germany. Despite its many successes, DKR is still struggling with high plastic

waste management costs. It is hoped that contract negotiations with recycling partners in the

upcoming year will allow the organization to reduce some of its expenses.

4.2.3 successes of the pøckaging waste ManagementApproach

Increased Awareness

The Packaging ordinance and DSD have increased both producers' and consumers,

awareness of the environmental impact of packaging. As a resulg many producers in Germany

have taken steps to alter the design of their packaging in order to reduce the amount of material

per package or to enhance their recyclability, and consumer participation in recycling has risen

sþificantly (T. Schmid, October 23,2002).
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Reduction

Placing full responsibility on producers accomplished the goal of reducing the quantity of

packaging in the marketplace. It is estimated that between 1991 and 1999 the annual

consumption of packaging in Germany was reduced by l4-percen! or an average of l3.l

kilograms per person ayeæ (DSD, 2002). This sucæess was athibuted to manufacturers' reducing

the amount of material in their packaging, eliminating unnecessary packaging and selling

concentrated versions of their products (Fishbein, 1998). The DSD levy system, which is based

on the weighg volume and composition of the packaging, is also believed to have contributed

signifrcantþ to this reduction. Under this system heavier, larger packages are charged a higher

levy than lightweight compact packages, thereby encouraging producers to reduce the size and

weight of their packaging. According to one DSD study, between 1991 and 1995 packaging

licensed under the Greçn Dot decreased by l4-percen! while the tot¿l packaging for all of

Germany only decreased by 7-percent(Fishbein, 199S).

Recycling

The Packaging Ordinance and DSD System have led to significant increases in the quantity

of packaging materials collected and recycled (Appendix G). The German system has also led to

an increase in material recycling capacity. High recycling targets have spurred the development

of new recycling facilities and advancements in sorting and recycling technolory - which, in turn,

have reduced the overall costs of recycling and increased the amount of materials which can be

processed (T. Schmid, October 23,2002). The system has also led to a shift away from difücult

to recycle packages, such as composites, to more recycle friendly designs and materials (Fishbein,

1998)' "The Dual System and DKR have proven that recycling of even difificult materials is

technically feasible and economically and ecologically reasonable" (J. Jansen, January 19,2003).
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Environmental Relief

As intended source reduction and increased packaging recycling have had a positive impact

on the environment. Læss waste being incinerated or landfilled has meant a reduction in

greenhouse gas emissions, while lower packaging production figures has led to reductions in

enerry consumption, lower CO2 rates and a decrease in raw material use @SD, 2002b).

Positive Example

The Packaging Ordinance and DSD have paved the way for signifrcant changes in the

treaûnent of waste. The German system is an excellent example of a successfut EpR program,

providing a framework for stewardship initiatives for other products (e.g. vehicles, electronics,

batÛeries, tires) and encouragement and guidance for other nations seeking to improve their

resonrce management strategies (T. Schmid, October 23,2002).

4-2-4 shortcomings of the German packagíng waste ManagementApproach

High Cost

The major short'coming of the current German packaging waste system is the high cost. In

2001, the system cost $1.88 billion Euros ($2.g¡ CAD3), or $356 Ewo ($53SCAD3) per tonne of
recycled material (DSD, 2001b). The reasons for such high costs include:

o Timeframefor Implemerttation. The timeframe for implementing DSD,s collection and

recycling system \ilas very short. Contracts had to be quickly established with collectors,

sorters and recyclers and recycling infrastructure needed to be established. Some

materials, such as plastics, had little to no existing recycting capacity. In order to

encourage investunent in recycling infrastrucfure and technolory, DSD had to lock into

long-term contracts (five to ten years) and provide subsidies to plastic recyclers to assist

in creating the necessary facilities and equipment. Plastics subsidies accounted for !2-
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percent ofDSD costs in 1999 (Jordan et al., 2001). Many ofthe long-term contracts are

coming up for negotiation in the next year or two. New contracfs will be limited to a

three-year period and subsidies to these recyclers will be slowly phased out.

o Nation-wide Program. The Packaging Ordinance requires the national PRO to establish

a system which serves the entire Germany population. Such a mandate means DSD must

provide collection services to over 80 million people, including those living in remote

and diffrcult to access rural a¡eas.

' High Targets- The high recovery and recycling targets set in the German Ordinance for

sales packaging have placed sþificant economic burden on DSD. Firs! producers have

had to invest in establishing processing facilities and advancing recycling technology in

order to meet these targets. Second, high recovery and recycling quotas forced DSD to

accept almost any contract being offered to them for collection and recycling (Bailey,

1999). As a result not all contracts made the best financial sense for the organization.

As mentioned earlier, many contracts are coming up for re-negotiati onin21¡4,which

will provide an opportunity for DSD to reduce its costs. Third, high targets for plastic

packaging has led to DSD having to collect and recycle small, heterogeneous materials

which are difficult and costly to recover. Arguments have been made that to reduce costs

all small plastic packaging should be subject to waste-to-energy recovery rather than

being recycled- This proposal is currently being reviewed by the federal government.

o Lack of competition some have argued that DSD functions as a monopóly, and as a

result its costs are higher than if there were competing agencies involved in the collection

and recovery of municipal packaging waste in Germany.

o Free-rÌders' The first version of ttre Packaging ordinance did not create recycling targets

or documentation requirements for manufacturers and distributors choosing not to

participate in DSD (i.e. self-compliers). Some manufacturers benefited from this
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oversight in the legislation, choosing not to join DSD, but also not to create their own

collection system. The financial impact on DSD was severe, as the company ended up

collecting and recyclin g a great deal of packaging material for which no licensing fee was

paid. The revised version of the Ordinance has corrected this loophole. SelÊcompliers

are now subject to the same targets and reporting requirements as DSD, and must have

their program certified by an independent auditor to prove compliance (Jordan et al.,

2001). Improvements to the regulation, as well as prosecution of free-riders, has

sþificantly reduced, although not eliminated, this problem (Bailey, lggg).

One of DSD's main goals is to continually reduce its licensing fees. Investnent in improving

sorting technology - reducing the labout component and increasing the quality of recyclable

materials - and encouraging the development of improved recycling techniques has allowed this

organization to significantþ lower waste management costs. In 1995, the organizations costs

were 4.1 billion DM ($g.ts cAD3), while in 1999 their costs had been lowere d,to 3-7 billion DM

($2-87 CAD3), a decrease of 9.8-percent. It has also been estimated that DSD will be able to

decrease costs by another 20-percent as a result of tendering new contracts for waste management

n 2004 (Jordan et al-, 200I).

Monopolßtic Nature

DSD is the only compliance system in Germany for the collection and recovery of sales

packagingT' As a result the organization has come under fire from the German federal

goveniment ând the European Parliament for acting as a monoþoly. However, it was in fact the

Packaging ordinance that indirectly allowed for DSD to gain such a position of power.

According to the regulation, in order to receive governmental authorization, a compliance scheme

t contt-' over DSD's monopolistic nature led the German Federal Ca¡tel office to restrict this organization,sactivities to sales packaging in order to prevent DSD from entering ttr" t *rpo.tution packaging market (Jordan et al.,2001).
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must serve the entire nation. To date, only DSD has been able to successfully futfill this

requirement (Jordan et a1.,2001).

Producers and waste management companies have complained about DSD's monopolistic

status. Some producers have felt pressured into joining this compliance scheme and resent being

subjected to DSD's high costs. While a number of waste management organizations believe they

could provide similar services to DSD, within a particular region, at sþificantly lower cos! they

cannot due to the restriction in the legislation. These issues are currently in dispute in the

European and German courts.

Competition has begun to arise from self-compliers. Several small systems have developed

for the collection and recovery of packaging from specific sectors (e.g. hospitals, chemist shops)

and for particular types of packaging (e.g. service packaging from retailers). Because these

.systems 
have a narrow scope they have been able to offer their services at much lower rates.

DSD, in responseto this new trend, declared a reduction in levies for commercial clients (Jordan

et al., 2001)

4.3 Austria

Austria in the early 1990s was also being threatened by a landfrll crisis. As in Germany,

landfill space wÍls depleting rapidly, production of packaging waste was rising, and public

resist¿nce to the development of new landfill sites was escalating. While Austria was examining

its various options for counteracting this problem, Gemrany introduced the packaging ordinance.

The Austrian federal government approved of the extended producer responsibility model for the

managemrnt of packaging waste. Using the Gennan Ordinance as a guideline the Austrian

Packaging Regulation was assented in the fall of 1993 (c. Keri, November 7,2002).
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4.3.1 Austrìan Packaging Reg uløfion (64 S/1 99 6)

The Austrian Packaging Regulation came into effect in October 1993 and was amended in

December 1996to comply with the EU Packaging Directive. Underthe Regulation producers

and distributors of packaging in Austria must:

o Establish a collection system or participate in an approved pRO;

o Reuse or recover packaging in an environmentally acceptable mÍrnner;

o Achieve govemment established recycling targets; and

o Submit regular reports to the federal govemment detailing the outcome of collection

and recovery efforts.

Reduction and Reuse

Having based their legislation on the German model, the Packaging Regulation encourages

I 
*duction in the same manner as Gerrnany. Full financial, physical and informational

, 
t"sponsibility is placed on producers with the intent of encouraging them to design their

packaging with less material. The Austrian policy also requires retailers to accept secondary

packaging if a consumer chooses to leave it behind at the time of purchase. If a consumer opts to

retain the packagq it is then treated as sales packaging and becomes apart ofan approved

compliance system or the producer,s own scheme. The aim is to reduce the amount of

unnecessary packaging in the markeþlace. The Regulation, in accordance with the EU law, also

places restrictions on the amount of heavy metals permitted in packaging and packaging

components.

Up until last year, Aushia had in place a reuse target of 8O-percent for all beverage

containers' Unforh¡nately, this quota was retracted after a legal dispute with the province of

vienn4 which argued its jurisdiction was not properly consulted on the level of the reuse quota

and insufficient data was collected to support the feasibility of this tnget. The federal
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government is currentþ debating developing new targets and has given some consideration to a

deposit-refund systen¡ although it has reservations about the costs of such schemes (C. Keri,

November 7,2002)-

Recycling

The Austrian Packaging Regulation establishes different collection reguirements and

recycling targets for producers belonging to the industy-organued compliance system (e.g. ARA

system) and for those producers collecting and recycling their own productss. Non-system

members are responsible for collecting all of the packaging they place on the Austrian market. If
the producer falls short and only collects between 9O-percent and 5O-percent of its packaging it is

required to participate in the ARA system with respect to the difference between the actual

collection and 90-percent. If the producer is collecting less than 50-percent of the packaging it

puts into circulation, it must partake in the ARA system in respect of the difÊerence between what

it is collecting and l0O-percent. This provision was added to help prevent free riders. For

example, if a producer only collects 5O-percent of its packaging, there is a high probability that a

portion of the uncollected materials will end-up in the ARA system without the company

financially contributing to the scheme (Jordan et a1.,2001).

Table 4.3 displays the minimum recycling targets for producers who have chosen not to

partake in an approved collection and recovery system, such as ARA. The established targets for

ARA are less rigorous than those for non-members, with an overall recycling quota of 25-pecent

and a minimum recycling targetof l5-percent per packaging material. These targets are the

equivalent to the European Union's Packaging Directive minimum recovery and recycling

targets.

8 Although not stated in the literature or during interviews, it is assumed these different requirements have been
established in order to encourage producers to become members of the ARA systen when the majority of producersbelong to a single organization responsible for fulfilling_stewardship t"rponri-Uititi"s matters of enforcemen!monitoring and reporting are greatly simplified, easing the task ofthe reåponsible gon"*-"nø-á!"o"y. -
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Table 4.3: Austrian Recycling TargeÍsfor Setf-ComplÍers

Packaging Material Minimum Recycting Targef

Paper, paperboard

Glass

Metal

Plastic

Beverage Composite

Other composites

90%

93%

9s%

40%

40%

ß%

A second regulation, the Packagíng Obiectives ordinonce (64glg6),establishes targets for the

recovery ofpackaging from beverage containers (Table 4.4). Thesç targets are based on the

amount sold on the Austrian market and may be met through refilling recycling or energy

recovery processes.

Table 4.4: Austrian Beverøge contøiner Recovety Targets (2000)

Beverage Containers Minimum Recovery Target

Mineral, table and soda water

Beer

Alcohol free refreshments

Juices

Milk and liquid milk products

Wine

Champagne and spirits

96%

94%

83%

80%

80%

80%

80%
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43.2 ARA System

The ARA System is a government-approved, industry-established scheme for the collection

and recovery of both household and commercial packaging waste throughout Austriae. The

system is made up of AlstoffRecycling Austria AG (ARA), eight companies which specialize in

collecting, sorting and recycling specific packaging materials and numerous waste collection

companies and associations. Thus, plastic packaging waste in Austria is managed by three

separate organizations -ARA, ARGEV and öKK.

ARA is an industry-established organization tasked with coordinating and financing the

collection and recovery of packaging waste from households and industry. Its mandate is to

fulfill licensees' legal obligations under the Packaging Regulation and achieve Austrian fecycling

targets in the most cost-effective and effrcient mânner. Since its inception in 1993, ARA has

recovered more than 5 million tonnes of post-consumer packaging and established parhrership

agreements with over 13,000 licensees (C. Mayer, November 7,2002). As the head of the ARA

System this organization is responsible for drawing up licensing agreements, collecting fees,

reporting ARA system activities to the government and promoting the system to both producers

and consumers. ARA packaging levies are based on the actual cost to collect and recovery

individual packaging materials, and are applied on the basis of packaging volume and weight

(Appendix F)' collected fees are distributed amongst the various branches of the system to cover

the costs of licensing activities, collection and maintenance of collection sites, sorting and

transportation and transfer of materials to recyclers. ARA, like DSD, is a member of pRo

EUROPE, meaning ARA participants are permitted to place the "Green Dot,, s¡rmbol on their

packaging.

e Ar{A is¡rot the only compliance system in Austria- The Aushian Packaging Regulation allows for the estabtishmenlof multiple producer responsibility organizations (Jordan et al-, 2001). rt 
" "îi"riu 

r.t by this Regulation is lessstringent than that of the Gemran PacÈaging ordiiance, eliminating rie ¿¡mcuities facæd in Germany with themonopolistic nature of the DSD.
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Tøble 1.5: ARA Reqtcling Tørgets and Røtes 2001

Target Recycling Rate
Paper/Board/Card board

Glass

Tinplate/Aluminium

Plastic

Composite Materials

75%

75%

65%

30%

L5%

92%

9s%

65%

33%

25Yo

ARGEV is the company responsible for organizing the collection and sorting of plastic

packaging, as well as metal, wood, textiles and ceramics, from both households and industy.

While the only compaúy involved in collecting these materials from households, there are three

other organizations that partake in the collection from industry. Like DSD, ARGEV does not

own vehicles, equipment or plants for collection and sorting, rather they contract private

companies or municipalities to conduct these activities. Once materials a¡e collected and sorted

they are transferred to recycling guarantors.

Örf is charged with ensuring plasti packaging is recycled or otherwise recovered. This

company transports sorted plastic packaging waste from sorting plants for final treatrnent,

¿uranges contracts with recycling companies, and participates in the development of new

processing and recycling technolory for plastics.

4.3-3 successes of the Aastrían packaging waste Manøgement Approach

There have been a number of positive outcomes as a result of the packaging Regulation. The

amount of material per package has decreased and a growing arnount of materials are being

collected - both of which have contributed to a reduction in the amount of waste being transported

to landfills' Forcing industry to explore alternatives to landfilling has led to significant advances

in automatic sorting and recycling technology- reducing the long term costs of recycling and

improving the quality of recycled materials.
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Interviewees have attributed Austria's success with packaging reduction and recycling to

three main factors:

Early introduction of legislation Austria first implemented the Packaging Regulation in

1993, several years earlier than r4any of the other European Union nations @. Kerbl,

November 5,2002; C. Keri, November 7,2002)-

Broad, accessible collectíon base. The Packaging Ordinance is applicable to both

household and industrial packaging waste, as well as all forrns of packaging (i.e. primary,

secondary and tertiary). The collection system is nation-wide and accessible to the

majority of the population (C. Keri, November 7,2002)-

Public support. Austrians have a different attitude towards the environment in

comparison to some of the other nations in the EU. Recycling is not a new concept for

Austrians. The nation began glass recycling over 25 yearsago and paper recycling2}

years ago. Austrians see a value in protecting the environment beyond the financial

incentives (E. Kerbl, November 5,2002;C. Keri, November 7,2002).

4.3.4 shortcomíngs of the Austrian packøging waste Mønagement Approach

Non-Packngíng Waste

Plastic collection bins a¡e regularly contaminated with non-packaging waste. At one point in

time up to 40-percent of plastic collected was not packaging material. poor communication with

the public was deemed to be one of the main contributors to this problem. ARA and AGREV are

now in the process of working with municipalities to improve consumer education programs.

collection schemes in each locality are unique and therefore individual municipalities must

organize communication efforts. ARA has taken steps to contract regional governments as waste

management consultants - including them in communication campaigns and special local projects

(e.g. school programs). In addition, ARA is now adding to its collection contracts with
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municipalities a clause stating that if more than 20-percent of material collected is non-packaging,

ARA will charge the municipality afee (C. Mayer, November 7,2002).

Another recommendation for reducing the collection of non-packaging waste has been to

switch to bottle only collection bins. An 'all bottles' program would be simplerto communicate

to consumers and the material collected would be easier to sort and treat. The remaining

packaging materials could be transferred to waste-to-enërry plants (C. Mayer, November 7,

2002). Another, quite opposite approach, has also been suggested. Some would like to see the

collection expanded to include all plastic products, notjust packaging. Supporters ofthis option

state Austria already has a collection, sorting and recycling program in place for plastic

packaging, why not use this capacity for all plastic products (E. Kerbl, November 5,2002).

Those opposed to this proposal have declared that broadening the Regulation to encompass other

product streams would be far too complicated (c. Mayer, November 7,2002).

Rise in One-Way PETContainers

There has been a significant increase in the amount of single-use PET bottles on the Austrian

market. Five years ago all beverages were packaged in reusable glass bottles. The original shift

was to reusable PET bottles, however now the market is flooded with one-way pET containers.

The government has not yet determined the best way to deal with this problem. It has given some

consideration to, implementing a deposit-refund program but a¡e concerned about the cost of such

a system (C. Keri, November 7,2002).

Indusny Apatþ

one of the goals of the regulation is to encourage producers to design their products with the

environment in mind- However, manufacfurers have not responded in the manner government

had hoped. The initial impact of placing financial responsibilþ on producers for waste
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management of packaging did minimiznthe amount of packaging on the ma¡ket. Unfortunately,

the packaging waste management fees have become a regular cost of doing business. Fees are

incorporated into the selling price of the product and consumers are willing to pay the cost.

Although many producers complain about having to fund the collection and treatrnent of their

products, they are not actively exploring options for improving the desþ of their products in

order to reduce these costs. If consumers are willing to pay,producers will continue to

manufacturer such products @. Kerbl, November 5,2002; c. Keri, November 7,2002). ARA's

low plastic fees and the ready acceptance of enerry recovery may have contributed to industry,s

apathetic attitudes.

4.4 Sweden

ln 1994, prior to joining the European Union, Sweden introduced its flrst extended producer

responsibility legislation -the ordinance on Producers' Responsibitity for packaging. Inspired by

Germany's sweeping waste management refonns, Swedish politicians were eager to emulate their

success- Unlike Germany Sweden did not have a landfill capacityproblem. The nation had

ample landfill space' an expansive waste-to-energy system and strong reusable ma¡ket. Thus the

decision to implement packaging stewardship was not motivated out of a need to reduce the solid

waste entering landfills. Like many other industri alized.nations a significant portion of Sweden,s

MSw stream was comprised of packagrng a greatdeal of which the government deemed

unnecessary' The nation was also suffering from growing problems with litter, the majority of
which was packaging (G. Fredrickson, october 16,2002;L. Jacobsson, october 16,2002). Both

the public and the government were concerned about these negative trends and EpR was viewed

as a tool which could help the nation improve its resource management and waste treaftnent.
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Packøgíng Stewardship Regulutions ønd Compliance Systems

The various requirements of the EU Packaging Directive were implemented into Swedish law

ttnough sevêral different federal regulations. Two separate regulations set obligations for users

and producers of plastic packaging -the Ordínance on Producers' Responsibilityfor packnging

and,theAct on Certain Beverage Containers.

4.4.1 ordinünce on Producers' Responsibitítyfor pøckøging l^sEs rg97: rgs)

Like the German Packaging Ordinance and the Austrian Packaging Regulation, Sweden's

packaging stewardship law places full responsibility for the management of post-consumer

packaging waste on producers. The goal of the ordinance is to "render the production of certain

products more environmentally sustainable and to increase recovery rates in Sweden,, (Swedish

Ministy of the Environment"2000,p.l). The ordinance applies to tertiary, secondary and

primary packaging with the exception of aluminum beverage cans and pET beverage bottles

which are managed by a separate Act. producers, obligations include:

o Collection. Producers are responsible for establishing an accessible collection system for

packaging materials' Municipal authorities must be cohsulted on matters related to the

desþ and implementation of the collection system.

o Waste Treatment. Collected packaging waste must be treated in an ecologically sound

manner' The Ordinance stresses a preference for reuse over other disposal methods (i.e.

recycling, energy recovery and composting).

c Commtmicatíon. Producers must communicate to consumers how the collection system

works (e-g. eligible materials, proper sorting techniques, location of collection depots).

o Reporting. Producers are responsible for compiling and submitting annual reports to the

Swedish Environmental Protection Agency regarding the outcome of their collection and

waste treatment activities.
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' Recovery ond Recyclíng Targets. Producers must ensure recovery and recycling targets

are achieved (Table 4.6).

The regulation also establishes responsibilities for households. Residents are obliged to

separate packaging from other household waste and return it to the producer via the established

collection system. While the regulation çstablishes a duty for households there is no means of

enforcement detailed in the Ordinance.

Swedßh Packagíng Waste Manøgement Compliance System

Although the regulation does not expressly staûe producers may form a third parfy

organization to manage their responsibilities, the Swedish government has allowed them to do so.

Swedish producers have deveþed a relatively complex packaging waste management system.

When the Ordinance was first introduced, producers from each of the major packaging material

sectors formed their own independent organization to manage their obligations - plastkretsen

(plastic), MetallKretsen (metal), Returwell (comrgated board), Svensk GlasAtervinning (glass),

and Svensk Kartongatervionitrg (paper and cardboard).

In order to improve services and reduce duplication of administrative duties, the material

companies, with the exception of Svensk GlasAtervinning, agreed to create two joint subsidiaries

to handle material collection and fees. Reparegistret AB (REPA) is the subsidiary organization

responsible for athacting new licensees, establishing licensee contracts, collecting stewardship

fees, managing relations with members, and dispersing fees back to the material companies (see

Appendix F for a list of material fees).

Forpackningsinsamlingen (FPI) is delegated the task of establishing, monitoring and

maintaining common collection sites for packaging waste. FPI is also in charge of public

relations and communications activities for the material companies. This organization is involved

in designing and delivering advertisement campaigns and consumer education programs,
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maintaining good relations with municipalities, and lobbying government on packaging waste

issues.

Each individual material company is then responsible for setting stewardship levies for its

material, establishing contracts with entrepreneurs for the pick-up and sorting of their packaging,

and arranging for the recycling or energy recovery of sorted materials. Thus, plastkretsen is

responsible for ensuring plastic packaging is hansported from common collection sites to sorting

plants, and then to recyclers.

The Swedish EPA has estimated that the material companies represent approximate ly 93-

percent of packaging in the counûyl0. Several large companies, such as IKEA and McDonalds,

are not members of REPA, choosing instead to coordinate their own packaging return system and

report directly to the EPA (L. Jacobsson, October 16,2002).

4.4.2 Act on Certøin Beverage Contaíners (SFS lggl: 3J6)

Prior to the introduction of the Ordinance on packaging waste, Sweden had adopted

legislation to ensure the proper management of used beverage containers. The Act requiring

producers to recycle aluminum cans w¿rs implemente d n 79ïz,while a similar act for pET

beverage bottles was adopted in 199 I . The Act requires any filler or importer of pET beverage

containers to obtain a handling license prior to selling their product on the Swedish market. A
condition of the handling license is that producers partake in a deposit-refund system for the reuse

or recycle of post-consumer bottles. The Ordinance deems that 9O-percent of all pET bottles on

the Swedish market must be collected and recycledrr.

lo Tht ug"n"y has determine'd ìt would be too costly 
lo ensure lO0-percent compliancg and thus is quite satisfied withthe number of producers_participating (L. Jacobsson, October 16, ZtiOZ)." Recycling targets for PET beverage bottle are found in the ordinancé on producers' Responsibilþ for packaging.
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Returpack-PET

Returpack-PET, founded tn 1994, is responsible for the deposit-refund system for pET bottles

in Sweden. A deposit of I SEK (I7-cents CAD) for bottles l-litre or less and 2 SEK (35-cents

CAD) for bottles over l-litre must be paid on approved bottles. Fillers and importers who are

members of Returpack place specialized barcodes on their containers. These barcodes allow

consumers to return bottles to reverse vending machines, which will refund their deposit. The

barcodes guarantee that only approved bottles (i.e. bottles belonging to Returpack members) are

provided with a refund and ensure the waste stream is not contaminated by other plastics (only

PET bottles are approved). The introduction of Returpack had a sþificant impact on pET bottle

recycling levels, with rates rising from 5l-perc ent n 1994to 78-percent in 1995. However, the

deposit-refund system has not been able to exceed its initial success. Annual recycling rates over

the last eight years have ranged from 76 and 8O-percen! far below the recycling targetset by the

Packaging Ordinance (Figure 4.1). Reasons suggested for not being able to achieve this target

include, changing consumer demands (in particular amongst the youth) and increased beer and

soft drink imports (L. Jacobsson, December g,2003).
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Figure 4.1: Reqtcling Ratesfor PET Beverøge Bottles in Swedcn
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4.4.3 successes of the swedìsh packøging wøste Managementapproach

Sweden's packaging ordinance and the accompanying compliance system have successfully

increased.the collection ahd recovery of packaging waste. The majority of targets set in the

Ordinance, which are higher than the standards set in the EU packaging directive, have been

achieved (Table 4.6).

Transferring responsibility for recycling from municipalities to producers has been cited, by

some' as another benefit of this initiative. In Sweden there is little incentive for municipalities to

engage in recycling activities. Local governments typically owp incinerators and waste-to-energy

facilities. The infrastructure for these plants requires significant f,rnancial invesûnents and a

steady flow of waste materials is required to maintain a cost-efficient facility. As a resul! some

believe there is no motivation for local governments to become involved in recycling when they

have existing infiastructure to deal with residential waste. others believe recycling is beyond the

expertise of municipal governments. Producers have the greatest understanding of the

manufacturing process and market forces. It is this experience and knowledge which is needed to
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establish and maintain recycling infrastructut'e and technolory. Since producers have assumed

responsibility for packaging in Swede4 recycling capacity has increased and a stable recycling

system has been frrnly established.

The Packaging Ordinance sets a recovery ratè
which 4O-percent must be recycled-

: !ro!!,!to/o of paper and,-lógrboardpackaging was recovered tlrough wasre to enerry processes.- tiweden has separate deposit-refund legislæion beverage containers. Thè deposit reñrnO*syiem is administered
, bya companycalledReturpack.
" The Packaging Ordinance sets a recovery rate of 7O-percent for plastic packaging of which 3g-percent must be
_ recycled.
5In200l'REPAachievedaT}-%otecovoryrateforpfa{cs,wiih15.5%recycledand 

54.5yoenergrrecovery.6 In 2000, REPA achieve d a 95%o recovery *t" fà, ilusti" s, with 37%o recy"teJ ano 5goZ enerry recovery.

(DSD, 2002a; DSD 2001a)

4-4.4 shortcomings of the swedßh packagíng waste Mønagement Approøch

Collectíon þstem

collection in sweden is conducted primarily through drop-offsites. collection points have

not been properly maintained. Complaints include rodent infestatiorq overflowing bins, and litter

in and around sites (G. Fredrickson, october 16,2002;L. Jacobsson, October 16,2002). Two

reasons have been cited for these problems. Firs! the regulation concentrates too much on targets

and fails to establish acceptable service delivery stand¿¡'fls (G. Fredrickson, October 16,2002).

Second, the public has not fully accepted or understood the separate collection system for

packaging' The roles and responsibilities of key players are not clear to the general population

Table 4.6: REPA Recycling Targets ønd Rates 2000-2001

2001 2000

Recycling Recycling
Tarset Rate

Recycling Recycling
Target Rate

Comrgated Board

PaperÆaperboard

Glass

Metal (steel and aluminium)

Aluminium beverage cans3

Plastic

PET beverage containers3

65% 8s%

40o/or 4lyo2

70% 84%

70Yo 63%

90% 86%

30Y"4 l6yo5

90% 78yo

65Yo 84%

30Y"1 4f/o

70% 860/o

50% 630/o

90% 86%

30Yo4 37yo6

90% 78%
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who often complain to municipalities about poor collection site conditions, rather than FpI. The

public also has difiFrcuþ distinguishing products that are eligible for collection and those which

were not (G. Fredrickson, october 16,2002;L. Jacobsson, october 16,2002;w. Wiqvist,

Ndvember 6,2002).

Mun i c ip al i t i e s D i s s at i sfac t i on

Municipalities, for numerous reasons, were dissatisfied with the packaging collection system

established by producers. First, recycling was viewed as a natural component of the waste

management system. Prior to the introduction of EPR, Swedish municipalities were actively

involved in the recycling of paper and glass. Second the packaging regulation cut municipalities

collection sen¡ices sþificantl¡ resulting in job losses and increased user fees. Third, one

municipal representative stated the success of the packaging recycling system was the result of

subsidizations provided by local govenrments. In many regions, municipal govçmments, despite

a lack of compensation, continued to play a role in operating and maintaining collection

programs, including communicating the system to the public, acting as a liaison between

residents and the compliance system, maintaining collection sites and ensuring collected materials

were pre-sorted (W. Wiqvis! November 6,2002)-

While, local govemments acknowledged the material compeniss are more adept at organizing

the recycling of waste packaging, they believe they are better able to handle the collection

procedures. In order to rectify the situation, local governments in Sweden joined together to

lobby the federal government to regain ttre responsibility for the collection of waste materials. A

bill to this effect was voted on and accepted by the Parliament in October of 2003 (L, Jacobsson,

December 8,2003). While the fundamental principles of EPRwere not altered, municipalities

will now be more involved in the planningprocess and the collection system, and assume

responsibility for communicating with the public on all matters related to recycling and waste
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management. In addition the new bill requires the establishment and attainment of collection

service goals (W. Wiqvis! December 17,2003).

4.5 Key Components of the Regulatory Approaches Reviewed

4.5.1 Essential Elements

System Commonalities

. 
The three European nations that have had the greatest success with diverting plastic

packaging from landfills have achieved these ends by placing full responsibility - physical,

financial and informational - on producers. In Denmarþ the federal government has ret¿ined full

control over waste managemen! the United Kingdom has established a complex system of credits

and sha¡ed responsibility, and the Netherlands has instituted a voluntary covenant between

industry and government. None of these methods have proven as effective at reaching recovery

and recycling targets as full extended producer responsibility.

The packaging waste management systems of these three nations have a number of other

commonalities which are linked to their success. Each system:

o requires producers to take-back packaging and ensure it is treated in an environmentally

friendly sound manner;

o applies to sales, grouped and transportation packaging;

o sets high plastic packaging recovery targets (Table 4.7);

o allows for the formation of similarly styled industry-operated pRos;

o incorporates additional measures to encourage waste reduction and diversion (i.e. landfill

bans and user-pay collection systems); and

o includes separate policies designed to increase the recovery and recycling ofbeverage

containers.
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Tøble 4.7: Plastíc Recovery and Reqtcling RaÍes

European Union

Recovery

Recycling

50-65%

2545% (minimum lí%oper material)

Germany

Plastic packaging 60Yo recycled.(60% of which must be mechanically recycled)

Austria Packaging

Plastic packaging 40%o recycled

Water Bottles 96%o recycled

Non-alcoholic drink bottles 83%o recycled

Sweden

Plastic packaging 70%orecoverede0% of which must be recycled)

PET beverage bottles g}Yorecycled

The fee structure established by the producer responsibility organizations in each of these

three nations is also linked to their success in managing packaging waste. All th¡ee pROs base

their levies on the actual cost to manage packaging waste and are charged on the basis of the

weight volume and material type. This levy system has led to reductions in packaging materials,

increased recyclability of packaging, and the nternalization of waste management costs.

Indiv idual System Features

Secondary Packagíng

Germany and Austria have had significant success with reducing the amount of secondary

packaging on the markeþlace by delegating retailers as the par{y responsible for collecting and

treating this form of packaging. Retailers in turn have placed pressure on manufacturers to

eliminate or reduce grouped packaging.
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Mechanical Recvcling

From both an ecological and economic standpoin! mechanically recycling plastic packaging

has been found to be the ideal recycling option (J. Jansen, January 19,2003). In recognition of

this fac! the Gennan govemment, in the 1998 version of the Packaging Ordinance, inserted a

requirement that of the 60-percent of plastic packaging that must be recovered, 60-percent must

be mechanically recycled (i.e. 36-percent of all plastic packaging). The remaining 4g-percent

may be mechanically recycled, feedstock recycled or subject to energy-recovery processes. Thus,

Germany's sole guarantor of plastic packaging from households, has been working diligently to

increase the nation's mechanical recycling capabilities. ln tg,gl,roughly 4O-percent of plastic

packages were rêcycled via mechanical means, while the remainder were subjected to feedstock

processes' By 2001,5l-percent of plastic packaging was being mechanically recycled, and only

49-percent feedstock recycled (J. Jansen, October 30,2002).

while Germany and Sweden have both required industry to estabrish a deposit-refund system

for beverage containers, Austria has taken a different approach to managing this waste stream,

developing high recovery rates for specific beverage containers (Table 4.4). Thetargets, while

ensuring high recovery apd recycling levels for beverage bottles, avoid a number of the negative

aspects of deposit-refrrnd programs identified by industry, such as costly infrastructure and

complex administrative systems.

4.5.2 System Shortcomings to be Avoided

Declining Reuse System

Unforhmately' not one of the countries reviewed has been able to protect their reusable

beverage container market- In the mid-1990s, the majority of the beverages available for sale in
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Europe were packaged in reusable glass containers. Today, the dominant trend is to use one-way

PET bottles rather than reusable plastic or glass containers. The beverage indusüy hæ cited

changing consumer demands as the reason for declining reuse levels. The public wants products

that are convenient - easy-to-handle, lightweight plastic containers meet this desire. While

changing social configurations, such as the rise in the number of small families and single-person

households, has led to a decline in the need for large beverage containers and an increase in the

popularity of single-serve plastic bottles @redenbrocker, october 3l,z0o2).

All three countries reviewed have separaúe policies for the management of beverage

packaging none of which have been successful at reversing this trend. The German packaging

Ordinance included the unique 'deposit-refund system' clauso specifically to safeguard the

reusable beverage system. However, the threat of an industry-operated, deposit-refund program

did not slow the growth of the PET market. Now Germany has a deposit-refund system for the

management of beverage containers, but no means to encourage or compel producers to use

reusable bottles. Thus the deposit-refund program simply serves to ensure a high collection rate

for beverage containers, which was already being achieved through the DSD. Similarly,

Sweden's Returpack has only a recycling target(90%),which they have not been able to achieve,

and no reuse quotas. Austria has created high recovery rates for beverage containers, however,

the regulation permits these targets to be achieved through reuse, recycling or enerry recovery.

Unfortunately, indusûy has consistently opted for the recycling and waste-to-enerry alternatives,

rather than reuse. The federal government is currentþ debating how to handle the rise in pET

bottles and the dçcline in reusable containers.

A number of other European Union member nations have gone beyond the packaging and

Packaging Waste Directive's requirements and adopted methods to encourage reduction and

reuse' For instance, the Netherlands, Belgium, Spain and Finland have placed restrictions on the

quantity and/or weight of packaging and packaging waste produced ann¡¿l[y. Belgium, the
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Netherlands and Spain also require targeted businesses to submit prevention plans to national

environmental agencies. Meanuåile, Denmark and Portugal have developed reuse targets for

beverage containers.

The waste managemenqhierarchy places the greatest emphasis on reduction tU *or"
:

because engagement in these activitigs has proùen to yielil thq gryatest environmental gains..

Policy-makers must ensure that packÀging stewardship regulations contain targets, and other

regulatory tools, to encor¡rage and promote reduction and fè*", in addition to recycling.

Reaþ Acceptærce of Waste-to-Energt Recovery

Waste-to-enerry recovery is a readily accepted practic.e most of Europe. Sine

the early 1960s, Swede,lr has been incinerating waste to provide enerry for municipal heat and

elechicity. This recovery method is supported by a federal gowernment regulation which

prohibits landfrtling of combustible waste materials. Enerry rqcovery is an especialty popular

practice for meeting plastic pac,kaging recovery targets. The Swedish Packaging Ordinance

stipulates producers must achieve a 70-percent recovery rate for plastic packaging but only 30-

percent of this goal must be met thrgugh recycling. In zl|l,lGpercent ofplastic packaging on

the Swedish marliet was recycld while 55-percent was processed via waste-to-€nerry processes

(DSD 2001a).

Austria has also accepted waste-to-enerry recovery as an option for diverting waste from

landfills. In 1998, 4Gpercent of the plastic packaging recovered in Austria was incinerated for

enerry recovery purposes (Jordan et al., 2001)

The original Packaging Ordinance did not recognize waste-tc.eneiry as an acceptable method

for teating_packag.ing waste or meeting national targets. Holvgver, in l99B the Ordinance was

'revised and such practices are now permiE4.. p,,ç:pil" Sp çh*.. æ þ th¡ regu[atio¡, Geg4+y u
not actively incinerating plastic packaging. DKR is still ñ¡nctioning uùder long-term conúacts
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signed prior to the 1998 regulatory amendment. Thereforg all the available quantities of plastic

packaging collected by DSD is being forwarded to recycling partners who engage in mechanical

or feedstock recycling. When these contracts come up for negotiations next year, DKR stated it is

not certiain what role energy recovery will play. The guarantor did report that their organization

is in the process of investigating the possibility of recovering the residual matter ren¡aining after

sorting through waste-to-enerry processes.

While significant advances have been made in incineration technology, allowing for the

reduction oftoxin emissions, energy recovery is still not an environmentally favourable option for

reducing waste' This sentiment was best expressed by Dr. Paul Connet! an advocate of

incineration alternatives, "those who have been preoccupied with making incineration safe have

lavished their engineering ingenuity on the llrong question. Society's t¿sk is not to perfect the

destruction of our waste, but to find ways to avoid making if, (199g, p.2).

Recycling conserves more enerry than incineratioh generates. The eners/ required to

manufacture a produc! in particular exhacting and converting natural resources into raw

matÇrials, is far greater than that which can be gained through burning. Reuse and recycling

activities reduce dependence on virgin materials, and avoid the energy consuming, pollution

generating processing and manufacturing stages of a product's life-cycle. Incineration destroys a

product requiring another be made to reprace it (connetÇ 199s).

Manytrade associations and members of industry embrace the concept of ..Integrated 
Waste

Managemenf'. This approach is based on the belief that there are 5Rs of waste management -
reduce, reuse, recycle, recovery (waste-to-enerry) and retain (landfill) (EpIc, lggg). while

promoting the commonly accepted reduce, reuse and recycle, these groups also encourage

incineration and landfilling to achieve a balance between economic and environmental concerns.

This stance stresses that materials that carurot be easily recycled, can still be usefr¡l for the energy

they store. Environmental advocates disagree with this position, highlighting the fact that due to
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the enorrrous financial inveshnent required to build and maintain enerry-recovery facilities,

communities with incinerators typically do not have the funds available to support good

reduction, reuse and recycling programs. In addition, incinerators create a demand for waste. In

order to be financially viable, investors must maximizethe use of these plants, an4 with a life

spztn of 20 to 25 years, a greatdeal of waste is required, diverting materials from reuse and

recycling (T. Lindhqvis! October 17,2002;Conner! l99g).

Focus on end-ofJife.

The packaging stewardship policies of Gerrran¡ Austria, and Sweden focus on the end-oÊ

life treatment of packaging. While these programs have led to a reduction in the amount of

packaging on the marke! such changes were made in order to avoid additional fees, not because

the regulation directly targeted packaging design, production or distribution processes. A new

approach, Integrated Product Policy (PP), which is currently being investigated by the European

Commission, is a broad concept that "seeks to reduce the life cycle environmental impacts of

products from the mining of raw materials to production, distribution, used and waste

management" (Commission ofthe European Communities,200lb, p. 5). Ipp involves

encouraging producersto design greener products and consumers to purchase eco-friendly goods.

IPP encompasses a variety of instruments, used concurrently to encourage the design of

environmentally sound products, the implementation of cleaner production processes and the

development of green procurement policies. These tools influence the management of products

throughout the life cycle - during rçsource extraction, desþ, manufacturing, dishibution, use,

and final disposal. Instruments to achieve these ends include: economic tools, extended producer

responsibility, eco-labels, environmental declarations, green procuremen! dissemination of

product information and green-design guidelines (Commission ofthe European Communities,
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2001b). It will be imperative for nations considering revising their approach to product and waste

management to follow the development of the concept of integrated product policy. -

Flat Plastic Levies

Ease of recycling, quality of secondary materials, and availability of end-markets varies

significantly between plastics t)?es. Despite the fact that plastic is not a homogeneous packaging

material category, under the systems reviewed, all plastic packaging is subject to the same levy.

The result is, plastics for which sorting/recycling technolory has been developed and sustainable

markets have been establistr, such as PET and HDPE, are subsidizing the cost of managing other

plastic packaging. If the point of legislation is to correct market failures, and discourage the use

of materials that are difFrcult to recycle, or no viable market exists, than fees should accurately

reflect the true cost of collecting and recycling such materials. While individual levies for each

plastic type may cause significant administrative hassles, establishing two sets of levies, one for

plastics that are being recovered and recycled with ease (lower levy), and another for difficult to

treat plastics (higher levy), may reduce the use ofthese complex resins or spur development of

recycling technology and capacity for them.

Small Plastic Packaging.

Austria and Germany both have gone far beyond the EU Packaging Directive's quotas,

instituting ambitious plastic packaging recycling targets. While industry has successfully

achieved these recycling rates, producers have complained the costs of collecting and sorting the

breadth of plastic packaging, required to meet the quot4 is prohibitive. plastic packaging in

Germany amounts to ll-percent'of the packaging recycled annually by DSD, but equates to

roughly half of PRO's yearly costs (Jordan etal.,200l).
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Small plastic packaging which is comprised of a variety of different plastic types and tends

to be highly contaminated, makes up about 60-percent of the plastic packaging waste. This

segment is very costly to separate and exceedingly difficult to recycle. One proposal, supported

by many in industry and local governmen! is to focus solely on plastic packaging that is simple to

collect and recycle, puch as bottles and large pieces of wrap. Small plastic packaging would be

collected with general municipal waste and subject to enerry recovery processes. It is estimated

that such a plan would save DSD an estimated I billion DM ($Z.g million CAD3) annually

(Jordan et al., 2001)

Government and envi¡onmental represent¿tives do not agree this is the ideal option. From an

economic standpoint, a considerable amount of private sector funds havg gone into developing

facilities and technolory to sort and recycle plastics, invesùnents that would be lost if there were

a considerable reduction in the quantity of plastic packaging being collected. Furthermore, such a

concept would be extremely dififrcult to communicate to the public and likely would set back

previous environmental awareness efforts (Jordan et al., 2001). Finally, the greatest drawback of

this proposal is that it goes against the basic premises and objectives of extended producer

responsibility. Reducing the cost of procesqing difficult to recycle materials removes any

incentive for producers to improve the design of their products, and may even encourage the use

of these types of packages (T. Schmid, October 23,2002).

Voluntary Approaches to packaging Stewardship

4.6 Australia

Like many other nations, Australia has encountered a number of dynamic social and

economic forces in recent years, which have compelled them to reconsider their policies and

programs for managing waste. After much negotiation and deliberation, Australia settled upon a
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voluntary approach to packaging stewardship'2. Inlggg,two national policies were introduced to

oversee the management of the envifonmental impact of packaging and packaging waste - the

National Packaging Covenant and the National Environmental Protection Measure (NEpM) for

Used Packaging. Under this system, any brand-owner choosing to participate in the National

Packaging Covenant (voluntary agreement) is exempt from the NEPM for Used packaging, a

measure resembling European packaging ordinances, which requires producers to take back and

treat their packaging à * 
""ologically-sound 

fashion.

4.6.1 Nøfìonal Packaging Covenant

The National Packaging Covenant is a voluntary goven¡nent-industy agreement based on

the principles of sha¡ed responsibilþ and product stewardship. Upon signing the Covenanf all

participants agree to take responsibility for the ecological effects associated with the activities of

their organization. The intent of this multi-party agreement is to:

o reduce the environmental impact of packaging throughout its lifecycle;

. encouÍage the closed-loop approach to production; and

o develop a financially stable and sustainable collection and recycling system.

Key features of the National Packaging Covenant, which distinguish it from many other

packaging stewardship policies, are as follows:

' Self-regulated. Each of the signatories sets its own commitments and monitors its own

progress.

' Non-Prescriptive. The agreement does not instruct signatgries on how to fulfill their

obligations. It allows each company to deterrrine the best course of action dependent on

its place in the packaging supply chain and the capabilities of the organization. The

12 It should be noted that there are a variety of different arrangements for voluntary initiatives, ranging fromindustry-initiated to govemment-negotiated programs. Australia's voluntary agreement reflects the latter,a covenant devised in cooperation with government and indusûy.
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Covenant establishes several areas of responsibility, deemed to be necessary for the

management of packaging waste (design, production, distributior¡ disposal, researclq

market developmen! education, and labelling). Participants must address how they will

fulfill their obligations in these areas; however, they are provided with great latitude in

the approach they take to meet these responsibilities.

Collaborative Approach. Signatories of the Covenant span the entire packaging supply

chain (raw material suppliers, packaging manufacturers, packaging fillers, retailers and

trade associations) and all levels of government (Commonwealth, StateÆerritorial and

local). The Covenant Council encourages industy signatories to develop Action plans in

cooperation with others in the packaging supply chain or others within the sarne sector.

Government sþatories are also encouraged to cooperate to develop joint action plans.

For example, several local governments within a region may submit a common waste

management strategy.

Lifecycle Approach- The Covenant encourages the participation of all companies

involved in the supply chain - raw materials suppliers, packaging manufacturers,

packaging fillers, {istributors, retailers, institutions, restaurants - to ensure each is

contributing to reducing the environmental impact of packaging. As a result the focus of

the Covenant goes beyond just recycling, and promotes action be taken at all stages of

design, production, distributior¡ use and disposal to reduce the environmental impact of

packaging and packaging waste.

Action Plans

The Covenant is open to industry and trade associations, as well as local, state/territorial and

federal governments- Organizations opting to join this agreement are responsible for developing

an Action Plan which describes what measures will be taken by the signatory to minimize the
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environmental impact of packaging and when these commihents will be fufrne¿. plans should

include performance indicators and baseline datz n order to measure tfie successes of each action

undertaken.

The areas of obligation differ between industry and government signatories. Industry member

are expected to develop a plan detailing how their organization will (when appropriate for their

business):

o minimize the environmental impact of their package's desigq production, distribution

and disposal;

o conduct research into reducing the ecological effects oftheir packaging;

' engage in developing and enhancing markets for recycled materials; and

o disseminate information and properþ label products in an effort to help the public make

informed purchasing decisions.

They must also indicate how they will promote the Covenan! apply Covenant principles to

their operations and make a financial contribution to communit5r recycling progr¿rms. Local

government signatories must address how they will: implement best practices for curbside

recycling programs, adopt a user pay system based on volume or weight (if appropri ate), and

develop green purchasing policies. Action plans submitted by Commonwealth, State and

Tenitory governments must describe howthese organizations will: adoptNEpM for Used

Packaging, participate in market development activities for secondary materials, engage in

community education programs, support curbside recycling efforts and develop green

procurement strategies (ANæCC, 1999; NEpC, lggg).

A number of safeguards have been put in place to ensure signatories do not neglect Covenant

commihents, and to compel all participants to strive for continual improvement.

(a) Publíc Documents- once registered and approved by the Covenant Council all Action

Plans are made public. Thus, plans may be compared and critiqued by covenant
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members and interested parties (e.g. environmental groups, consumers, investors, etc.),

placing pressure on signatories to make a true commitrnent to the goals of the Covenant.

(b) Annuøl Reporting. Signatories are responsible for reporting to the Covenant Council, on

an annual basis, the progress they have made towards their Action Plan commitments.

These reports compare signatories' achievements to their plan objectives, set new

performance targets and timelines, and identiff any problems encountered when

implementing Action Plan activities.

(c) Compliance Audits. All signatories must maintain accurate records of their actions taken

under the Covenant. Audits of a participant's fulfilknent of Covenant obligations and

Action Pl¿n commitments may be performed on a random basis, after a complaint by a

third party or if the Council deems it necessary.

(d) Actíon PIan Reviews. On an annual basis the Covenant Council randomly selects a series

of Action Plans for a detailçd review. The purpose of such reviews is to assure the plan

addresses all pertinent areas of the Covenant and ensure commitments are reasonable for

the organization, considering its size, placement in the supply chain and capabilities.

Reviews may also be instigated by a third party complaint or if the Council believes a

review is wa¡ranted.

A signatory will be given notice if the Council has determined the organization's compliance

audit was unsatisfactoVi the signatory has not taken reasonable measures to fulfill their Action

Plan commitrnents; or the participant's plan is deemed insufficient after an Action plan Review.

The signatory will be provided an opportunity to appeal the decision or to rectiff the situation. If
the member fails the appeal or chooses not to revise their approach, the organization's name will

be removed from the Covenant and they will be subject to the National Environmental protection

Measure for Used Packaging (ANZECC, 1999;8. Butt, May 1,2003).
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4.6.2 Naf¡anal Envi¡onmcntøl Protection Measurefor Ilsed packøging

The National Environmental Protection Measure for Used Packaging has been termed the

"complementar5r regulatory safety net" to the National Packaging Covenant (1JG,2002). Any

brand-owner choosing not to participate in the Covenan! or failing to meet the standards of this

agreemen! must comply with the obligations laid out in the NEPM for Used Packaging.

Therefore, this measure ensures that producers who opt to become signatories ofthe Covenant are

r¡ot at a disadvantage in the markptplace.

Under NEPM for Used Packaging brand-owners who are not Covenant members must:

o Establish a reliable system for recovering the used packaging from their products;

o Ensure collected packaging is processed and treated in an ecological sound manner (i.e.

reused, recycled or energy recovered);

o Inform consumers as to how to properly refurn used packaging; and

o Report annually to their StateÆerritorial governments the amount of packaging they

have placed on the market and how they have fulfrlled the above obligations.

The purpose of the measure is threefold. First, this policy aspires to prevent .free-riders', or

those not wishing to obligate themselves to the commitments of the Covenant and yet benefiting

from the efforts of Covenant members. By placing financial, physical and informational

responsibility for used packaging on these non-Covenant companies, NEPM ensures that

Covenant signatories are not at a competitive disadvantage (AIG, 2002). Second, due to the

inflexibility and burdensome requirements of this regulation, companies are persuaded to join the

Covenant. Third, the measure serves as an enforcement mechanism for the Covenant. If a

company fails to meet its Covenant obligations it will be subject to the more onerous

requirements of NEPM for Used Packagirrg.

The measure itself is not the regulation which establishes or enforces producer

responsibilities. It only creates a framework for State/Territorial governments to follow when
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developing legislation for theirjurisdiction. Its purpose is to ensure that a uniforrr set of

responsibilities for non{ovenant members exists throughout Australia.

4.6.3 Successes of the Aastralian Covenønt/1,{EpM System

VohmtaryApproach

Many indusfiy covenant members have cited the greatest achievement of the National

Packaging Covenant is that it avoids the draconian nature ofthe European approach to packaging

waste management. The Covenant was designed to give flexibility to sþatories. It provides a

framework which allows companies to reduce the environmental impact of their packaging

without compromising their competitiveness, stifling their creativity or diminishing the safety of

their products. The Covenant recognizes that not all participants will be able to contribute in the

same manner. Its flexibility allows signatories to choose the most effective actions for their

organization based on their place in the supply chain, their capacity and their product offering

(PCA, nd; Williams,2003;8. Bur! May l, 2003).

Flexibility is also beneficial to governments and environment¿l groups. Under this approach

industry does not have the option of inaction. If a company is unable to convert to a different

packaging material or lightweight its products, there are many ottrer options for improving the

environmental performance of its packaging. For example, it may engage in researc¡, develop

educational programs' participate in the development of a new ma¡ket for secondary materials, or

contribute to curbside recycling.

Another benefit of the voluntary approach is the drive for continual improvement. often

under a legislative regime indushy will only go as far as the law requires. The Covenant pushes

companies to continually enhance their commifinents and raise the standards for packaging

design, production, distribution and disposal. Through annual reports, Action plan Reviews, and
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public access to Action Plans, companies are compelled to search for new ways to improve the

ecological friendliness of packaging and packaging production-

Shared Responsibility and Product Stewordship

The National Packaging Covenant is based upon the principle tha! if an orgarúzationbenefits

from the manufacturing of a produc! that organization must play a role in minimizing the

environmental impact of that product. To that end Covenant signatories range the entire

packaging supply chain. The benefits of this approach include:

t Supply Chain Collaboratíon The Covenant has encouraged different organizations

within the supply chain to work together to improve environmental perforrrance of

packaging. For example, the extended polystyrene (EPS) produce box manufacturer

joined together with EPS raw materials suppliers to develop an Action plan. By working

together they have been able to create a national recycling system for EpS in Australia.

(PCA, nd; B. Butt, May 1,2003)

o Focus Broader than Recycting. The Covenant takes into account the entire lifecycle of

paokaging. creators of this policy believed emphasis on the end-of-life and take-back

programs would have a limited impact on the overall effect of packaging on the

environment. Thus unlike many other packaging regulations which tend to focus on the

recycling, this agreement encourages action throughout the life spectrum (i.e. design,

production, distribution, use, and disposal of the package) (8. ButL May r, 200i).

o Senior Management Involvement. There has been a cultural shift in many companies

participating in the Covenant towa¡ds a greater recognition and acceptance of industry,s

responsibility for the envirorunent. Ecological issues are now matters being discussed

and planned for by senior managers and board of director members (pcA, nd).
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o Sigürtcant Participation As of July 2003, there were 6?¡9 members of the National

Packaging Covenant - 600 companies, 17 industry associations, I senior governments

and 14local governments/waste boards (pCA, 2003).

4.6.4 shorrcomings of the austratian covenant/r{EpM system

Limited Scope

The Covenant is limited to Blue Box materials (consumer packaging and household paper

waste), excluding all packaging used for commercial and transportation purposes. The European

system goes beyond Blue Box Waste and places responsibility on producers to manage all forms

ofpackaging.

Lack ofSupport

The National Packaging Covenant is not fully supported by indusûy or all local and state

governments' Some companies expressed feeling intimidated into signing the agreement; while

others stated, although they were signatories, they were not committed to the covenan! rather

they were simply 'going through the motions' (williams, 2003). Many local governments are

opposed to the agreement' By october 2000, over a year after the Covenant was implemented,

only a third of local governments had registered. And to this date not one local government in

New South Wales has signed the agreementl3.

Although all but one stateÆeritorial governmen! the Northern Territory, has registered not

all have shown true support for the covenant. some have been slow in implementing the

complementary regulation to the covenant - NEPM for used packaging. Furthermore, while all
participating govemments agreed not to adopt any additional measures regarding packaging and

packaging waste, not all have abided by this commitrnent (williams, 2003).

t' sydney, Newcastre and wollongong are the major cities located in NSw.
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WeakAction Plans

Despite public access to plans and Action Plan Reviews, some Action plans are weak and do

not demonstrate an actual commitment on the part of the registering organization. According to a

representative from the Covenant Council, this body recognizes that some plans are lacking. In

the last six months the Council has raised its standa¡ds for Action plans (Williams, 2003; B. Butt,

May 1,2003).

Performance Measures

one of the most significant problems with the National Packaging Covenant is there are no

universal performance indicators to measure the progress of this scheme. The Covenant/lrlEpM

system was implemented in the summer of l999,and yet no steps have been taken to deterrnine

whether this approach to reducing the environmental impacts of packaging is effective and

efficient.

4.6.5 Key Components of the Volantary Appruach Revi¿wed

Municipalities Role

under the Australian stewardship model, responsibility for waste management remains in the

hands of municipalities. The private sector has the aptitude and experience to run efficient and

financially sustainable business enterprises, and thus is more capable of deveþing and operating

a successful recycling system. Industry has the ability to conduct research and develop new

technologies for reusing and recycling packaging waste, as well as the resources and expertise to

expand the country's recycling capacity and end_markets.

In order for packaging stewardship to be successful producers must play a primary role in

recycling packaging materials. when industry is compelled to assume direct responsibility, it is
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in theír best interest to improve their product development and manufacturing processes, as it

eases their waste management burden.

Life Cycle Approach

The goal of EPR is to reduce environmental impact throughout the lifecycle. In order to

make a true ecological dif;ference it is imperative that all parties in the packaging chain reassess

theirproducts and operations in light of their ecological effect. Australia's approach to packaging

and packaging waste engages a wider range of participants than the three European models

examined. The National Packaging Covenant does not focus solely on brand-owners or

importers, but encourages raw material suppliers, packaging manufacturers, distributors, retailers

and trade associations to participate in reducing the negative efilects of packaging on the

environment. However, while all participants in the packaging chain should be held accountable

for the impact their activities have on the environmen! due to the range of companies involved

and the breadth of packaging on the markeþlace, it is necessary for one group 1s ¿ss'me direct

responsibility for waste diversion.

Flexible Approach

The National Packaging Covenant recognizes each company has unique capabilities and

excels in different fields. The Covenant provides flexibility to producers to determine the ideal

means for their company to reduce their ecological impact; such an approach pennits

organizations to use their expertise and creativity to develop new packaging solutions, while not

placing the frnn at a competitive disadvantage. Industry is appreciative of the flexible approach

taken by the Australian govemment and hundreds of companies have become members of the

National Packaging Covenant.
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The ideologies and goals of industry differ significantþ from that of governmen! and

company's action and decisions often do not take the environment and the cornmon good into

consideration. Industy's primary objective is profq and finns will design action plans to ensure

this end is achieved. Allowing the private sector to determine what environmental actions it will

or will not take could cause potential difficulties in achieving the goals of packaging stewardship.

Companies wíll likely select activities which require the least financial, administrative and time

ligations, such as public education and basic research. It is questionable how many f¡ms

would voluntarily revise their manufacturing operations, redesign their packaging or develop a

new market for recyclables. Yet it is in fact these activities which are crucial to improving

packaging and reducing waste.

Senior governments must ¿rssrne a lead role in the development of an overall stratery and

' vision; define specific goals, objectives and targets; and clearly identis the roles and

responsibilities of each stakeholder. Having industry desþ a significant portion of the

packaging waste management systern, without clear objectives and targets, will lead to a

discontinuity and difficulties in ensuring the achievement of program goals.

Performance Measures

No steps have yet been taking to measure and evaluate the success of this progrÍrm. Although

some of the features of this approach are compelling it is not known whether the goals of the

Covenant oTNEPM Regulation have been achieved. Perforrnance indicators and regular

evaluations allow packaging stewardship policymakers to enhance successful elements, correct

problems and learn how to develop similar initiatives for other products or waste streams.
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4.7 Direction for the Manitoba Packaging Stewardship Model

4.7.1 Voluntary or Mandatory Approach?

After reviewing the policy and program components, as well as the successes and

shortcomings of the European regulatory approach and the Australian voluntary approach, it was

determined that a regulatory-style of packaging stewardship would be most appropriate for

Manitoba. The provincial government is responsible for safeguarding the environment. While

corporations are increasingly engaging in voluntary environmental initiatives, very few do so in

order to preserve or protect the environment. The motivation behind the expansion of their

corporate responsibility includes improving their public image,reducing costs, avoiding

government regulation or increasing their market share. Their reasons for implementing

voluntary programs shape the goals and objectives, the merit of their environmental pledges and

their commiûnent to fulfilling their promises. In order to assure packaging stewardship programs

reflect the good of the public; achieve the goals they were established to accomplish; create a

level playing freld for all producers; and ensure transparency and public accountability, such

initiatives must be regulated by senior governments.

Furthermore, there is no quantitative dataavailable to show whether the approach taken in

Australia has been ef;fective at reducing the environmental impact of packaging. There is,

however, ample evidence as to the success of the German, Austrian and Swedish approaches. All

three have been able to sþificantly reduce the amount of packaging on the marke! decrease the

quantity of material used in packaging and increase the amount of packaging recycled.

4.7.2 Essential Elements

The review of the regulatory systems of German¡ Austria and Sweden led to the

identification of a number of essential elements required to ensure a successful stewardship

model in Manitoba. The following key components were identified:

o Mandatory producer and retailer take-back obligations
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r Broad definition of packaging (sales, grouped, and hansportation packaging from all

source)

o Quantitativetargets:

. Recovery and recycling targets

. Beverage containers recycling targets

. Plastic packaging mechanical recycling targets

o Allow for the forrnation of a producer responsibility organization

t LevY system based on actual costs and charged on the basis of weighg volume and

material type

o Regulatory support mechanisms (e.g. landfiil bans and user pay systems)

¡ Further research into managing plastic packaging (e.g. enhancing reuse systems,

managing small plastic packaging, decreasing reliance on virgin resin, expanding end-

markets)

o Restrictions on the use of waste-to-enerry process to meet recovery targets

Despite a preference for the regulatory approach over the voluntar¡2, there were positive

elements of the Australian system. One of the greatest benefits of the National packaging

Covenant is its all-encompassing nature. All members of the packaging supply chain are

encouraged to join, which ensures the focus of the program reaches beyond post-consumer waste

management and promotes collaboration amongst supply chain mernbers to create more extensive

and effective action plans for reducing the environmental impact of packaging. While it would be

very complicated to incorporate these elements into a regulatory frameworþ in addition to

implementing packaging stewardship legislation, the Manitoba government could develop

voluntary stewardship agreements with other members of the packaging supply chain not covered

under the legislation (e.g- material suppliers, packaging manufacturers, distributors and retailers).

Agreements with material suppliers and packaging manufacturers could help ensure raw materials
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and production processes were environmentally sound. While, agreements with retailers could

place pressure on suppliers to manufacture greener products, help encourage consumers to

purchase eco-friendly packaging, and ensure consrrmers have access to ecologically sound goods.

Such agreements would allow Manitoba to take advantage of some of the benefits of the

voluntary approach, while still ensuring one group is responsible for properþ managing

packaging waste.
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The debate over the management of packaging waste is not new to Canadian policy-makers.

In the late 1980s, motivated by rising municipal costs and public concern over the proliferation of

post-consumer packaging waste, the provinces and federal governmenÇ through the Canadian

Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME), began to explore difiterent options for reducing

and diverting discarded packaging. Initial discussions included: minimum recycled content law,

waste taxes, gorremment and industy green procurement programs, packaging standardization,

deposit-refund systems, toxic material bans, and uniform provincial recycling progrÍrms

(Morawski, 1999).

However, the conclusion was a decision by the parties to develop a voluntary approach to

packaging stewardship- The CCME established the National Packaging Task Force, a multi-

stakeholder committee comprised of industry, government, consumers and environmental

organizations. The group was asked to develop a voluntary initiative to reduce the total

packaging waste in Canaafa by 5O-percent by the year 2000. After consultations across the

country, the task force produced the National Packaging Protocol CNapp), which contained a set

of policies intended to guide indusûy though the process of improving the environmental

characteristics of their packaging and reducing packaging waste.

The protocol was adopted in 1990, and by 1996 thewaste diversion ttgett of 56-percent had

been met' The data showed these gains were achievgd primarily through reductions to

transportation packaging, but little progress had been made in terms of reducing post-cons'mer

packaging' shortly after the publication of the 1996 Milestone Report the task force was

dissolved due to lack of funds and the early achievement of the protocol,s sole goal.

Many questioned the accomplishments of the protocol. Its failure to reduce post-consumer

packaging, one of the factors motivating the development of the initiative, frustrated many; as did

I rhis target could be achieved through reuse, recycring or incineration.



the protocol's weak environmental commitment. The early disbandment of the Task Force

demonstrated that Canadian governments had little aspiration to move beyond the set target and

push for fruther reductions and environmental improvements.

Since NaPP, the federal government has made no moves towards the development of a

national packaging directive. Realizing packaging stewardship was now in their hands, the

provinces began to deveþ their own policies and programs. This chapter reviews the waste

management approaches of four Canadian provinces, each of which has developed a very

dififlerent stratery for diverting packaging materials. The chapter begins with a review of the

existing regulatory framework and recycling system of Manitoba, and proceeds with a thorough

analysis of the waste management strategies and systems of Ontario, British Columbia and Nova

Scotia- Each system is summarized, the successes and shortcomings of each approach are

discussed, and the key components of interest for the Manitoba model are identified.

5.1 Manitoba

Manitoba was a Canadian pioneer in the field of packaging stewardship. It was the first

province to implement legislation which placed responsibility on producers to support community

recycling programs' and the first to introduce a multi-material system. However, environmental,

economic and legislative developments over the last decade have led to the need to reassess

Manitoba?s approach to managing packaging waste. With revisions to the waste management

system, this province has an opportunity to once again advance the principle of packaging

stewardship and set an example for other canadian provinces to emulate.

5.1.1 Waste Reduction and preventíonAct

The waste Reduction and Prevention (WRAP) Act of Manitoba received assent in Ma¡ch of
1990' The purpose of the Act is to "reduce and prevent the production and disposal of waste in
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the province consistent with the principles of sustainable development" (Legislative Assembly of

Manitoba, 1990, p.3). The Act sets up a regulatory framework to encourage the development

and implementation of waste reduction and prevention programs, and the creation and execution

of public education campaigns regarding the negative impact of waste generation. programs

established underthis Act are funded by WRAP levies, which are fees paid by the stewards of

designated products. The WRAP Act allows for the development of Industry Operated WRAp

Funds. Non-profit organizations, operating independently of provincial authorities, are

established to maintain these funds. These organizations are responsible for managing the

collected levies to administer and pay for:

! the design and implementation of waste reduction and prevention programs;

. the creation and delivery of educational material;

. cost related to recycling designated materials;

. research and development initiatives; and

' marketing goods manufactured from recycling materiars.

Currently there are th¡ee regulations under the WRAP Ac! each of which establishes waste

reduction and prevention programs for dififlerent designated waste materials - Multi-material

Stewardship Regulation (39/95);Used Oil, Oil Filter and Containers Stewardship Regulation

(86197'l; and Tire Stewardship Regulation (33/95). A fourth regulation is currently under

development for household hazardous waste.

The Pollution Prevention Branch of Manitoba conservation is responsible for administering

and enforcing the wRAP Act and the regulations under the Act. violations of these policies are

subject to penalties, which may include a $250,000 fine, imprisonment (one-year), and/or the

forfeiture of profits resulting from the violation.
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5.1.2 Multi-Materíal stewaúshíp efiertm Meøsures) Regutøfion (39/gs)

The Multi-Material Stewardship Regulation establishes the Manitoba Product Stewardship

Corporation (MPSC). This organization is responsible for administering the Multi-Material

ÌWRAP Fund, instituting waste reduction and prevention programs for designated waste, and

providing effective and efficient waste management programs for selected materials. MpSC is

run by a board of directors made up of representatives from industqr, municipalities and non-

government organizations. The Regulation delegates to MPSC the authority to establish WRAp

programs for the following designated materials:

o beverage containers

o packaging ofpre-packaged goods

o in-store packaging

o advertisingmaterials

o telephone books

. newspapers

. magazines

The corporation funds its various progr¿rms though a2-centWRAp levy collected from

stewards of beverage containers sold in the province. Stewards are defined in the Regulation as

"the first person in Manitoba who in the course of business supplies beverages in containers to

another person" (Legislative Assembly of Manitoba,lggs,p.4). To ensure WRAp levies are

collected and remitted to MPSC, any person wanting to sell ready-to-serve beverages in Manitoba

must apply for and receive a licence from the corporation . In200l-2a02,therewere sevent5r-nine

licenced beverage stewards in the province and MPSC collected approximately $7.0 million in

WRAP levies (MPS C, 2002a).

The Regulation permits MPSC to create by-laws necessary to deliver programs and requires

the organization to establish a business plan outlining how it will accomplish the goals and

objectives of the Regulation. The corporation's business plan must be approved by the Minister

of Conservation prior to implementation.
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5.1.3 Manitoba Product Stewardship Corporaion (MPSC)

The Manitoba Product Stewardship Corporation was founded in January 1995 for the purpose

of "encourag[ing] the expansion of convenient and effrcient recycling services across Manitoba',

(MPSC' n.d., p-l). MPSC has been very successful in achieving this end. As of the 2001yeav

end,l73 Manitoban communities had recycling programs, which equates to 92-percent of the

provincial population. Currently, 56-percent of eligible materials are reçovered through these

residential programs (MPSC, 2003a) (Appendix tI).

The majority of the funds collected from levies on beverage container sales are used to

support residential recycling programs. MPSC's funding fonnula involves establishing a per

tonne recycling cost for municipalities, of which the corporation will pay 8O-percent. Last year,

MPSC provided $5.8 million in direct fmancial support to participating municipalities (MpSC,

2002)- In addition to their financial contributions, the corporation provides residential recycling

programs with promotional and educational rflaterials, helping local govemments and recyclers to

inform residents about their progr¿uns and to encourage their participation. MPSC also supplies

technical support to municipal programs, including: offering direct assistance, conducting

surveys' holding regional meetings and facilit¿ting informational and training workshops.

5.1.4 Recycling Plastic Waste ín Manítoba

A study conducted in L999, Waste Plastíc in Manitoba: Key Factors in Sustainable plastics

Díversion' estimated Manitoba generated an average of 69,100 tonnes of plastic waste annually

(Table 5.1).
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Tøble 5.1: Plastic Waste Generafed Annually in Mønítobø

Source
Tonnes Generated

Annuallyt

Percentage ofTotal

Plastic Waste

Residential

Industrial, Commercial and Institutional

Auto Shredder

22,100

36,000

11,000

32%

52%

t6%

Total Plastic Waste 69,100

t These figures include both durable an@

Manitoba Product Stewardship Corporation focuses primarily on waste generated by the

residential sector. A recent MPSC reporÇ New Guide to Plastic Recycling in Manitoba, stated

that plastic packaging comprises 5.9-percent of the residential waste stream. Figure 5.1 displays

the breakdown of plastic packaging waste generated byManitoba houspholds (MpSC, 2003b).

Since the inception of the programs, PET (#1) and HDPE (#2)havebeen eligible for MpSC

funding. Both of these materials are relatively simple for residents to identift, easy to sort and

have a well-established, stable end-market. During the200l-2002year,44-percentof pET and

25aercent of HDPE packaging waste in the province was recycled (MpSC, 2003a). After a

year long test study, the corporation's board of directors voted in favour of expanded funding to

also include LDPE (#4) plastic containers and lids, PP (#5) plastic containers, and .Other, (#7)

plastic containers. As of Novemb er l,2l}2,municipalities choosing to include these items in

their program can apply for financial support for collection and recycling. However, not all local

governments have yet opted to include these containers in their recycling schemes, including

several of Manitoba's larger urban centers. winnipeg and Thompson have not incorporated these

newly ñmded plastics in their program, and Brandon's recycling system accepts pp (#5), but does

not collect LDPE or'Other, plastic packaging.
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Due to the relatively small quantity of plastic waste generated in the province and the limited

number of plastic manufacturers in Manitoba" very little post-consumer plastic waste is being

recycled within our borders. The majority of PET and HpDE collected from households is

shipped to the united states to be recycled into new products, including textiles and piping. The

majority of the newly funded #4, #5 and#7 plastics are being recycled by a Manitoba-based

company manufacturing curb_stops and posts.

Recycling of industrial commercial and institutional (IC&I) waste is the responsibility of the
organizations generating the material. The figures available on the amounts of IC&r waste being

collected and heated in Manitoba are limited. However, one study estimated that recycling levels

for this sector were ¿ß low as 500 tonnes annually, which equates to approximately 1.3-percent of
the plastic waste produced by these businesses and institutes @arthbound Environmental Inc.,

te99).
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5.1.5 strengths of the ManifobøMutti-Møferial stewardship Approach

Increased Community Awareness and particípation in Recycling

Since the implementation of the Multi-Material Stewardship Regulation and the launch of

MPSC, the amount of materials collected and recycled in this province has increased threefold -
from only 15,600 tonnes n lgg5/g6to nearly 44,000 tonnes tnZ00I/02(MpSC, 2002a). Over

90-percent of Manitoba's population now has access to recycling, and rural and urban recycling is

on the rise. In the last year, rural recovery is up lO-percen! while recycling in Northern

Manitoba increased I44-percent Manitobans now recycle 56-percent of materials eligible for

MPSC tunding (MPSC, 2003a).

Dedicsted Fund

Levies collected on beverage containers are placed into a dedicated fimd used to support

promotion, education and recycling. Under many other programs, money collected for recycling

initiatives is placed into government's general revenue. In such situations, funds are not always

available for recycling programs when needed.

Finical Support for Mt micipal programs

Without MPSC's frmding, most Manitoba municipalities would not be able to run their

current recycling progr¿Ims. It would not be financially feasible to collect the breadth of materials

currentþ possible, particularly those materials with little to no redemption value, such as glass,

tetrapaks and most plastics.
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5.1.6 shortcomings of the Mønitobø Multi-Maeríal stewardshíp Approach

Foctn on Recycling

Despite an acceptance of the equality of reduction, reuse and recycling activities when

striving for sustainable developmenÇ the primary focus of the Multi-Material Stewardship

Regulation and MPSC has been recycling. The current levy system does not encograge reduction

or reuse' the Regulation sets no clear objectives or targets for reduction and reuse, and the main

focus of MPSC's activities is multi-material recycling.

WMP Levy

Externality Cost Not Internalized. Although the Multi-Material Stewardship Regulation states the

WRAP levy is a stewardship fee, the majority of Manitoba beverage stewa¡ds pass this charge

onto consumers by adding the WRAP levy to the bills of the retailers they supply. The retailers,

in turn, add the 2-cent levy to the customer's bill (Sinclair, 2000). A number of disadvantages

arise from the fact that the levy is not being incorporated into the cost of the produc! including:

o Consumers view the levy as a tax-grab. Consumers do not see the levy as a responsibility

industry has avoided, but as another government tax. Because producers have not

incorporated the 2-cent fee into the price of their produc! the public has misconstrued the

nature of the levy.

o The cotect signal is not being sent to producers. If the cost of the levy is not being

borne by the producer, there is no financial incentive for behaviour change (e.g. improve

the design and reconsider the composition of their packages to reduce their environmental

i-p*Ð (Sinclair, 2000).

No Firnncial Incentivefor Producers to Alter Packaging Design. Inorder for EpR programs to

be effective, there must be an incentive for producers who support and work to achieve the goals
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of the program. When a single levy is charged on all packaging regardless of the design,

matenaltype or recyclability, there is no financial inoentive for producers to change their

practices (OECD, 2001). The three European models examined based their packaging levies on

mass, volume and materialtype. The Duale System Deutschland's fee structure has led to

significant changes in packaging in Gennany - changes which respect the hierarchy of

elimination, reduction, reuse and recycle (Sinclaiç 2000; Fishbein, 1998). ..Due to differences in

licence fees for different materials and the fees themselves, changes in the packaging market can

be seen. Packaging [has] become lighter and smaller...Useless packaging [has] disappeared,,

(OECD, 2001,p- 156)- Fees related to volume, weight and composition provide an incentive for

producers to improve the desþ, reconsider the materials used in their packaging and explore

means to increase the recyclability. Such initiatives also motivate producers to create refillable

packaging in order to reduce or eliminate their waste management costs.

rncorrect Price Signø\. The correct signal is not being sent to consumers to purchase products

with green packaging when an environmental levy is uniformly applied to all beverage containers

regardless of their potential impact on the ecosystem. If the cost were internalized and based on

the mass and composition of the package, consumers would see a price difiference for products

which contained more material or were diffrcult to recycle, providing an incentive to choose more

benþ containers.

Not a True EPRProgram. WRAP levies are considered an advanced disposal fee (ADF), which

are charges on products paid at the point ofsale to cover the costs ofcollection and treatrnent

(oECD, 2001)' According to the organisation for Economic co-operation and Development

(OECD), an ADF applied without conditions for producer involvement in the physical

management of the waste, as is the case with WRAP levies, does not constitute an EpR program
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(2001). An extended producer responsibility program requires producers to take full or partial

responsibility for the physical andlor financial management of the waste generated bytheir

products. In the case of the Multi-Material stewardship program, cons ,mers are typically

responsible for paying for the cost of waste managemen! and the municipalities are responsible

for the physical management of the waste. The producers are not taking responsibility for any

component of managing their products at the post-consumer stage of the lifecycle.

Beverage Containers. WRAP levies are paid on one product group (beverage containers) and

yet arc used to fllnd the collection, sorting and treatrnent of a variety of unrelated products. The

current levy system places an unfair burden on stewards and consumers ofready-to-serve

beverages to pay for the recycling of all the materials designated under the Regulation. A levy

applied only to beverages provides no incentives to producers of other designated materials to

redesign or change the composition of their goods, since their products are not subject to this

environmentalcharge.

The majorþ of Canadian provinces continue to fund alargeportion of their recycling

programs via beverage container levies (i.e. beverage container handling chargers, half-back

deposits, or unredeemed deposits). ontario is in the process of revising their recycling scheme

and funding formula- Their new frrnding proposal, which places levies on all materials classified

as potential BIue Box waste, is currentþ being considered by the provincial government. If
approved, ontario would be the first province in Canada to place individual levies on items

eligible for residential recycling.

Plastíc Recycling

Stagnant Recovery Rate- Although the overall recycling rate has been steadily rising since the

introduction of the Multi-Material Stewardship Regulation, plastic recycling has not kept pace.

Since 1999, plastic recycling in Manitoba has remained relatively stagnant (Figure 5.2).
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Fígure 5.2: Manítoba's Plastic Recovery Røfes Versus the overøu Recovery Rate
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Stable End-Markels. Currently a single Manitoba frrn is responsible for recycling the majority of

LPDE, PP and 'Other' plastic containers collected in the province. The MPSC board expanded

the number of plastic types eligible for funding based upon the success of this compmy. If this

market were to collapse, it is not known what would be done with these recently approved

plastics- It is important for MPSC to attempt to diversify the recycling options for these

materials.

Dffirences Between Municipal programs

Under the current regulatory approach, municipalities have the option of participating in the

MPSC system. Each municipalþ is provided the flexibility to design its recycling program in a

manner it deems fit for its community. This has resulted in significant differences between

regions in the province. There are also differences in the level of commitrnent and enthusiasm of

local governments for these initiatives. The 'dump and burn' mentality is deeply ingrained in

some regions and as a resul! recycling programs have been neglected or poorly managed.
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Recycling must be treated as a business, and some Manitoban jurisdictions have not been able to

make the transition to viewing waste as an economic opportunity.

High Collection and Processing Costs in Rwal Manitoba

Collection costs in rural Manitoba are higher due to the small population and distances

between collection points, processing facilities and recyclers. Processing costs in rural areas also

tend to be higher. The majority of material processing facilities in rural communities are small,

with only four plants processing more than a 1000 tonnes of material annually. Technologically

advanced processing equipment is exhemely expensive and must process high volumes of

material to be considered cost-effective. Small communities have neitherthe money nor the

supply of recyclable material to support such equipment and tend to rely heavily on manual

labour. As a resul¿ their processing costs tend to be higher than the urban centers in the province

@arthbound Environmental Inc., 1999)

Low Cost to Throw out Garbage

A large segment of Manítoba's population does not pay directly for garbage collection, nor is

there a restriction placed on the number o-f-b-ags ç-o-llcoted w-eekly- rhe majority of municipalities

in the province include the cost of waste collection, sorting and treaûnent in municipal taxes. As

a result' there is little incentive for residents to engage in reduction, reuse and recycling activities,

or to reconsider the products and packaging they purchase and use.

The cost of using landfills in Manitoba is extremely cheap, with tipping fees ranging from $0

to $4oltonne (Earthbound Environmentalrnc.,lggg). Although it is recognized that these fees

may not reflect true costs, landfill operators in the province are not required to use full-cost

accounting principles. Due to relatively low property costs and the abundance of available land

in Manitoba, it is not expected these fees will increase in the near future. Unfortunately, low
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landfill costs do not induce municipalities or private sector users to explore waste diversion

alternatives @arthbound Environmental Inc., 1999).

Industry Kttowledge

Interviews conducted with food producers and packaging manufacturers showed they had a

distinct lack of knowledge when it came to environmental issues related to packaging.

Unfortunatel¡ the large majority of packaging fillers do not consider the environment when

designing or selecting packaging for their products. In fac! most were unaware of their own

packaging's ecological characteristics - i.e. whether it was recyclable, was composed of recycled-

content, or contained any toxic materials (e.g. cadmium, mercury, lead, hexavalent chromium).

Nor could they identiff the environmental benefits or problems with the plastic packaging

materials they used. In addition, the majorþ of food producers interviewed were not fully aware

of how the program in Manitoba functioned or what materials were eligible for recycling in this

province.

5.1.7 Summary

Despite the many benefits of packaging stewardship, and the government,s recognition of
EPR as a valuable policy tool for managing resources and waste, no Canadian province has yet

implemented a full scale EPR program for packaging. Interviews with government and NGo

representatives revealed the primary reason provinces have not moved forward with stewardship

is the lack of drivers to spur on the development of these policies and programs. Under the

current Manitoba regime, money is available to support recycling initiatives and a reasonable

percentage of packaging is being collected and treated. The province has suffrcient landf,rll

capacity and landfrll costs are low. Because the existing system is .working,, government,

consumers and industry are relatively satisfied, and no group is pushing for change. However,
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the benefits of instituting full-scale EPR extend beyond financing blue box programs and

ensuring landfill space is preserved- These initiatives have been found to reduce the weigh!

volume and amount of packaging on the market, encourage the development of cleaner

production processes, increase recovery and recycling rates, improve the markets for secondary

materials, and provide new economic opportunities. It is hoped ttrat increased awareness of the

many benefits of extended producer responsibility will inspire the provincial governmentto move

forth with packaging stewardship.

5.2 Ontario

In Novembet 1999, in hopes of improving the sustainability of Ontario's municipal recycling

progrÍrms' a voluntary, one-year agreement was signed between industry, municipalities, and the

province creating the Waste Diversion Ontario (WDO). Its mandate was to increase diversion,

support municipalities and improve the effrciency of the Blue Box program. 1-2012,the Ontario

government passed the Waste Diversion Act, which established the WDO as a permanent

organization. Ontario stakeholders supporting this new approach believe the activities of the

WDO will assure a fair waste diversion stratery, reduce the financial burden of local

governments and help achieve the province's 5O-percent waste reduction target (Government of

Ontario,200l).

5.2.1 Waste Diversion Act

The Waste Diversion Act est¿blishes Waste Diversion Ontario as a permanent non-profit,

non-govenrmentotganization whose mandate is to establisl¡ execute and finance waste diversion

programs for designated wastes. A board of directors made up of participants f¡om industry and

municipal governments guide the activities of WDO. This association is responsible for:

o creating and managing waste diversion progf¿rms;
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. monitoring the value and success of waste diversion programs;

o communicating and promoting waste diversion strategies to the public;

o ensuring programs do not unfairly impact the competitiveness of provincial

businesses; and

o resolving disputes among stakeholders (i.e. municipalities, industry funding

organizations, and stewards).

Each waste diversion progftm is designed to target a specific type of waste designated by

government regulations (e.g. organic waste, oil, solvents , patnt tires and blue box materials).

'Waste 
diversion progr¿rms may include plans to: reduce, reuse and recycle designated wastes;

conduct research into methods for increasing diversion; design and deliver public education

strategies related to the designated waste; and create and market products fiom recycled waste

materials.

To assist WDO in its duties, the board establishes and incorporates industry funding

organizations (IFos) to help create and deliver waste diversion programs. IFos are delegated the

authority to identifr stewards for the designated waste and to set steward fees to be paid to the

organization' Stewards are the groups with a commercial connection to the waste or to a product

which generates waste- The fees collected are used for funding the waste diversion program and

various costs related to the implementation of the Act. stewards may be exempt from paying fees

if they present an alternate plan to the WDO for waste diversion which is as effective, or more

efflective, than the current waste diversion program (Legislative Assembly of Ontario, 2001a;

Government of Ontario, 200 I ).

5.2.2 Stewardship Ontario

Established in the fall of 2002, Stewardship ontario was the fnst IFo to be incorporated by

Waste Diversion Ontario- This organization has been delegated the task of developing and
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implementing a waste diversion program for Ontario's Blue Box materials. On February 28,

2003, Stewardship Ontario submitted a plan to the provincial Ministry of the Environmen! and is

now awaiting ministerial approval prior to implementation.

5.2.3 Blue Box Program PIan (BBpp)

The Blue Box concept originated in Ontario in the mid-1980s. The program began as an

industry-goventment (provincial and municipal) project with each party contributing one third of

the start-up costs. The program \ilas very popular, and by the end ofthe 1990s, 94-percent of

households in the province had access to blue bins. However, the intent was that once up and

running, the system would be selÊsuffrcient (Stewardship Ontario ,2003a). Unfortunately, the

program has not been able to achieve this end and has required continual financial support.

While the province has recognized the value of extended producer responsibility, it also would

like to retain as much of the original Blue Box Program as possible (personal communication,

August 8, 2003). Thus, under the Ontario model, industry has been delegated with partial

financial responsibility for the costs of managing packaging and paper waste, while

municipalities have retained partialfinancial responsibility, physical responsibility and

informational responsibility for blue box waste.

Ensuring the Ontario Blue Box Program is financially stable is the primary goal of the Blue

Box Program Plan @BPP). Stewardship ontario has proposed achieving this end through

improving recovery of blue box materials, enhancing the effrciency of municipal collection and

recycling activities, and expanding market opportunities for secondary materials.

Stewardship Ontario's plan identifies stewards as brand owners, frst importers or franchisors

of goods which create blue box waste2. Blue box materials encompass printed-paper and

'T" ptg exempts stewards with sales under $2 million armually. The purpose of the exemption is toreduce the administative P*d:l9n sqall companies, as well *-st"**o"nip ontario. It is estimated that30,000 to 34,000 companies will be eligible foi this exemption, which equates to between 2 and S-percentof blue box materials produced in ontario. stewa¡ds with sales over $2 million may also be exempt if their
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consumer packaging waste generated by the residential sector. Packaging under this plan is

defined as "all products made of paper, glass, metal, plastics, textiles or any combination thereof

to be used forthe containmen! protection, handling delivery and presentation of goods from raw

materials to processed goods, from the producers to the use of consumers" (Stewardship Ontario,

2003b, p.1). In terms of plastic packaging the plan goes beyond the plastic materials generally

accepted in municipal recycling programs. All plastic packaging generated by households,

including materials without a stable marke! such as poþthylene filns and bags, pVC containers,

polystyrene trays, multi-layer and laminated packaging, are included in the plan. This does not

mean that all these packages will be eligible for collection by municipal programs, it simply

means that stewards of these products will have to pay a fee to Stewardship Ontario. Over time,

this IFO plans to expand the products accepted from municipal collection and improve the end-

markets for these waste materials.

According to the BBPP, stewards are responsible for providing S0-percent of municipal blue

box waste management costs. This will be accomplished by brand-owners/importers paying

annual levies to Stewardship Ontario. Fees are based on the weight and material type of

packaging or printed matenala steward places on the Ontario market for that year.

As detailed in the BBÞP, Stewardship ontario is responçible for undertaking the foflowing

activities:

Setting, Collectíng and Distributing Stewørdship Fees

After much data collection, calculations and consultations, Stewardship ontario has

developed a methodology for determining stewardship fees and a model for distributing funds to

municipalities.

products generate less than 15 tonnes of blue box materials ayear. The purpose of this second isexemption is to avoid penalaingstewards which sell high-priðed proJrræ uot g"n ;t" sma¡ quantities orpackaging (e.g. jewellery, crystal).
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The material levies for the first year of operation have been determined (Table 5.2). These

fees were calculated on the basis ofthree factors:

o Recovery Rate (4D-percent weighting). Higher recovery rates equate with higher costs.

To ensure stewards of readily recovered materials were not penalizndo Stewardship

Ontario incorporated a comparison ofthese rates into their fee calculation.

o Cost of Recycling Commodity (40-percent weighting). Another key component of the fee

calculation is the actual costs to collect and recycle each material (i.e. glass, paper,

plastic, ¡netal, plastics). Materials which are easy to recycle and for which a stable

market exists tend to cost less to recycle. Selecting packaging materials which can be

readily recycled is one way stewards can reduce their fees.

o Equolization (20-percent weighting). The final factor taken into consideration when

calculating stewardship fees was equalization. Achieving overall recovery and diversion

targets is the responsibility of all stewards, however not all materials are being recycled

at the sa¡ne rate- Stewardship ontario determined there was a need to reassign some of
the costs from material being recycled at higher rates to those with lower recycling rates.

Some of the Blue Box materials have been included in ontario recycling programs for

many years and therefore account for much of the recycling costs. Items more recently

incorporated into these programs, with lower recovery levels, do not require the same

funds' It is believed this factor will provide financial incentives to companies to produce

materials with lower recycling rates to promote recovery and recycling of their materials.

Without equalization, materials with lower recovery rates would have fower costs,

thereby encouraging lower recovery rates and companies to switch to materials which are

not readily recycled.
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Table 5.2: Stewardship Ontørio First year pøckøging Levies

Material Type Annual Levy (cents/kg)

Paper

Plastic

Steel

Aluminum

Glass - non-alcoholic contents (flinÐ

Glass - non-alcoholic contents (coloured)

4.728

6.692

3.633

- 5.465

3.723

4.016

In order to ensure stewards which have chosen not to operate their own collection and

recycling program partake in BBPP, Stewardship ontario will charge interest (3-percent) and

penalties (lO-percent) to any steward that is tardy or neglects to submit its annual fees by the

required date.

W as te D iv ers ion Tar gets

Stewardship ontario is responsible for setting waste diversion targets to be achieved by

municipalities. The overall recovery target established for 2003 is 45-percent. For 2004, the

organization intends to review this target and set material specific targets.

Market Development

In accordance with the BBPP, stewardship ontario plans to develop markets for blue box

materials through:

c Promoting green procuremenL Stewardship ontario is proposing the creation of a joint

govemment-indushy green procurement program. The organizationintends to spend the

coming year preparing a business plan for this endeavor.
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o Prepore sn annual Mass Balønce Report. Such a report will detail the quantity of

material available for recycling and identifr markets within, and outside of, Ontario for

blue box materi¿ls. The Mass Balance Report will assist Stewardship Ontario to identiff

areas needing further market development.

o DeveloPing materíal specific msrket development plans. With the assistance of

municipalities, Stewardship Ontario will identift materials which are lagging in terms of

recovery and recycling levels, and develop unique plans to improve the quality and

quantity of recyclate and help find or develop market opportunities for these materials.

Educ at ion and Aw ar e ne s s

Stewardship ontario will use its funds and administrative capabilities to lend support to

municipalities' promotional and public education activities conceming local Blue Box programs.

The organuation will also assist stewards in coordinating their existing communication ef,forts

related to waste diversion. As an IFo, stewardship ontario will also participate in all education

and awareness campaigns launched by waste Diversion ontario.

Efficiency und Effectiveness Ftmd

Ten-percent of the fees collected from Blue Box stewards will be directed towards improving

the ef;ficiency and effiectiveness of municipal recycling programs. The goal of the fund is to

increase the amount of blue box material being diverted from landfills in the most economically

sound manner' Municipalities may apply for financial assistance from the fund to partially

support improving their local systems (e.g. research and development studies, new technologies,

local market development initiatives). Stewardship Ontario will also use the funds to direct

special projects.
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52.4 Key Components of the Ontario System

S e lf- C o mp I i anc e Op t i on

The Waste Diversion Act provides Onta¡io brand-owners and importers with the option of

fulfrlling their legal obligations by joining Stewardship Ontario, or by developing its own

diversion plan. If a producer chooses to develop its own self-compliance system, and the WDO

board approves its system, the company is exempt from participating in the Stewardship Ontario

program. Having an alternative to the IFO provides companies with an opportunity be innovative

and develop other approaches to managing its obligations which may be more efFrcient at

targeting its particular product. Self-compliance also permits stewards who a¡e opposed to the

IFO system another option and prevents Stewardship Ontario from becoming a monopoly. If
each province gave producers the option ofdeveloping their own approach, national and

international companies may be encouraged to join together to create a uniform, nation-wide

system for the management of packaging waste.

Targets

Targets are a firndamental feature in all successful EPR program. Measurable objectives are

necessary to develop strategies, measure success, and improve performance. Stewardship ontario

has established an overall recovery rate of Blue Box materials by municipalities, and has

intentions of setting material specific recovery targets. In the future ,the organization may also

consider setting recycling rates.

Waste Diversion Ontario

Waste Diversion ontario acts as a coordinating body for all stewardship programs in ontario.

Each IFo establishes its own program dedicated to one designated material. These programs

recognize the uniqueness of products and its special waste collection and diversion requirements.
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Waste Diversion Ontario works with each IFO to help design its programs and serves as a

strategic planner for stewardship and waste diversion in Ontario. It is valuable to have one

agency that considers the 'big picture' and ensures all programs are working towards the same

objectives.

However, many stakeholders have questioned the value of the WDO. The Waste Diversion

Ontario's board of directors is made up of industry members representing the different

products/waste streams designated by the Waste Diversion Act. These representatives have very

different interests and concerns, and little interest in the issues faced by other sectors on the boa¡d

(G. Zecchini, June 26,2003).

Focus on Recyclíng

The declared intent of this legislation is to promote the reductior¡ reuse and recycling of

municipal waste; however, it appears the current government is focusing more attention on the

issue of recycling- When introducing the bill to the legislafine,Elizabeth Witrner, then Minister

of the Environmen! stated "this legislation firmly establishes a partnership between indushy and

the municipalities and lays out the fiamework for a recycling systemthat will serve this province

for years to come" [italics added] (Legislative Assembly of Ontario, 2001b). Unforfunately,

according to Environment Canada "...previous evidence demonstrates that blue box programs do

not have significant impacts on the elements of a product's life-cycle beyond the point of waste

disposal," (Environment canad4 nd). Thus, although this Act has the potential to encourage

producers to carefully consider materials and designs for their products, and incorporate the costs

of refuse management into the final costs of their products, it appears the true intent of this ofthis

Act is to compel industry to pay a share of municipalities' recycling costs. It is unlikely the

waste Diversion Act will address the fundamental problem with municipal waste in this counhy
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which is the mismanagement of valuable resources. In order to attend to these issues, the

government must respect the 3Rs hierarchy that emphasizes reduction and reuse before recycling.

Industry's Control

Ontario's Waste Diversion Act places signifrcant control over waste management decisions in

the hands of industry- The research has identified two main problems with this approach.

Divergent Goals- Stewardship ontario is tasked with setting the recovery targets to be achíeved

by municipal governments and determining the materials to be collected by local Blue Box

programs. While recoverytargets are a positive athibute of the BBpp, should indusûy be setting

performance standards for local governments? Under Ontario's new approach, municipal

recycling operators are not only accountable to their municipal councils, but also to Stewardship

Ontario- The public and private sector often have conflicting ideals and goals. Industry,s

aspiration is to make a prof4 while government is responsible for safeguarding the public good.

This is why under most packaging stewardship models senior government assumes responsibility

for strategic planning and seffing progr¿rm goals, objectives and targets, while indusûy is

obligated to determine the best way to achicve the established outcomes.

Economically Based- The Blue Box Program Plan is based on achieving qconomic objectives,

ngt environmental' The program is designed to minimize costs and ensure a levçl playing freld.

The initiative fails to encourage cleaner production, design for the environmen! or reduction and

reuse activities' while economic factors play afundamental role in packaging stewardship

progr¿rms, stewardship involves producers taking responsibility for the envíronmental irypact over

the product's lifecycle.
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P ortial F inønc í al Re sp ons ib ility

The Blue Box Program Plan has delegated producers with partial financial responsibility for

the treatment of their packaging. Municipalities will be provided assistance in managing the

financial burden of waste management; however, the other benefits of full-scale EpR program

will not be achieved- Producers' very limited role and responsibilþ in the management of waste

will unlikely spur the advances in sorting/recycling technology, and the reductions in primary and

secondary packaging achieved in Austri4 Sweden and Germany.

Mtmicipalities Maintaining control over sorting and Recycling

In ontario, municipalities have retained responsibilþ for collecting sorting and recycling

blue box materials- Having each municipality conduct their own sorting, recycling and

promotionaVeducational activities is inefficient. Innovative processing and recycling

technologies require significant capitalinvestmen! and high volumes, to be cost-effective, which

most rural municipalities cannot support @arthbound Environmental Inc., 1999). There are many

benefits to having one organization assume responsibilþ for processing packaging waste,

developing innovative end-uses for secondary materials and finding new markets for recyclate. A
single goup handling these duties reduces the duplication of administrative and marketing

activities, improves economies of scale, enhances bargaining position with recyclers (larger

quantity of material), pôols financial resources allowing for research and investment into

processing/recycling technology, and concentrates the province,s experts in the field of waste

diversion and recycling.

5.3 Br¡tish Columbia

since the early 1990s, in recognition of the need to reduce environmental pollution and

financial burden on local governments, British columbia has been trying to incorporate elements
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of extended producer responsibility into its waste management programs and polices. The .first

generation' of product stewardship initiatives - tires and lead-acid batteries - were government-

led programs funded by eco-taxes paid by consumers, with minimal to no industry involvement.

While these efficrts were a step in the right direction, they did not fulfill the requirements of EpR.

The 'second generation' of product stewardship programs - household hazardous waste and

beverage containers - placed responsibility for developing and implementing initiatives on

industry. These programs also placed greater emphasis on consumer education and awa¡eness in

the hope of altering negative consumption patterns and emphasizing greenproducts and

packaging. The aim of such initiatives is actually to reduce the amount of materials recovered,

because as consumers make wiser purchasing decision, less waste will be generated

(Environment Management Board, 2003).

The British Columbia government has recognized the value of industry-led product

stewardship, and plans to expand this approach to resource conservation and waste management

to other products and waste streams. To facilitate the further development and enhancement of

EPR, the province has developed a business plan detailing their strategy for the future. It is this

recently released document and the Beverage Container Stewardship program, both of which

address the management of plastic packaging, which will be reviewed for the purpose of

advancing the Monitoba pockaging Stewordship Model.

53.1 Industry Product Stewardship Busíness pløn

In september 2002,the Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection concluded a thorough

evaluation of the concept of product stewardship and the role it will play in future policy

development decisions in the area of waste management. The Brítish columbia Industry product

Stewardship Business Plan 2002/2003 -2004/2005 discusses the direction product stewardship

will take in the provinces over the next two years. The business plan seeks to create a framework
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for EPR programs in British Columbi4 and includes a vision, principles, roles, and policy model

for extended producer responsibility.

Vision & Principles

The B.C. provincial government regards product stewardship as a concept in which ..end-oÊ

life products and packaging are managed under environmentally sound and effective waste

management systems that are financed and operated by producers and users, rather than by

general taxpayers" (p. 3).

In order to achieve this vision, the Ministry has identified what they deem to be the

fundamental principles of a successful product stewardship strategy. These include:

(1) Producers and user are responsible for waste management;

(2) EPR policies must create a level playing field for producers and users;

(3) Stewardship initiatives must be result-oriented rather than prescripive; and

(4) Program development and implementation must be transparent and producers must be

accountable to government and consumers.

Roles &. Responsibilities

The business plan clearly defines the key roles of each of the major stakeholder. Under this

strategy, the provincial government is responsible for strategic planning which involves defining

outcomes' monitoring progress, enforcing the regulation, and approving industry plans for

stewardship. Indusûy is obligated to: design, implement and monitor product stewardship

programs; achieve the outcomes defined by the Province; compile progr¿rm achievement reports

for consumers and the province; and organize educatior¡,/awareness campaigns targeted at

consumers and others in the product chain. Municipal governments are expected to cooperate

with industry, providing land and zoning for collection sites. Local governments may also choose
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to bid for collection contracts. Finally, consumers are required to use products properly, provide

funding for stewardship programs through product purchases, and return products and packaging

after use.

British Columbia's plan to place full responsibility on producers and importers to manage

their products at the end of their useful life is akin to Germany, Sweden and Austria,s packaging

stewardship regulations. Under this model, municipalities would no longer play arole in the

collection and management of designated materials, unless they bid for and received a collection

contract, in which case they would be paid for their services.

Re s ults - Or iente d Appr o ac h

Traditionally, waste management policies in B.C. have followed the command-and-control

approach. However, these programs have proven ineffective at reducing the arnount of waste and

encouraging reuse and recycling. The Province recently commissioned a study of ..Stewardship

Options: A Review of Service Delivery Models". This study highly recommended the Ministry

change its approach - implementing result-based policies rather than prescriptive regulations.

Results-based regulations focus on the achievement of defined outcomes, allowing industry

to determine the best way to reach those targets. Implementing such policies will require the

government in cooperation with stakeholders, to set clear and measurable program objectives

based on the waste management hierarchy and goals of the regulation. Industry will then be

responsible for devising the ideal means to achieve these outcomes. Industry will also be obliged

to monitor and report their accomplishments to the government and other concerned stakeholders.

The government will than assess the results of industry activities and identifr whether changes

need to be made. The process is cyclical and emphasizes continual improvement. Results are

carefully monitored and action is taken to either enhance successful initiatives or adjust for

problems when objectives are not met.
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Using this frameworh British Columbia plans to re-evaluate and re-develop existing waste

management programs in the province, such as progr¿rms for Beverage Containers, Scrap Tires,

Used Oil, Used Post-consumer Paint and Lead Acid Batteries. The business plan also addresses

the province's intentions to begin reviewing additional products and waste streams for potential

stewardship programs, including plastics, packaging, electronics and end-of-life vehicles.

5.3.2 Beverage Container Stewørdship program

ln 1970, British Columbia became the first North American jurisdiction to introduce a

mandatory deposit-refund program. While avery successful initiative, the I9T0 Litter Act only

applied to soft drink and beer cont¿iners, and by the 1990s municipal governments were

overburdened by the costs of managing containers not included in the law. In the mid-1990s,

local governments, in cooperation with several environmental groups and container depot

operators, lobbied to have the deposit-refund system expanded to include wine, spirits, juice and

water (Environment Management Branch, 2003; Lease, 2000).

rn 1997, the British columbia government replaced the Litter Act with the Beverage

Container Stewørdship Program (BCSP) Regulation. The new policy not only broadened the

type of beverages covered, but also placed responsibility for managing the deposit-refund system

in the hands of industry. under the BCSP Regulation, brand-owners of ready-to-serve beverages

(excluding milþ milk substitutes, infant formulas and meal replacements) were required to:

t Desigr and execute a plan for the establishment and management of a provincial

deposit-refund system;

o Achieve and maintain an gS-percent minimum recovery rateby 200r;

o Ensure all beverage packaging placed on the provincial market is either refillable or
' recyclable; and
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¡ Submit an annual report to the provincial government including recovery, refill and

recycling rates, as well as related financial statements.

Rather than each individual brand-owner instituting its own system, members of the beverage

industry joined and appointed tbree organizations with the responsibility of futfilling their

regulatory obligations. Encorp Pacífic (Canadø) is responsible for non-alcoholic beverage

containers; Liquor Distribution Branch is responsible for wine, spirits, cider, coolers and non-

refillable beer bottles; and Brewer Distribution Ltd. isresponsible for ref,rllable glass beer

containers and alcohol filled aluminum cans (Lease, 2000; parhidge, 2003).

It is estimated the new BSCP Regulation encompasses 300 million more beverage containers

than the former system, and recovers 5O-percent more single serve soft drink containers (Lease,

2000)' In 2001' the overall recovery rate for beverage containers in the province wrìs gl-percen!

with Encorp Pacific recovering 72-perc'enlliquor Distribution Branch collecting gg-percent and

Brewers Distributors Ltd receiving 93-percent (Parhidge, 2003). As a result of this initiative, the

province has diverted over 40 million pounds of material from landfills annually and has

significantly decreased litter- The Beverage container stewardship program has also led to the

creation of new employment opportunities, with an estimated 360 fulltime jobs in container

depots, and the development of local recycling facilities (r-ease, 2000).

Encorp Pacific

The 2001 recovery rate for plastic beverage containers, both alcoholic and non-alcoholic, was

72-percent(Partridge, 2003)- The majority of these bottles and jugs are managed by Encorp

Pacific.
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Encorp Pacific funds the collection and recycling of non-alcoholic beverage containers

through (a) unredeemed deposits3, (b) recycling fees paid by the brand-ownersa, and (c) revenues

generated from the sale of recovered materials. Recycling fees are calculated on a material-by-

matenal basis, and must cover the costs of handling fees paid to retailers and depots, container

transportation, sorting, marketing and administration. The amount of unredeemed fees and

revenue generated from the sale of that recovered material is also taken into account when setting

recycling levies. The fees for plastic beverage containers are as follows:

Cont¿iner Sizæ Deposit Value ($) Recycling f'ees ($)

Up to 500mL

500mL - lL

Greater than lL

5.3.3 Key Components of the BritÍsh Columbíansystem

Industry Product Stewqrdship Business pløn

The framework British Columbia has created for product stewardship has great potential.

The results-oriented approach promoted in the business plan is appealing. The provincial

government in their role as strategic planner, develops outcomes and performance measures

which correspond to the goals of waste diversion and resource conservation, while indusûy is

provided with the flexibility to determine how to achieve these outcomes in the most cost-

effective manner' If responsibility is being given to industry in recognition of its expertise and

0.05

0.05

0.20

0.01

0.02

0.05

3-using 
unredeemed deposits to geaerate revenue for beverage container collection and recycling followsthe polluter-pays principle. Rather than thrc general.ïIp"y;firodiú rh" management of beverage

fîoT"o,,the indiïduals who purchase bottles an¿ ¿o nót."tu-A;r, pay for the sysrem.
lne bmnd-owner is responsible for paþg both the deposit and recycling fee to Encorp pacific.

These fees are-passed by the brand-owner tõ the retailer,wno in tunt pass"s ttre costs onto the consumer.According to the regulation, the deposit fee must be sho'wn r"p;;"ty'; the customert 
"*n 

rrgir,".receipt.
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influence on the supply chain, then producers must be provided with the greatest latitude to

develop innovative and effective means to meet government objectives.

The process B.C. used in the development of this strategy is well documented and could

provide a good foundation for other provinces and nations to follow in re-evalu¿ting and

enhancing waste management and stewardship in this province. It will also be important to

follow the progress made in British Columbia in the coming months to determine whether or not

this policy approach will work in practice.

Beverage Contaíner Stewardship program

Under most deposit-refund systems responsibility, falls on the government and consumers to

support the system, and the beverage industry has little to no involvement. However, under the

BCSP Regulation, industry has been granted full responsibility for the progftün (i.e. physical,

financial and infonnational responsibility). Although beverage producers/importers have

transferred their physical and information obligations to one of the provincial stewardship

organizations' these brand-owners are stíll responsible for paying a recycling fee for the end-oÊ

life management of their products. Beverage container recycling fees are based on the actual cost

to collect and recycle each commodity, unlike many other programs that are funded through taxes

paid by the consumer or a portion of the deposit which is retained. The system has achieved high

beverage container recovery rates (81-percent), although industry was not able to achieve the

provincial target of B5-percent.

There are two shortcomings of the Beverage Container Stewardship program. Firsl the

mandatory deposit-refund system goes against the goal of results-based policies. The provincial

government has set a recovery goal of 85-percent. Industry should be allowed to decide how best

to achieve this targe! rather than requiring the establishment of a deposit-refund program.

Second, setting a tatget for recovery rate for beverage containers is an advantageous feature of
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this program; however, the regulation could be more effective if material specific targets for

recovery' reuse and recycling targets were established and the repercussions for failing to achieve

targets were harsher. The current ramifications for not meeting the B5-perceent minimum

recovery rate include, revising the stewardship plar¡ increasing the amount of the deposit,

improving consumer education and increasing consumer convenience (e.g. increasing the number

of depots, extending hours of depot operation). As previously mentioned, beverage container

stewards in 2001 only achieved an 8l-percent recovery rate. Financial repercussions for failing

to meet targets may provide a greater incentive for industry to achieve these ends.

5.4 Nova Scotia

5.4.1 Solid Wøste-Reso urce Mønagement Strategt

In 1995, in an effort to alter the way waste was viewed and managed in Nova Scoti4 the

provincial government introduced the Solid vl/aste-Resource Management strategt The aim of
the strategy was to confront many of the challenges surrounding waste managemen! including:

"reducing the amount of waste we generate, identifring opportunities for the recovery of valuable

resources, encouraging the development and commercializationof new technologies, and takirrg

necessary action to secure a sustainable future..." (Nova Scotia Deparfment of the Environmen!

1995, p'2)' To achieve this end, policy-makers based the province's waste-management plan on

three basic principles: (i) environmental protection, (ii) efficient use of resources, and (iii)
enhancing economic opportunities.

Provincial legislators hoped to achieve four main goals tfuough the implementation of this

plan:

Achieve a 5O-percent waste diversion target by the year 2000

Adopt stricter disposal procedures (i.e. landfilt bans and new landfill standards)

Improve regional cooperation for waste management and diversion
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o Take advantage of economic opportunities arising from the use of waste materials (e.g.

compost recycled products, new technology, employment)

As a result of its new approach to waste managemen! the province ofNova Scotia has

achieved its 50-percent waste diversion target. In addition, the province has reduced the number

of municipal landfills by 55-percent and developed an efficient collection infrastructure for

beverage containers, blue box materials, and organic matter. Nova Scotia,s economy has

benefited gteatly from this initiative - one thousand new jobs have been created and new

businesses have emerged @- Friesen, July 28,2003; N.s. Department of the Environmen! 2001).

In addition, pursuit of the stratery has led to an increased aw¿lreness of waste management and

environmental issues. Nova Scotians are beginning to recogn ize thatsustainable development is

an important part of daily life and they can play arole in conserving the environment. The

strategy has raised the public's environmental consciousness, paving the way for the introduction

of other environmental initiatives, such as the elimination of household pesticides @. Friesen,

July 28,2003).

The success of the stratery and corresponding regulation, the sotid waste-Resource

Management Regulation (N.S. Reg. 24/2002),relied on the implementation of several key tools:

o Landfrll bans' waste which is barured from Nova scotia landfills includes: beverage

containers, LDPE and HDpE packaging, comrgated cardboards, newspaper, grass food

containers, tires, oil, lead-acid batteries, steel or tin cans, pain! antifre eze, andorganic

waste.

Deposit-Refimd System. Resource Recovery Fund Board operates a provincial halÊback

deposit refund program for alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverage containers (excluding

milk beverages).

Londfill Improvements- The Strätery seeks to reduce the number of active landfills in the

provinces and raise the standards of operational landfills. New restrictions include: a ban
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on open burning, higher standards for the design and management of MSW sites and

stricter procedures for the operation of incinerators.

o Industr! Stewardshíp Agreements. Industry's involvement in waste diversion and

managemont has been deemed a key component to the success of reduction, reuse and

recycling in Nova Scotia. The Shategy delegates responsibility to the Resource

Recovery Fund Board for negotiating agreements with producers/importers with respect

to the end-of-life management of their goods. Since the inception of the Board,

agreements have been reached with producers and/or retailers of pain! tires, and sharps

(needles). ln addition, the Deparhnent of Environment has also sþed an agreement with

the dairy industry in which producers have consented to expanding their involvement in

the management of milk containers.

o Economic Development. Amajor goal of the Strategy is to increase the recognition of

waste as an economic resource. creatingjobs, producing value-added goods from

recycled materials, and developing environmental technologies are integral parts of the

Strategy.

o Regional Cooperation To improve economies of scale and reduce waste management

and diversion costs, the Stratery divides the province into seven regions. Municipalities

in each region must work together to develop a Regional Solid Waste-Resource

Management Plan, which addresses how the region will accomplish the provincial waste

division target of 5O-percent.

5.4.2 Resource Recovery Fund Board (RR-FB)

The Solid Waste-Resource Management Regulation est¿blishes the RRFB as an industry-run,

non-profit organization responsible for overseeing a significant portion of the Stratery. The

fund's revenues are generated from the operation of the deposit refund progr¿rm, donations, and
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agr€ements reached with industry. It is managed by a board of directors comprised of

representatives from industry, municipalities and the provincial government.

The RRFB's mandate includes:

o financing municþl diversion progr¿rms,

. operating the beverage container deposit reñmd system,

o establishing and managipg industry stewardship programs,

¡ establishing and promoting value-added products from recycled materials in the

provinces, and

o developing and delivery educational and awareness campaigns on composting reduction,

reuse and recycling.

5.4.3 Pøcftaging Waste Management Tooß

While many ofthese tools may be useful for improving the overall management of waste,

only a few relate directly to packaging and packaging waste - landfill bans, the half-back deposit

refrrnd program and Milk Processors Stewardship Agreement.

Løndfill Bans

As a result of the landfill bans, municipalities and businesses were forced to improve their

waste management processes. Today, nearly lOO-percent of the population in Nova Scotia is

provided curbside recycling, and 75-percent has access to curbside composting (N.S. Department

of the Environmen! 2001).

The success of these bans requires public awareness and suppor! diligent haulers and landfill

operators, and municipalities corhmitted to enforcing the regulation. Contamination and source

separation continues to be a challenge, but education and refusal to collect improperþ sorted

waste have improved this situation. Another problem has been finding sustainable markets for
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banned materials. Developing or locating a market for plastics bags has been exceptionally

diffrcult (8. Friesen, July 28,2003).

Half-back Deposit Refi.md System

Under the RRFB operated deposit-refund program, a lO-cent deposit is levied on all non-

alcoholic beverage bottless. Containers must be returned to an approved EnviroDepot for a

refund. Consumers receive a full lO-cent refund for refillable containers and a S-cent refund for

non-reusable bottles. The portion not refunded to the consurner, and all unredeemed deposits, are

used to fund the activities of the Resource Recovery Fund Board.

Unfortunately, providing a full-refimd for reusables has not increased the use or consumption

of these bottles. One provincial government representative believed this was due to the low value

(only 5-cents extra) (8. Frieser¡ July 28, 2003). Poor promotion and communication may also be

a contributing factor to low reusable levels. The Solid Waste-Resource Management Regulation

was the only document found that stated consumers would receive a 1O0-percent reflrnd for

reusable bottles.

Although the system has not been able to improve reuse levels, it has had significant success

with increasing recycling. Through the deposit-refi¡nd progrÍrm, the province has been able to

achieve and maintain an 8O-percent return rate on beverage bottles, which equals approximately

l4O-million containers annually (N.s. Deparûnent of the Environmen! 2001).

Nova Scotia Milk Packoging Stewardshíp Agreement

In 2000, primarily to avoid being included in the mandatory deposit-refund system, the

Atlantic Dairy Council (Nova Scotia Milk Processors' Division) signed a packaging stewardship

5 A 2o-cent deposit is paid on-bee¡ and liquor contrainers, and a lO-cent refi¡nd is provided when the
containers are retu¡red to an Enviro-Depot.
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agreement with the Nova Scotia provincial government. As industry stewards, Nova Scotian

milk producers committed to:

' Providing financial assistance to municipalities to manage milk packaging waste;

' Conducting research into optimizing packaging designs and recycling technology for

milk containers;

' Considering the environment when making manufacturing and packaging decisions;

r Incorporattngrecycled materials irito their production processes; and

' Supporting public relations efforts related to recycling and green packaging.

Under this agreement, municipalities retain control over the physical management of milk

containers, while milk processors have accepted responsibility for the financial management of

the collection, sorting and recycling of milk packaging waste in Nova Scotia. In order to gain a

distribution license for milk in the province, a producer must participate in this stewardship

contract, or agree to establish its own stewardship program approved by the Nova Scotia

Departrnent of Environment @OE).

The Regional Chairmen's Committee, the organizationrepresenting Nova Scotia,s seven

waste managrement regions, must submit an annual report to the DOE and the Atlantic Datry

Council (ADc), detailing municipalities' costs and the number of milk containers recycled. The

report is reviewed by the DoE and ADc. once approved the ADC transfers the fees collected

from milk processors to the agent responsible for distributing the funds to the waste management

regions.

Under this agreement, provincial milk processors have also consented to advertising waste

diversion on the side panels of their containers. The advertising campaigns, which run at least

two to three cycles per year, are deveroped jointry between the DoE and ADC.
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While this program has been successful at increasing the involvement of producers and

reducing the burden on municipalities, it has not been able to achieve the high recovery rates

enjoyed by the deposit-refund system for all other beverage containers.

5.4.4 Key Components of the Nova Scotía System

Løndfill Bans

Landfill bans are a key component in the success of Nova Scotia's waste diversion and

prevention stratery. Landfill bans prevent secondary materials that have a stable market from

being landfilled, provide a steady supply of recyclate for recycling facilities, help ensure

hazardous materials are properly treated and promote the wise use of resources (i.e. reduction and

reuse). A key benefit of landfills bans is that they target all waste generators - residential,

institutional and commercial sectors. The provincial govemment does not have to create

individual policies or programs for different sectors; these bans símultaneously compel both

households and industy to participate in waste reduction and diversion activities.

The implementation of landfrll bans requires significant commitment on the part of the

province, municipalities, haulers and landfrll operators. The development of any such bans not

only requires the input of all stakeholders, to detennine a feasible timetable and identiff

appropriate materials to ban, but also to ensure all parties are willing to support, promote and

enforce the regulation.

Beverage Container Deposit Reftmd program

Nova Scotia has had great success in achieving and maintaining a beverage contâiner retum

rate of 8O-percent or higher. While the half-back system is a good way to raise funds for

environmental activities, this funding scheme does not send the correct signal to industry or

consumers' Industry has no direct involvement in the financing or physical management of
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beverage packaging. Consumers pay the "recycling levy" (half the deposit) and the RRFB

collects containers and finds end-markets for materials. The levies being collected from

consumers are being used to fi¡nd a variety of initiatives not related to beverage container reuse or

recycling. The levy is a flat charge on all cont¿iners and does not reflect size, weight or material

type. This does not properþ account for the environmental impact associated with that package,

does not inspire the beverage industry to reconsider the design of their containers, and does not

encor¡rage consumers to purchase eco-friendly products.

Milk Processors Stewardship Agreement

Nova Scotia \ilas one of the first Canadian provinces to place full financial responsibility on

an industry sector for the management of its packaging. While a momentous step towards the

principles of extended producer responsibility, such a program could be enhanced by also placing

physical responsibility for recycling materials in the hands of milk processors. Such action would

likely encourage the design of easy-to-recycle packages and encourage the development of new,

innovative uses for recycled materials.

The milk agreement has not had the success of the deposit-refrmd system in terms of high

recovery rates' Instituting targets for recovery, reuse and recycling, as well as repercussions for

failure to meet these quotas, likely would compel processors to take a more proactive role in

encouraging consumer participation and locating end-markets for secondary commodities.

Local Plastic Processing Initiatives

NovaPET is a Nova scotia based company, partly owned by RRFB, which flakes pET

containers collected by municipalities in Nova Scoti4 Newfoundland and New Brunswick. The

flaked materials are sold to manufacturers tfuoughout canada and the united States for use in

apparel and carpeting. The primary goal of the endeavor is to create jobs in the province.
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However, flaking also reduces the volume of PET bottles and increases the amount of material

that can be transported at one time, thereby reducing both transportation costs and environmental

strain6.

Regional Cooperation

The adoption ofNova Scotia's approach to regional cooperation could benefit other

provinces by enhancing economies of scale, cost control, and program effrciency. The

development of waste management regions could also simplify strategic planning and ease

enforcement of regulations.

Performance Measures

Nova Scotia has no targets or measures to chart its progress. The RRFB monitors recovery

rates for beverage containers collected through the deposit refund system and records the

percentage ofwaste diverted annually, but does not keep track ofthe recovery and recycling rates

for blue box waste, tires, paint or organic matter. Not being able to compare Nova Scotia,s waste

management and diversion rates to other programs makes it diffrcult to ascertain whether its

approach is in fact more successful.

The federal government or the CCME should consider setting national súandards for

measuring and reporting recovery, recycling and waste diversion. National reporting standards

would allow the federal goveÍiment to monitor the success of each province and permit the

provinces to directly compare their approach to that of anotherjurisdiction.

6 Ten million pounds of plastic containers are required annually to support such a facility.
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5.5 National Challenges

Despite the many differences in waste management programs between regions in Canada"

there are several challenges which all provinces face when it comes to the stewardship of plastic

packaging.

5.5.1 Plastic Film

According to a report by the Environment and Plastics Industry Council, an estimated 40 to

5O-percent of plastic paekaging waste is plastic fiftn (i.e. bags and wrap). The report

approximates that 4O-percent of plastic film waste is 'recyclable', while the remaining 60-percent

is 'unrecyclable' @PIC, n.d.). The recyclable portion is oomprised of clean polyethylene film

from items such as grocery bags, dry-cleaning bags, bread bags, and wrap on products such as

paper towel. While the non-recyclable fraction is made up of variety of resins (e.g. vinyl,

poþropylene, multi-layer materials) and is highly contaminated as a result of being used for

gnbage bags, meat and poultry packaging and household wrap.

unfortunately, Iittle effort has been made in canada to collect and recycle the clean portion

of plastic film waste, or to implement measures to reduce the quantity of the unrecyclable

segmentT' However, many other countries have taken regulatory action to halt the proliferation of
plastic bags including eco-taxes, product design eriteri4 product bans, and minimum recycled

content laws' keland has instituted a 0.15 EIJRO (0.23 cAD) eco-tax for plastic bags, and

England and Australia a¡e currently considering similar action. Bangladesh and a number of
cities in India have placed outright bans on polyethylene shopping bags, while Taiwan and south

Africa have recently introduced bans on the free distribution of plastic bags (Toensmeier, 2003).

7 one western canadian-4o""ry retailer hasvolunta¡ily expanded their responsibility for plasticwaste management, providing bins in each of their rto."r for customers to return plastic grocerybags, even those from other retailers- The bags are sold to a company in the united states whorecycles them into 'plastic wood' products fuõrsonal "o**i"ut¡on, March 2ä:;0ß; As this is

;"l"*åff 
stewardsþip initiative, th" .ucc"rses and/or proutems trr" þ.otuÃiås-Çrienced are
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South Africa has also implemented product design restrictions, requiring all plastic bags to be 30

microns orthicker ("South Africa bans plastic bags", 2003). Finally, in Califomia garbage bag

manufacturers are required to use lO-percent recycled content in their products (CIWMB, 2002).

The plastics industry is adamantly opposed to such taxes and bans being placed on their products,

and instead advocates enhancing public education, improving recycling and enerry recovery

processes, and frrthering the development of biodegradable resins (Toensmeier,Z0O3).

5.5.2 ICE I Packaging Wøste

More than half of plastic waste generated is from industrial, commercial and institutional

sources @arthbound Environmental Inc., 1999). European nations have acknowledged that

primary and secondar5r packaging waste from all sourcqs, and transportation packaging, needs to

be addressed in legislation. No Canadian province has yet taken steps to play a significant role in

the management of IC&I waste or to oblige industry to accept responsibility for this waste.

5.5.3 Nationøl Harmonízation

Five years ago, Canadawas embroiled in a debate as to whether or not to adopt stewardship

principles' we have since moved beyond this question. Today, extended producer responsibility

is well recognized as a valuable tool for improving the management of productVpackaging and

advancing lifecycle thinking (D. Bury, .êrpnl17,2003; J.Ferguson, March 13,2003).

The debate now surrounds the matter of national harmonization of EpRpolicies and

programs' While it is necessary to accommodate regional differences, in order to achieve

maximum economic efüciency and environment efiflectiveness, there needs to be a consistent

approach to stewardship across the countr5r. Canada's current stewardship initiatives consist of a

'þatchwork of vastly different programs and regulations that lack administrative consistency and

create an un-level playing field between jurisdictions" (Morowski, lggg,p. 1). The longer the
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issue of harmonization is delayed, the more pronounced the differences between programs will

become and each provincial approach will become mofe ingrained. This will further complicate

the development of a standa¡dized approach to packaging stewardship

5.6 Direction for the Manitoba Packaging Stewardship Model

Each of the three provincial approaches reviewed contains elements that may contribute to a

successful packaging stewardship model in the province of Manitoba. Recovery targets, the

option for developing a selÊcompliance system, and a packaging levy system based on actual

costs and charged on the basis of packaging weight and material type, are features of the Ontario

system which should be adopted in Manitoba. Each ofthe fundamental principles identified in

the B.C. Industry Product Stewardship Business Plan areessential to the success of EpR in this

province. These principles include: transferring waste management responsibilities to produçers

and users, securing a level playing field, embracing a result-based approach, and ensuring system

transparency and accountability to both government and consumers. The Nova Scotia approach

established the importance of an overall waste management strategy, regional cooperation,

development of local plastic processing capacity, and landfill bans. The overall national

challenges discussed above, point to the need for finding tools to improve the management of
plastic films, the value of including IC&I packaging waste in stewardship plans, and the

importance of provincial commitrnent to developing national harmonization.
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Chøpter 6 - PløstÍc Food Pøckøging Case Stud!

The goal of this project was to develop a model to encourage Manitoba producers to take

greater responsibility for the environmental impact of their packaging. Studies on changing

behaviour have determined that it is necessary to know and underst¿nd one's audience in order to

instigate change. Necessary information includes: rWhat do they want or need? What do they

know? What are their perceptions? What barriers prevent them from making changes? (King

County, 1996). Therefore, in order to motivate producers to reduce their environmental impac!

we must understand their current activities and existing products, what changes they would be

willing to make, and their impressions of the packaging stewardship concept.

While the focus of this project is exploring and enhancing stewardship of plastic packaging,

the wide-range packaging end-uses and the substantial number of plastic packaging fillers and

manufacfurers makes it necessary to narrow the scope. This case study concentrated on plastic

food packaging. Interviews were caried out with food producers, plastic food packaging

manufacturers, and non-government organizations related to plastic food packaging. The purpose

of the case study was to establish what factors influence a company,s packaging design or

selection decisions, identiff the potential environmental impact of its packaging, and determine

its opinions and concems regarding the concept of packaging stewardship. stakeholder input was

essential to the development of the model for packaging stewardship in this province.

6'1 Part one: Manitoba Food Producers and canadian Plastic packaging Manufacturers

6.1.1 Case Study participants

Manitoba Food Producers

The Manitoban food producers contacted for this project were selected from various trade

association and government websites. Twenty companies were contacted. Ten of these

organizations agreed to contribute to the projecf seven did not respond to voice messages and e-



mails, and three declined an interview. The reasons for not participating in the study included:

one producer relied heavily on suppliers to make packaging decisions on the company,s behalf,

and thus knew very little about their packaging; another company produced only private label

products and stated their customers make all packaging decisions; and the last did not have

enough time for an interview. Of the twenty contacted, four companies directed interview

questions to their head-offrces which were outside the province (i.e. packaging decisions were not

being made in Manitoba). Unfortunately, only one company with a head-office in another part of

the country consented to an interview.

Food producers participating in this study represented a large-range of products and plastic

types. Food products included: bread, poultry, baked goods, deli items, snack foods, beverages,

cooking oil and condiments. Packaging included: IIPDE and LDPE wrap and bags, pET re-

sealable bags, polystyrene trays, PET bottles, multi-layer ovenable containers, and pVC, LDPE

and HDPE containers and jars.

Canodian Plastíc Packaging Manufacturers

only a few plastic packaging manufacturers have head-ofFrces or production facilities in

Manitoba. Therefore, plastic packaging producers from across Canada were selected to

participate in this project. Sixteen packaging manufacturers were contacted. Th¡ee agreed to

participate in the study, seven did not respond to voice-messages or e-mails, and six declined an

interview' one representative stated he was too cynical and did not wish to be interviewed, while

another recommended contacting BFI. one company required a copy of the interview questions

prior to consenting to an interview. After senior management reviewed the surve¡ the

corporation's environmental liaison e-mailed that the firm was not willing to participate in the

stud¡ citing'the survey clearly reflects a preconceived negative attitude towards packaging and

the results could be highly subjective" and "almost all of the questions could be t¿ken in the
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context of trying to gather ammunition to promote refillable containers over one way,larger sun

cont¿iners rather than smaller, banning colorants and heavy metals and justi$ing an ecotax or

green dot fees" þersonal communication, April g, 2003).

The three firms agreeing to participate in the study manufactured a variety of packaging

tJæes, including meat trays, dairy containers, wrap (cheese, mea! frozen food) and stand-up

pouches. The types ofplastics employed in their products spanned from commonly used pET,

PS, PVC, LDPE and HDPE to nylon and multi-layer materials containing moisture and o4ygen

barriers.

Case Study Fíndùngs

The survey questions, designed to explore industry's views on EPR and their commitment to

environment¿l activities, were divided into three basic categories. The fnst group of questions

posed to participatingorgarizations \¡/ere directly related to their packaging. The purpose was to

gather basic information on the packaging their company produced or used" determine what

factors influenced their packaging design or selection decisions, and assess the company,s

knowledge of the environmental characteristics and potential impact of their packages. The

second set of questions sought to identify the actions companies had taken to improve the

environmental friendliness of their packaging. These questions probed into ttre areas of

reduction, reuse, and recycling. The final set of questions explored the company,s views on

extended producer responsibility, asking each to discuss their concerns about the concep and the

roles producers and consumers should play in the management of packaging waste.
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6.1.2 Pøckøgíng Design and Selection Criteria

Food Producers

The reasons food producers cited for choosing plastic materials for their packaging includedt:

o Cost. Plastic is cheaper than packaging products in glass.

o Material Choracterisl¡bs. Plastic have unique cha¡acteristics, such as heat-sealability and

high puncture resistance, which make them desirable for some packaging end-uses.

o Product requiremenfs. In order to maintain freshness, some products require special

barriers to provide protection against ligh! heat and oxygen. Plastics can be ongineered

to meet these requirements.

' Easy to transport. Plastic is lightweight and shatter resistant making it simpler to ship

than glass packaging.

o Industr! Standard- The industry as a whole uses plastic for packaging. A company risks

losing its competitive advantage if they choose packaging that goes against the industry

norrn.

o Consumer Demand- The consuming public demands their goods be packaged in plastic.

one firm supplies their products to both the North American and European markets. In

Europe their goods are packaged in glass containers, while in North American they use

predominately plastic containers.

Two of the producers interviewed designed and produced their own packaging, two of the

firms worked with suppliers to design their packaging, four companies purchased standardized

products, and the remaining two purchased a combination of tailored and standardized items. The

primary influences on desþ or packaging selection, included: costs, equipment requirements,

function, visual appeal, consumer demand, industry standards, and food and health regulations.

only one out of the ten companies interviewed stated that recyclability of the package was a

t 
Please note these reasons are grouped by theme and not by individual responses.
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consideration in its selection procedures, although a minimal one, following suitabitity for the

product and cost. None ofthe food producers consulted had ever conducted a life-cycle analysis

oftheir packages.

P ac kng in g Man ufac t ur e r s

All the packaging manufacturers interviewed worked directly with customers to design

packaging to suit their unique needs. Their main óonsiderations when designing packaging

include cos! function, food safety and consumer demand. The environment was not a

consideration for any of the packaging producers interviewed. One respondent believed that if
consumer demand fur eco-friendly packaging increased, or if producing green packaging

provided a furancial savings, than more manufacturers would reconsíder their design and

production processes.

6.1.3 Environmental Impact

Food Producers

Aside from the factors influencing packaging design, the majority of questions under the

section entitled 'Environmental Impact', were not posed to the participating food producers. It

was evident early in the interview process that many of these processors had given very little, if
any, consideration to the environmental characteristics or ecological impact of their packaging.

The only comments recorded for this section related to resource use and landfrlling. Two

producers stated they believed too much packaging waste was being sent to landfills. These

respondents also agreed that the natural resources being used to make other types of packaging

was excessive: however, the amount used to produce their own packaging was reasonable.

Another manufacturer did not feel that too many resources were being used for packaging and did
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not consider himself qualifred to ans\ryer whether or not too much packaging waste was going into

landfrlls.

P ac kng in g Manufac t ur er s

All three of the plastic manufacturers consulted had given consideration to the impact plastic

packaging had on the environment. One large¡ intemational firm had an active research and

development department that sought to improve the environmental characteristics of its

packaging, exploring issues such as recyclability and degradability. Another manufacturer was

working with a university in the United States on environmental matters related to packaging, and

was member of a plastic industry association involved in investigating ecological issues for

plastics.

The third corporation had improved the production and distribution of their products, but had

t¿ken few steps to improve the end-oÊlife management of their packaging. Each of their plants

had an environmental committee engaged in activities such as reducing solvent emissions,

recycling production waste, and improving transportation packaging (e.g. durable, recyclable).

The company's spokesperson also stated that food products, in general, were poorly packaged,

especially in comparison to other products on the marke! such as cosmetics. Food producers,

and retailers' low margins require them to keep their costs as low as possible, and reducing

packaging is one wayto ensure expenditures are minimized.

6.1.4 Reduction, Reuse and Recycling

Food Producers

Reduction- Three of the participants stated they had taken steps to reduce the weight and volume

of their packaging, and any further reductions would compromise packaging function. One of
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these processors had recently assumed responsibilþ for blowing2 their own containers, enabling

them to use up to 5 grams less plastic resin than their supplier. Another company is in the process

of conducting a multi-year review of all their packaging products in an effort to optimize

reduction.

Two of the producers interviewed operated their own retail stores. Both stated that they had

been able to achieve in-store packaging reductions. In their retail outle! one producer sold goods

in bulk and offered a discount to consumer who provided their own bags. The other placed

quotas on the amount of packaging that could be used in each of their stores.

Another two interviewees, although aware that their products were lighter/thinner than

similar packages on the marke! stated they had not selected these materials for this reason.

Finally, two other manufacturers shared that they had not taken steps to reduce the weight or

volume of their packaging.

Reuse. Not one of the firrrs interviewed used refillable packaging for their consumer products.

A few supplied restaurants and institutions, and for these customers, they used bulk-sized

reusable containers. The reasons cited for not using reusable glass containers included:

o Glass is too costly,

o Glass is heavy and diffrcult to work with,

o Converting to a reusable system is cost prohibitive,

o Competitive issue (reusable containers not industry norm),

o Safety issues (shatter), and

o No consumer demand for reusable, glass packaging.

2 Moltenresin in i4iected into a closed mould. The resin, which has been forced into the shape of a tube, issubjected to compressed gases which blow the tube into úie rtrup" ottt 
" 

mould encasing it. This technique
ls- 

ideal for forming hollow products, and is used by the packagiitg irJ*ry to create bottles (American
Plastic Council, nd; Stevens, 2003).
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One producer also stated that reusable plastic containers were very expensive, and the

margins for most food products were too narrow to use costly packaging materials. A mrmber

felt that although their company was not refilling the packaging, their materials were designed in

a manner in which consumers could reuse them. One interviewee expressed that perhaps their

organization could do more to encourage consumers to reuse the company,s packaging within

their homes

Recycling- Due to time constraints and lack of knowledge, many of the questions in the

'Recycling' category were not posed to all the study participants. Half ofthe producers consulted

did not know if technolory existed to sort and recycle their containers. one producer stated,

although he knew their packaging could be recycled, he did not know if it was being recycled in

Manitoba.

when asked if their packaging contained any recycled content, two admitted they did not

know' Three stated their packaging did contain pre-consumer recycled materials. Two of these

produced their own packaging and would use recycled production scrap in their products.

Another explained that due to food and safety regulations their packaging contained only virgin

materials.

only two interviewees were asked if they could improve the recyclability of theirpackaging.

one responded that their product could not be made more recyclable - their packaging was .as

goods as it gets'' The other stated the company had optimized their packaging recyclability as

much as possible, without compromising product qualþ.

Degradability' None of the food producers consulted used degradable plastic packaging.
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P ac kagin g Mønufac tur e r s

Reduction. AII th¡ee producers had taken steps to reduce the weight and volume of their

packaging. All three also provided assistance to their customers to ensure the proper size of

packaging was selected for their end-use- One firm even offered technical support to customers

to ensure filling equipment was correctþ used.

Reuse. One of the companies consulted produced dishwasher safe containers. Their facility did

not accept or reuse these materials, but a label did appeared on the packaging to inform

consumers the product could be washed safely and encouraged them to reuse these containers in

their homes. The other two manufacturers produced only one-way packaging.

Recyclîng, All of the companies interviewed recycled waste created during the production

process, either internally (i.e. pre-consumer recycled material) or through recyclers. Two

manufacturers accepted returns of damaged or unacceptable packaging from their customers and

assumed responsibility for recycling this material.

All the producers consulted stated the technology to sort and recycle their packaging existed.

One firm, producing composite plastic packaging said although their materials could not be

mechanically recycled, they could be processed into plastic lumber products or treated by means

of waste-to-energy procedures. Another shared that the technolory existed to sort and recycle

polystyrene, but it wÍrs very expensive.

When asked if their packaging could be made more recyclable one manufacturer reported

their packaging was as recyclable as a product could be, while another fett their packages could

not be made any more recyclable without compromising the package's functionality and the

company's competitive edge.
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Degradabilþ. Two of the organizations interviewed were in the process of researchingthe

development and use of degradable plastic packaging materials. Although exploring the area" one

firm had concerns regarding the practicality of this forrn of pack agtng,considering that when

Iandfilled, the material would not be exposed to the elements required to break it down.

Furthermore, at this time, there is no consumer demand for such packaging.

6.1.5 Packaging Stewardship

Food Producers

Only one of the food producers interviewed, a company involved in supplying products to the

European Union, understood the concept of packaging stewardship. Three others were aware of

the concepÇ but did not fully understand i! while the remaining six had never heard the term.

one respondent did not see the difference between extended producer responsibility and the

current WRAP/I\4PSC qystem.

Once provided with brief explanation of packaging stewardship, interviewees were asked to

share their impressions of the concept. Several of the producers believed certain actions would

have to be taken prior to implementing such an initiative, such as instituting an education and

awareness program, advancing recycling technologies, and developing markets for recyclables.

Two others were eager to see a deposit-refund system for beverage containers. one producer, a

beverage filler' stated that the administrative framework for such a program was already in place

due to the wRAP levy collection system. Deposit-refund would increase the amount of bottles

being collected and recycled in the provinces. Both respondents agreed that retailers should not

be responsible for accepting returns, rather this duty should be placed on return depots.
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P a c lrag in g Mønufa ct ur er s

Two of the manufacturers interviewed had heard of packaging stewardship, but did not fully

understand the concept, while the third was not familiar with the term.

6.1.6 Concerns About Packøgíng Stewardship

Food Prodrcers

The food producers interviewed expressed the following concerns regarding the concept of

EPR3:

o Level Playing Field- Responsibility must by placed equally on all packaging materials types

(i'e' glass, plastic, paper, and metal), as well as both locally produced and imported products.

o Cost. Expanding producers' obligations for packaging would increase the cost of doing

business.

o Equipment Changes. New restrictions on packaging may require investments into new

equipment (e.g. machinery for washing and refilling containers or equipment alterations to

account for less resin).

o Joint Responsibility. A nt'mber of interviewees agreed manufacturers did have a role to play

in reducing the impact of packaging on the environment. However, they did not believe they

should be forced to take on full responsibility for this task; rather, it should be shared

amongst industry, govemment and consumers.

o centralized AuthoriQ. one producer felt that for EPR to work, there would need to be one

centralized authority to collect fees and organizepackaging waste management.

o Technologt and Markets. In order for EPR to be successful, the food producers interviewed

stated that recycling technology and viable markets need to be developed frst.

' Please note these concems are grouped by theme and not by individual responses.
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o Consistent Government Policy. One producer was frustrated by the conflicting mandates of

different government deparfinents, stating that food and healthy safety standards often

confl ict with designing environmentally friendly packaging.

P ac kng ing Manufac tur e r s

The packaging manufacturers interviewed sha¡ed a number of the s¿¡rne concems as the food

producers. The assurance of a level playing field was a top priorþ. If the legislation is not

applied uniformly, one material type may be given an unfair competitive advantage. If instituted,

EPR policies must affect all packaged products and packaging materials equally, and encompass

both locally produced and imported goods. All of the packaging manufacturers interviewed sold

their products across the nation, and one stressed the need for a national program to ensure a

consistent approach throughout the counûy. The same producer also expressed concern about the

ability of Canadian firms' to compete on the international market ifthey are subject to legislative

constraints not facing the companies they compete against.

Another packaging producer was uncertain as to the abilities of all local communities to

process plastics, stating that often these materials had to be transported elsewhere for recycling

which called into question the costs effectiveness and environmental soundness of such activities.

Finally, if a full EPR system was implemented in Manitob4 one of the manufacturers believed

that some fillers would move their facilities out of the province.

6.1.7 Producer,s RoIe

Food Producers

There was a wide variety of responses to the question of food producers, role in the

management of packaging waste. Two interviewees felt that producers should assume more

responsibility' one of these producers declared that companies should be conducting more
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research and development into improving the environmental characteristics of packaging. The

other affrmative respondent stated his corporation had akeadytaken action to expand their role,

and was involved in a voluntary take-back and recycling program for retail bags.

Another manufacturer responded that íf it was economically viable (i.e. there was an

economic incentive) producers might increase their involvement. Another two stated they did

not know how they could increase their involvement. One of these respondents remarked that his

industry was very responsible, his packages were recyclable, and he did not see what more his

company could possibly do. While the other interviewee, representing a compariy which

purchased standa¡dized packaging did not know what action their company could take. He felt

they might be able to do more to encourage recycling, such as placing a sign on or near their

packaging recommending the consumer recycle.

Two other producers believed that waste management should be a shared responsibility,

another two were uncertain as to whose responsibility it should be, while the last stated

emphatically that it was the responsibility of the governmen! not producers.

P ac lra g in g Manufac tur er s

There were a variety of responses for this question from packaging manufacturers as well.

The first stated "no one in industry would willing want to increase their environmental burden,,;

however, most companies would be willing to adopt technology to produce environmentally

friendly packaging if it became available and provided economic savings. The second packaging

manufacturer consulted believed that manufacturers should be playing a greater role in waste

management' Their company had already extended their obligations by engaging in research and

development initiatives' Their R&D department was responsible for enhancing the characteristics

of their products' including their environmental friendliness (e.g. developing biodegradable

packaging materials and improving the recycrability of their packaging).
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The third interviewee responded that their company would be willing to increase their

involvement in education and awareness in order to improve the public's understanding of the

importance of packaging, however they had no plans to change their packaging design. This

manufacturer stated that the technolory to manufacture green packaging exists and European

manufacturers selling similar packaging are employing such techniques. However, consumers in

this nation are not requesting eco-friendly packaging and the North American regulatory

framework does not place any restrictions on packaging development. As long as consumers

demand their current packaging, and the legislative system allows for its production and sale,

their company will continue to provide their existing packaging.

6.1.8 Consumer's Role

Food Producers

There was a mixed response from food producers on the role of consumers in the

management of packaging waste' A number of the interviewees viewed consumers and taxpayers

as the same goup and thus did not see a need to transfer responsibility from the taxpayer for

packaging waste collection and treatment to the consumer of the products and generators of the

waste. Two of those consulted stated that education and awareqess programs were required to

increase consumer participation in recycling, while another felt the only way to motivate

consumers to recycle was to ..hit them in the pocket book".

P ac kag i n g Manufac t ur e r s

All of the packaging manufacturers interviewed agreed that consumers should be playing a

greater role in the management of packaging at the end of its useful life. Consumers dictate what

manufacturers produce and sell, and therefore, must take responsibility for demanding friendlier

products and packaging. If there were significant public demand for ecologically sound goods,
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manufacturers would alter their packaging to accommodate this desire. One manufacturer

believed that demand is directly related to awareness, and most consumers do not give much

thought to the packaging surrounding the product they are purchasing.

Consumers also have a role to play in recycling packaging. One interviewee stated the only

way to ensure consumer participation in recycling is to institute a user pay system. It was fel!

once again, if you 'hit them in the pocket book', consumers were more apt to engage in recycling

activities.

6.2 Part Ttpvo: Trade Associations and Non-government organizations

6.2.1 Cøse Study Participants

Trade Associations

The trade associations contacted for this study represented food and beverage producers,

plastic product manufacturers and packaging companies. Four key industry associations were

approached to take part in this study. Three agreed to cooperate, while the fourth would not

commit to an interview.

Non- gov ernment Or gønizations

Provincial and national non-governmentorganizations representing the environment and the

public (consumers and taxpayers) were asked to take part in this case study. Five NGos were

contacted, of which four consented to an interview, while the fifth did not respond to requests to

discuss packaging stewardship- only three of the interviews yielded useful information for the

purpose ofthis case study.
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Case Study Findìngs

Questions posed to trade associations and non-govemment organizations focused on three

main areas related to packaging stewardship: the need for EPR regulations, concerns about

stewardship and the roles of the key players (producers, consumers and govenrment).

6.2.2 Need for Packaging Stewardship

Trade Assocíations

One association interviewed stated that voluntary approaches were preferred by producers,

and their industy had already done a great deal to reduce, reuse and recycle packaging without

government regulations. She believed that while it might be necessary to legislate targets, it

should be left up to indusûy to determine how to achieve these quotas.

Another respondent did not believe that packaging production presented an eminent danger to

our natural resources. He did agree however,thatthe distribution of food relied heavily on

packaging and food processors were responsible for a significant portion of the flexible

packaging on the market. The final interviewee, did not think packaging consumed too many

resources, but rather conserved resources and reduced waste (i.e. reduced product spoilage). This

latter association stated that alargepercentage of food packaging would never be able to be

reused or recycled' This is not viewed as a problem however, as their òrganization promotes the

integrated approach to waste managemen! which supports waste-to-enerry recovery for materials

with a high calorific value. This group believes that more needs to be done to encourage this

form of waste diversion.

Non- gov ernment Or ganizat ions

one environmental advocacy group stated there was an absolute need for EpR initiatives, and

mandatory programs tend to be the most effective and efficient approaches to recovering waste.
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The main problem with voluntary initiatives is that most companies did not understand the

benefits of reducing waste, and therefore did not engage in stewardship activities. Another goup

believed allowing market forces to dictate waste recovery and recycling activities was not

working, and there was a need for legislative framework. The final association consulted, saw the

wisdom in having producers put more thought into the desþ of their packaging. While, this

interviewee was not sure if too many resources were being used to manufacturer packaging, she

was certain there were more prudent uses for our resources and packaging which used less

material or could be reused was beneficial. This respondent also believed that there was a great

deal ofpackaging going into landfills.

6.2.3 Packaging Stewørdship

Trade Associatíons

Each of the trade associations had a different opinion of extended producer responsibilþ.

one group stated they would support a system which targeted all packaging equally (i.e. level

playing freld)' However, they were not sure if the EU model of packaging stewardship would be

transferable to canada. The costþ nature of this approach, as well as our smaller population and

larger geographical are4caused them to doubt whether the sarne system could be implemented

here' This goup also had concerns about the cost effectiveness and effrciencies of programs if
indusûy was expected to contribute to systems operated by municipalities.

Another association believed that'þroduct stewardship is a shared responsibility in which all
stakeholders in the product chain have unique responsibilities". This organization developed its

own model of product stewardship, a voluntary approach that encomp¿ßses a range of players,

from raw materials suppliers to consumers. According to this group, if a EU style of stewardship

were be to introduced in Manitob4 the costs of goods would increase and the role of other players

in the product chain' necessary for the functioning of their model of stewardship, would decrease.
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The final industry goup interviewed, felt the current system was working and there was no

need for change. They could not understand why flexible packaging was being targeted. This

group's concerns about EPR focused primarily around the costs of the system. Food

manufacturers in Western Canada have little bargaining power with retailers. The association

believed if stewardship were introduced, food producers would be forced to bea¡ the increased

costs, because retailers would not permit the costs to be passed on to them. They stated that if
such a policy were passed in Manitob4 subsidies might need to be provided to provincial food

producers.

Non-G ov ernment Or ganiz at í ons

All three organizations interviewed supported the concept of packaging stewardship.

Responsibility needs to be placed on both producers and consumers, ¿rs each have avitzlrole to

play' one group favoured visible levies, stating such levies ensure consumers understand what

they are paying for and increase account¿bility of waste management systems. Another

organization was concerned about how the system would be implemented. According to this

$ouP, if stewa¡dship is to be successfill several elements are required, including enforcement

mechanisms' consumer education campaigns, and stakeholder's participation. This group also

believed EPR policies could not be successfrrlly implemented on a provincial scalg and any

packaging stewardship initiative must be a national effort.

6.2.4 RoIe oÍKey players

Trade Association

Producer's Role' According to one participan! in order to remain competitive, manufacturers

musf ensure products are not over-packaged, monitor internal production waste and take steps to

prevent product spoilage. This respondent thought producers should rìssume a greaterrole in
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packaging recycling, but the cost of waste management should be shared with others in the

product chain. Another recommended that producers should participate in packaging waste

management'\Mhen it makes sense", and suggest they may want to consider forming partnerships

with other stakeholders. The last responden! representing the plastics indusûy, did not feel

plastics manufacturers should be obligated to engage in waste managemen! stating that.þlastic

processors only make what the users of packaging ask for',.

Consumer's Role- Allthree agreed consumers played an essential role in diverting packaging

waste; however, they did not elaborate on the type of responsibilities.

Government's Role- One believed government was responsible for setting economically feasible

and reasonable targets, and ensuring a level playing field. This respondent also stated that

municipal governments were obligated to provide an efficient collection system for packaging

waste.

Another interviewee believed governments were responsible for developing policies related

to the public good; however, the respondent did not wish to see the government assume primary

responsibility for guiding EPR initiatives, but rather would see a multi-disciplinary task force of
manufacturers, retailers and consumers. The final participant felt government w¿rs responsible for

facilitating programs' assuring a level playing field, engaging in education, and reporting to the

public the achievements of EpR efforts.

Non-Gov ernment Or gan izat ion

Producer's Role' The non-government organizations agreed producers should be assuming

greater responsibility for packaging waste management. If a company sells a product it should be

financially and legally obligated to ensure the product is properly managed at the end-ofJife.

Compelling industry to finance waste management creates a commercial disadvantage to
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compariies over-packaging their goods and require many producers to alter the design of their

packaging.

Consumer's Role. All participants were adamant that consumers had a crucial role to play in

packaging stewardship initiatives. In addition to sorting and rehrning packaging waste for

recycling, consumers have a number of other obligations. There needs to be a shift in financial

responsibility from taxpayers to consumers. Consumers must also begin to demand friendlier

products and packaging from manufacturers, and make well-informed, environmentally sound

purchasing decisions.

Government's Role- According to one interviewee, the role of govemment is to safeguard the

public interesl and resource exploitation and landfills a¡e not in the best interest of the public.

All three agreed the government must develop a legislative and regulatory framework for EpR. It

is government's responsibility to push this concept forward, for it has been proven that only a few

progressive companies will voluntarily assume responsibility for thp environmental impact of
their products' Government must also monitor the progress of stewardship initiatives and ensure

these efforts are transparent and accountable. one respondent stressed the need for targets and

incentives/disincentives to be encompassed in the legislation. Another believed that public

education must also be a top priority for governments.

63 fnterpretation

For the majority of industry representatives interviewed, this was their first encounter with

the concept of packaging stewardship. Unfortunatel¡ despite the letter sent to participants

defining the terrr and the explanations provided during the interview, many never did fully

comprehend the concept. This case study also found that environmental matters were not a

consideration in manufacturers' packaging design or selection decisions. Most of the producers

were not aware of the ecological characteristics of their packaging, or the potential impact they
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may have on the environment. In fac! many of the respondents seemed to feel that packaging

waste management was not their concem or within their control. They cited a number of factors

that they felt were beyond their scope of influence, and that prevented them from greening their

packaging, including:

c Food health and safety regulations. Food health and safety concerns often conflict with

design for the environment and sound waste treatrnent. For example, the nature of some

products, such a poultry, restricts the reuse or recycling of its packaging.

o Consumer demand. Industry simply provides what the consuming public demands.

North American consumers are not requesting nor are they willing to pay, the higher cost

for green products and packaging.

o Equipment requírements. Equipment configuration often dictates the required thickness

or weight of raw materials, making light-weighting packaging challenging and costly.

o Available materials and products. Food producers purchasing standardized products

have little control over the type of packaging available to them.

o Industr! stondards. To drastically alter packaging design or composition, going against

industry norrns' would place a company at a competitive disadvantage. For example, it is

an industry standard to sell water in plastic bottles. If a water bottler were to convert to a

reusable PET or glass bottle system it would risk losing its market share.

o Ftmction top priority. The function of the packaging takes precedent over other

characteristics' Many food products require special packaging features to ensure their

integrity; features which tend to inhibit reduction, reuse and recycring (e.g. righ!

moisture and oxygen baniçrs).

o How? A few producers were open to the concept of greening their operations and

improving their product, but had no idea how to do so.
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A fe$i of the international companies interviewed stated they did feel producers had some

responsibility for reducing the negative environmental impact of packaging. Activities they will

be willing to engage in would be (i) research and development and (ii) education and awareness.

Research and development would be a regular part of their existing business, while education and

awareness not only could be used to ensure consumers were better informed, but also as a

corporate marketing tool. While these are imperative activities to support stewardship initiatives,

these activities in themselves, do not constitute EPR, which requires participation in the financial

and physical management of waste.

6.4 Direction for the Manitoba packaging Stewardship Model

The results of this case study show that Manitoba food producers have no plans to voluntarily

expand their responsibilþ for packaging and packaging waste. Therefore, it must become the

responsibility of the provincial government to push forth packaging stewardship, and develop

legislation which establishes new roles and responsibilities for atrl players in the product chain.

This case study also demonstrated the dire need for industry education regarding environment¿l

issues related to packaging and packaging waste. If producers are expected to take action to

improve the environmental integrity of their desþ, production, distribution and disposal

processes, they must be fully awaÍe of the importance and need for such change.

A common reason cited by food producers and manufacturers for not designing or selecting

green packaging, was a lack of consumer demand. Further research is needed to determine how

to motivate consumers to purchase and demand friendly packaging. Cost and lack of expertise

were also mentioned ris reasons for not engaging in design for the environment. If Manitoba

proceeds with the development of packaging stewardship legislation, assistance to small and

medium sized companies wishing to improve the environmental characteristics of their goods will

be needed.
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Many interviewees felt improving recycling technology and capacity, and developing stable

markets for recyclable materials were prerequisites to a full-scale EPR program. Phasing in

producers' stewardship responsibilities over a period of time and providing incentives for using

recycled content, investing in recycling technolory and establishing end-markets may help the

province to meet these needs.
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Chøpter 7 - Pøckøging Stewørdship ModelÍor Mønitobø

The purpose of this study was to develop a model to guide the implementation of packaging

stewardship in the province of Manitoba. The data gathered through the literature review, the

analysis of national and international packaging waste management appro¿ches, and the case

study interviews were blended togettrer to develop a model for the stewardship of packaging.

This chapter describes the development of this stewardship model, summarizes the feedback

provided by participants of the Optionsfor Ptastic Packagíng Stewardship Wor¡shop, and

presents the final version of the Packagíng Stewardship Modelþr Manitoba. It is hoped the

model will stimulate discussion and provide guidance to Manitoba policy makers, industry

leaders, local governments and non-government organizations as they proceed with deliberations

on the topic of extended producer responsibility and waste management in the province.

7.1 Development of the Packaging stewardship Modet for Manitoba

While the focus of this project was to investigate options for enhancing the stewardship of

plastic paçkaging,the final product of this thesis is a model for overall packaging stewardship. In

order to ensure a level playing f,reld for all packaging manufactures and fillers, and to maximize

the benefits of this initiative, it was determined that the stewardship framework should encompass

all packaging materials and types, not just plastics.

7.1.1 Regulatory or Voluntøry Approach

The first step in the development of this model was deciding whether to take a regulatory or a

vofuntary approach to packaging stewardship. It was determined that a regulatory model would

be most appropriate. As discussed in Chapter 4, under voluntary initiatives producers are

responsible for developing the vision of stewardship, defining their own roles and responsibilities,

and measuring their o\iln progress. Industry's goal is to make a profit, which does not always



coincide with safeguarding our natural resources. It is the government's responsibility to protect

the public good. Regulation is necessary if government wants to ensure progam goals and

objectives are established to properly guide the use and disposal ofresources, and efforts are

taken to ensure these goals and objectives are achieved. While there were favourable aspects of

the Australian National Covenan! there was no evidence that this approach has been effective at

reducing the environmental impact of packaging and packaging waste. The regulatory approach

was further supported by the data collected from interviews with industry stakeholders, which

indicated that Canadian producers have no plans to voluntarily broaden their çnvironmenfal

responsibilities. If it is the desire of the province to improve the design, production and waste

management procedures for packaging, the government must legally obligate producers to expand

their role.

7.1.2 Key Participants

The next step in developing the model was detennining the key players required for a

packaging stewardship program. Literature and policy reviews helped to identiS the provincial

govemment, industrSz, municipal governments, a research./communications group, consumers,

other provincial govemments and the federal government as the primary organizations whose

participation is needed to implement stewardship.

7.1.3 Essentíal Elements for pøckagíng Stewardship

The third step was to ascertain the key cornponents necessary for a successful packaging

stewardship regulation and supporting program. The review of packaging initiatives and

interviews with key stakeholders established the essential elements. A packaging stewardship

program should:
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t Require brand owners and importers to take-back post-consumer packaging waste;

o EncomPass sales, goup and transportation packaging from households, businesses,

and institutions;

o Provide producers with the option of forming a PRO or developing their own

packaging waste management system;

o Adopt a levy system in which fees are based on actual costs and are charged

according to packaging weight, volume and material type;

o Establish targets for packaging reduction, reuse and recycling;

o Encouragecontinualimprovement;

o Be based upon a results-oriented approach;

o Incorporate voluntary initiatives;

o Create a level playing field for producers;

. Ensure the system is transparent and accountable to the public;
o Require the development of consurner, and industry, education and awareness

initiatives;

¡ Promote research into and development of improved packaging design, cleaner
production processes, and enhanced waste treatment technolory;

¡ Facilitate the development of new products and markets for recycled materials;
o Encourage participants to develop green procurement policies;
o Promote regional cooperation to achieve waste prevention and diversion goals; and
o Include support mechanisms, such as landfill taxes, landfill bans and user-pay

collection systems.

7.1.4 Støkeholder Feedback

A decade ago, governments followed a top-down approach to environmental management.

Today, however, the benefits of stakeholder participation in resource policy development are well

accepted' Involving those impacted by new regulation and programs in the development process

increases support, improves relations among key players, stimulates novel solutions and helps

establish a mutual understanding of the problem and a sha¡ed vision for a plan of action.
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In recognition of the value of stakeholder i¡rpu! a key component of this research project was

seeking feedback from key st¿keholders on the draft model for packaging stewardship in this

province. The initial draft version was presented to industry, government and environmental

community representatives at the Optionsfor Plastic Packaging Stewardshíp Workshop held on

June 26,2003. Workshop participants were asked to share their comments, concerns and

questions, in order to enhance and strengthen the model. Their feedback, as well as additional

materials gathered after the development of this initial model, was used to create the final version

of the packaging stewardship model.

7.2 DraÍtPackaging Stewardship Model

The development of the draft model involved carefully considering how each of the key

players could contribute to the successful implementation of a regulatory stewardship program.

In establishing the roles for each, the essential elements outlined above were addressed. The

resulting draft packaging stewardship model that was provided to participants at the options for

Plastic Packaging Stewardship Workshop wÍrs Írs follows:

Packaging Stewardship Model for Manitoba
options for prastic packaging stewardship workshop

Lisa Quinn, Narurar *"".1i:;,1?rüÎ:- universfty of Manftoba

The following packaging stewardship modetwas devetoped based on research conducted as a
part of a Natural Resource lnstitute Masters thesis. The framework is being presented at this
workshop for the purposes of discussion and further refinement. The final model proposed in the
thesis will provide a framework for the provincial government and other stakeholders to consider
as they move forward with the development of product stewardship programs and policies in
Manitobe/Canada.

The responsibilitíes and key components of the proposed Packaging stewardship Model are as
follows:
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Provincial Govemment

Provincial Waste Reduction and prevention Strategy
' The strategy would set clear wastg reduction änd prevention goals and objectives linked

to the Manitoba Sustainable Development Principles and Extãnded produäer
Responsibility principles.

' fh" strategy would clearly define the roles and responsibilities of all key players.
' Continuous improvement would be an integral partof strategy. lt woud åuow tor lessons

to be learned, improvements to be made, ãnd targets to be ãäjusted.
' All stakeholders would be involved in the development process.
' Such a strategy would include all waste (packaging, organic matter, chemical and

hazardous materials, used tires, end-of-life vehíclel, eléctronics and residualsolid waste)
from all sources (households, institutions, industry and commercial sectors).

' Tools which would be used in this strategy include: stewardship initiatives; óomposting
programs; increased standards for landfills; regional cooperatiön for wastó diveision;-
diversion, reuse and recycling targets; landfill bans; eco-iaxes; education and
promotional campaigns

Legislation and Regulation Revisíon
The new regulation would:. create índustry obligations for sorting and recycling packaging materials

' Set parameters for the development of an indústry-o-perateî iroducerresponsibility
organization (PRo). Producers and distributors wouio be required to join ifré pno or
create their own program to manage their packaging waste.

' Require packaging levies be based on the cost tõ cõltect, sort and recycle packaging
waste, and charged on the basis of mass, volume and material type. '. Require levies be placed on allpackaging materials.

' Establish a different levy system for reusáble containers (i.e. packaging used s times or
more)

' Require the cost of levies be internalized by producers/distributors (not be allowed to bepassed on direc{y to consumers by way of-add-on tax at cash regiùer)
' Establish reduction,.îusg and recycling targets (overalland matðrialspecific), as weflaspenalties for failure to meet these targets. -

' lndustry-government agreements woutd need to be established for materials other thanpackaging currenfly being collected by municipal recycling programs (i.e. paper
products).

Consumer Education
' Support communication and promotional efforts of MpSC and municipalities.

Support Activities
' Create incentives for improving recycling technology, using recycled content or

developi n g new prod ucts with en ha nced env¡ron méäiàuv ri¡enoíy proüi", it",.incentives, grants)

' Develop a packaging stewardship program for transportation and commercial packaging
waste.

' Establish landfill ban for hazardous, recyclable or compostable materials.
' Explore options for reducing plastic bagconsumption ånd disposal (e.g. taxes, bans,design restrictions).

' ln cooperation with MPSC, establish Product Stewardship agreements with other
members of the packaging supply chain (materials suppliers, packaging manufacturers,
distributors, retailers),

' Continue to work with Federal govemment and other provincial governments to develop aharmonized approach to product stewardship in Cana'da.
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Green Procurement Policy
' Using the Province's Green Procurement policy as an example - establish a voluntary

agreement between municipal governments and industry to work towards green
procurement

Vol u ntary G ree n P roc u re me nt Ag reem ent

' Voluntgry agreement between provincialgovernment, localgovernments, industry
and NGOs to engage in green procurement practices.

' Purpose: To increase awareness of and participation in green purchasing and to
provide a promotionaltoolto companies äno gòvernmenits engägeo in gieàn
procurement activities.

' Organizations would submit their green procurement policy to the Voluntary Green
Procurement Agreement Council. lf the policy meets the Ãgreements stanäards, the
organization would be permitted to become a party to the Agreement and their
procurement policy would be made pubticly available. Mem-ber organization would
be required to report annual to the Counciias to their achievemenls towards green
procurement.

lndustry

Under this model industry would be responsible for:
' Financing municipal collection of packaging waste
' Sorting and recycling packaging ntateria-ls óollected by munícipalities
' Ensuring prwincial targets for diversion, reuse and retycling äre met
' þternalizing the cost of end-ofJife management for their paõkaging
' Establishing a Producer Responsibility Oiganization or sét up a-seit-compliance system

Producer Responsibility Organization
An.industry-organized PRo would be responsible for conducting the following activities on behalfof its members:. Collecting packaging levies

' Paying MPSC for the cost qf municipal collection of packaging waste. Sorting and recycling collected packaging waste. Ensuring provincial recycling targets are met
' Researching new sorting and recycling techniques and equipment
' Helping develop new recycling opportünít¡es and markets'in'or closer to Manitoba. Informing consumers about the system
' Reporting to the provincial government how funds are being used, amount of packaging

introduced to the market, amount of packaging r"""v"1"à, *t at types orfrooidis arebeing manufactured from recycled pioductã, oir¡er áct¡v¡iies of the organizations (e.g.
market developments, communication efforts, research and development activities).

Setf-Com pl iance Option
' Producers and distributors have the option of creating their own diversion program if theydo not want to participate in the pRO.

' Producers cho.osing to comply with the legislation on their own would be responsible forcollecting, sorting and treating packaging;-meeting provinclaltargeisl i.i"*i;;
consumers; and reportíng to the provincialgovernment.

G reen Procu rement policy
' Agree to engage in green procurement (Voluntary Green procurement Agreement)
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Municipal Government

Collection
' Municípalities will retain control over p_ackqging collection and may be contracted by

industry to sort the materials. They will continue to receive funding from MpSC to cover
the cost of collection, however thisfunding will be linked to Best practices Guidelines.

Municipal collection & waste Dive¡sion Best pnctíces GuidelÍnes
' Assist MPSC with the development of Best Practices Guidelines to ensure municipalities

are running waste diversion and collection programs in the most efficient and effective
manner.. lmplement Best Practice Guidelines.

User Pay System/Limited Bags
' Once a sustainable waste diversion system is in place municipalities should begin to limit

the number of bags which can be collected or convert to a user pay system.

G reen P roc u rement Pol i cy
- '_-_--&ree to engage in green procurement (Voluntary Green Procurement Agreement)
l-andfill laxes & Bans

' Environmental laxes. The cost of using Manitoba landfills must be raised in order to
discourage their use. Landfill tax revenue would go ihto a dedícated fund to improve the
environmental performance of provincial landfills (e.g. methane collection) ãná d¡version
activities (e.g- composting programs/sites, constructi-on and demolit¡on oãUi¡s programs)

' Landfìll Bans- Hazardous, recyclable or compostable waste materials would bb ban from
landfills.

Consumer Education
' Communicate to residents the nature and details of collection and diversion programs.

Support Municipal Cot tection Efforts
Distribute Funds to Municipatities for Cottection programs

' Distribute funds collected by PRO to municþalities to pay for collection programs.

Municipal collection &waste Diversion Best practices Guidelines
' Develop Best Practice Guidelines for municipalities and create a new funding formutalinked to the implementation of these Guidelines.

lrgmote Reduction, Reuse & Recycling
Industry Liaisons

' R&D assrsfance: Assist companies to green theÍr designs/specifications, production
processes, operations and distribution (e.g. lifecycle anãtysii, internal*á.te 

"ud¡t",design for environment). Research how o:ther cómpanÈé ha;á ;edËåïãr. ;;ckaging,created reuse systems, or otherwise reduced the eàvironmental impact of their products
in order to deverop a 'Guíde for the Design of Eco-friendry packagi;g; 

"nã 
à'ör""n_

Packaging Buyers Guide'.
' Promotional assr.sfance: newsletter promoting companies who have made green efforts,awards program for greener companies
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Consumer Education

' Design and deliver overall waste reduction (source reduction, reuse and recycling)
campaign to consumers

' ln conjunction with consumers' and environmental groups - mount an educational
campaign to inform consumers how to look for environfnentally friendly packaging (what
to buy and what to demand from brand owners)

' Assist municipalities in developing promotionaland informationalcampaigns regarding
collection of packaging waste and other materials

Product Stewardship I nitiatives
' ln cooperation._with.the provincialgovernment, establish Product Stewardship

agreements with other members of the packaging supply chain (materials suppliers,
packag ing man ufactu rers, distributors, retailerè)

Example: Establish an agreementwith major retaílchains in the province to create a
program which promotes environmentally friendly products within their retail ouflets
(e'9. products with recycled content, rêusable or ref¡llable, reduced packaging,
recyclable, etc.)

Research

' Continually research the activities of other jurisdictions nationally and internationalry in
regards to initiatives related to waste reduction and prevention.

Green Procurement policy
' Agree to engage in green procurement (Voluntary Green Procurement Agreement)

Consumerc

. l"y for packaging waste management through product price
' Engage in reduction, reuse and recycling activ¡t.res
' Demand friendlier products. Make wiser purchasing decisions

Federal & Other Provinciat Governments

Each province should agree to have an alternative to their provincial program for
managing packaging waste which allows industry to develop their own inítíative. such aprwision may encourage producers to join toget'her to oeviojiÀeir own consistent
nation-wide program.
Federalgovernment should develop maximum levels fqr heavy metatcontent inpackaging and packaging components.

7.3 Feedback from the options for plastic packaging stewardship workshop

The optionsfor Plastic Packnging Stewardship Workshopwas held on Thursday, June26,

2003' The event was sponsored jointly by the Natural Resource Institute and Manitoba

Conservation. The purpose of the workshop was twofold:
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e To sha¡e with participants the data collected through the literature review and interviews

about the packaging stewardship policies and programs in Germany, Austri4 Sweden and

Australia; and

o To receive feedback from participants on adraft.model for packaging stewardship in

Manitoba.

Fifteen guests representing industry, governmen! non-govemm ent organizations, and

provincial recyclers/haulers were in attendance for the Optíonsfor Plastics packnging

Stewardshíp Workshop (Table 7.1).

Table 7.7: Orsanizations Represented at the Ptøstic Pøckøging Stewardship Workshop

Manitoba Conservation

Canadian Council of the Ministers of the Environment

City of Selkirk

Resource Conservation Manitoba

International Institute for Sustainable Development

Manitoba Product Stewardship Corporation

Waste Diversion Ontario

Refreshments Canada

Environment and Plastics Industry Council

Topsyn Flexible Packaging Ltd.

Pembina Valley Containers

Half of the session was dedicated to discussing the packaging stewardship initiatives of other

jurisdictions. A guest speaker from Nova Scotia was invited to share with the audience the

success their province has had with waste management and the tools used to achieve these ends.

Dat¿ was also shared on the findings of the literature review and interviews for Germany, Austria,

Sweden and Australia. The second half of the afternoon was dedicated to presenting and refining

the proposed packaging stewardship model. Given the time available, only key elements of the
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model were presented and discussed. A handout was provided to t¡e attendees which outlined the

ñrll packaging stewardship framework and described features not discussed during the session

(7 .2 Draft. Packaging Stewardship Model).

The following section details the segments of the model that were presented to the workshop

audience for their evaluation and a summary of the ensuing discussion.

7.3.1 ProvincÍal Government

Attendees were asked to comment on the following provincial goveniment responsibilities:

organizational Structure for provinc¡a@

The question arose as to who would be responsible for overseeing all the provincial

stewardship programs. Would the province instiiute a similar system as in Ontario, where each

designated material is managed through a separate program, but all report to one overseeing,

industry-organized board of directors? Or would Manitoba Conservation (pollution prevention)

continue to serve as the strategic planner and director of all stewardship initiatives?

A representative of Waste Diversion ont¿rio was present at the workshop and informed the

goup that there were problems with the hierarchical structure implemented in Ontario. WoO is

the body responsible for directing and overseeing the plans and activities of indust¡y funded

organizations. The organization's board of directors is made up of stakeholders representing a

variety of products/waste streans. The interests and concerns of these parties are divergent and

often conflicting, and the majority of members have little regard for the issues faced by the other

a

a

a

o
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industry sectors on the board. Thus, many people are beginning to question the need and value of

the WDO.

Full Financial Respons ibility

Representatives of industry were opposed to assuming full financial responsibility for

inefficient municipal collection systems. Producers' resentment may be eased if financial

responsibilþ is phased in gradually, and a system is developed to ensure municipalities'

operating costs are reasonable.

Int ernal iz at ion of L ev ie s

Opinions were mixed on whether or not levies should be internalized. A provincial

government representative stated that this framework would increase the number of stewards,

thereby reducing the cost of levies, and added that if stewardship fees are a fraction of a cen! they

should be internalized. Another attendee believed consumers would want to see the levy. one

industry representative was concerned that if producers were forced to internalize the costs of

levies, retailers would place pressure on producers to not pass along the fee, and producers

choosing to bear the cost would gain a competitive advantage. This spokesperson recomrnended

that stewards should not be required to internalize the costs, but that such a decision should be left

up to individual companies.

Reuse and Recycling Targets

A few of the workshop participants expressed concern over provincial targets. one believed

hard numbers could lead us astray from the actual purpose and goals of packaging stewardship. It

was suggested the province might want to consider establishing qualitative objectives rather than

quotas' However' other participants were supportive of numerical targets, stating that targets are
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easy to communicate and readily understood by the public, and reduction, reuse and recycling

activities have proven to yield environmental benefits. Despite the success ofthe 3R concep!

one attendee felt it was important to conduct an environmental intpact assessment of the potential

effects of reuse and recycling rates prior to setting and implementing such measures.

7.3.2 Industry

Participants were asked to share their opinions on the following proposed industry

responsibilities:

Delinking Collectionfrom Soitng and RecWW

Many of the workshop participants had concerns about separating responsibility for collection

from sorting and recycling. Processors must have some control over the quality of materials they

are receiving for sorting and recycling. To reduce quality control issues a set of best practice

guidelines needs to be developed to direct collection, and a good relationship must exist between

processors and collectors. lndustry is also apprehensive about being responsible for funding

inefficient municipal programs. An industry representative stated stewards would be willing to
pay a' reasonqble cost for collection. A system fo determine the average collection costs, based

on the size of the communitSr, should be developed to help assure producers costs as rational and

justified.

one participan! while supportive of a mechanism to help control municipal costs, was

concerned about prescribing how communities operate their programs. Many local governments
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have developed innovative approaches to waste diversion and management which suit their

regional needs. ffguidelines are too narrow and rigid, municipal innovation may be quashed.

Informing Consumers

One industry participant felt consumers were the most important player in *y stewardship

scheme- As such, consumers need not only be well inforrned about the system, they also need to

be energized in order to support and participate in the program. Communication efiforts would

need to fulfill the dual purpose of educating and inspiring.

One government representative was concerned producers might only promote their point of

view' and recommended that industry information should be balanced with government

messages' Another government participant believed it was essential that a variety of the players

in the chain, not just stewards, participate in education.

7.3.3 Municþalities

Workshop participants \¡/ere requested to express thçir views on the following municipal

obligations:

Only one municipal .ep.er"ttrarivõGJã6G t"

individual was unable to stay for the entire session, which meant no local government

spokesperson was present for the discussion of municipal governments, role in packaging

stewardship- It would have been beneficial to have received feedback from communities as to

whether or not they wished to retain control over collection of packaging waste and other

designated materials.
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Several workshop participants supported the use of a mix of waste diversion tools at the

municipal level (e.g. landfill bans and user pay programs). A hauler/recycler from the pembina

Valley region verified that landfill bans and user-pay systems were working well in their a¡ea.

Barry Friesen (Nova Scotia) also confirmed the success of landfill bans. As their provincial bans

expanded to encompass more products, municipal collection rates increased. However, he also

stressed that bans required a high level of commitment and were very complex to enforce.

Finall¡ the question was raised as to whether or not the provincial government had the

authority to impose bans on private landfrlls. Government representatives agreed that such action

could be taken.

7.3.4 Manitoba Product Stewørdshíp Corporation

The following MPSC duties were presented to workshop attendees for discussion:

Retaining the name of an existing organization (Manitoba Product Stewardship Corporation)

for this new entþ caused some confusion for a number of the workshop participants. euestions

and comments that arose included:

o within this model, the role of Mpsc is the most uncerúain.

o MPSC would need to be totally restructured. How would this occur?

o The existing MPSC already perforrrs a number of the duties being proposed for the pRo

(e'g. collection of levies and reporting the provincial government) and the ..new MpSC,,
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(e.g. support municipal recycling efforts and consumer education). Could the role of

PRO and "new MPSC" be fulfilled by the existing MPSC?

o Do you envÍsion the "new MPSC" as performingtheir listed duties for all waste materials

orjust for packaging?

r The model may be clearer if the existing MpSC was ignored.

7.3.5 General Comments on the Model

The general comments received from the participants regarding the overall packaging

stewardship model proposed at this session included:

o What are the objectives of the packaging stewardship initiative? Objectives should be

determined frst and then a program should be designed.

o The waste reduction and prevention goals will vary between different packaging

materials. Can one PRO manage all material types?

o The model seems to concentrate primarily on recycling. The proposed system lacks

mechanisms for ir¡novation and requires more focus on the entire lifecycle of packaging,

notjust the disposal phase.

o The model should be linked to the principles of sustainable development.

' Any proposed plan must take into account the quality and quantity of materials available.

krnovative technology requires an adequate supply of acceptable material.

7.3.6 Workshop Limitøtions

There were two main limitations to the findings summarized in this chapter:

o Due to time constraints, not all of the elements of the model could be discussed, and the

components that were presented could only be debated for a limited period of time.
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' Not all the key players identifred in the model were represented at the workshop. Only

one packaging manufacturer was in attendance and was unable to stay for the entire

session. No packing fillers or trade association representing fillers were present. One

municipal representative invited was in attendance, but could not stay for the discussion

of the model.

7.4 Pacl<aging Stewardship Model Revisions

7.4.1 Revisions Based Ilpon Workshop Feedbøck

Workshop participants provided valuable feedback to strengthen the proposed framework for

packaging stewardship in this province. Their questions pointed out areas that required further

development and their criticisms identified roles and responsibilities that needed to be revised.

The following is a list of items raised by workshop participants, and a discussion of the impact

these comments had on the revised version of the model.

organizational structure for Provincial stewardship programs

Under this model, the provincial government would assume responsibility for the strategic

planning of all stewardship programs and would take a lead role in the enforcement of regulatory

obligations. Another body might be created to coordinate and administer stewardship programs;

however, this is beyond the scope of this model.

Waste Reduction and Prevention (WMp) Council

The initial model, presented atthç Optionsfor Plastic Packaging Stewardship vftorkshop,

included the Manitoba Product Stewardship Corporation. Using an existing organization caused

some confusion and concern' As it exists currentl¡ MPSC fulfrlls some of the responsibilities of

an industry PRO and some of the duties of the "new MPSC". In order to clariry the distinction
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between these two organizations, and avoid dict¿ting the evolution of MPSC, the revised model

proposes an organization called the Waste Reduction and Prevention Council.

The Waste Reduction and Prevention (WRAP) Council is envisioned as a non-gover¡nent

research and communications organization, dedicated to improving waste reduction and

prcvention in Manitoba. This organization is recommended in order to overcome the

fundamental flaw of the PRO system identified during interviews and research in Europe. A pRO

is a business entity that exists to recycle used packaging. These organizations require a steady

stream of recyclable materials in order to operate; therefore there is no benefit for a pRO to

encourage or to research means ofenhancing packaging design. Packaging reduction and reuse

would detract from recycling and reduce the business of a pRO.

One of the key objectives of the Manitoba packaging stewardship initiative would be to

promote the waste management hierarchy of reduction, reuse arrd recycling. In order to avoid a

dominant focus on recycling, this model has included an additional organization with a mandate

to promote packaging reduction and reuse, as well as recycling. The WRAp Council would be

responsible for encouraging engagement in the 3Rs for all sectors - industry, municipalities and

the general public. The WRAP Council's mandate would apply to all waste, not just packaging.

It is envisioned that the Council would be responsible for assisting municipalities to develop

efficient and effective waste diversion and management plans, as well as engaging in research,

assisting the Province with the development of stewardship agreements, and devising

promotionaueducational campaigns for other designated waste materials.

It was suggested at the workshop that MPSC could fill the role of both the provincial pRO

and the WRAP Council. However, the mandate and objectives of these two organizations are too

different and even contrasting to be managed simultaneously. As mentioned above, a pRO is a

business entity with an agenda to reduce stewardship costs, improve sorting and recycling

efficiency, develop markets for recyclate and maintain a certain level of recycling. The WRAp
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Council is an environmental advocacy and communications organization. Its mandate is to

promote waste diversion (especially reduction and reuse), provide assistance to municipalities and

small businesses, and engage in research. While the PRO and the WRAp Council may

collaborate on certain projects and issues, the two otganizations cannot be operated together if
both are to thrive and successfully fulfrll their goals.

FUII F inanc ial Re sp ons îb i I ity

One of industry's greatest concerns is funding municipal collection programs that are

improperly managed. Producers do not want to have to tnternalaethe cost of third party

ineffrciencies. In order to ensure each municipality is running an effícient and efiFective

collection program' the WRAP Council, in conjunction with municipalities and the provincial

PRO, would develop a Best Practice Guideline for Waste Diversion and Collection procedures.

The WRAP Council would devise a funding forrrula in which municipalities, which have

implemented the guidelines, would receive fult funding, while municipalities, which had not

committed to these guidelines, would only receive partialfunding. The Council would also be

responsible for providing support - technical, promotional and educational - to ensure every

municipality was capable of furfilring the Best practices Guidelines.

when developing such guidelines it is imperative to recognize the importance of local

creativity and innovation in the success of waste diversion progr¿rms. Many municipalities in

Manitoba have developed unique approaches to waste management which work well in their

region' Thus a balance between standardization to ensure effrciency and flexibility to preserve

innovation is essential.

Prior to transferring financial obligation for packaging waste management to stewards, the

guidelines would have to be developed, and municipalities would have to begin implementation.
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Industry would then have some assurance of the costs involved and confidence that the collection

system was viable and efficient.

Internalizotion of Stewardship Fees

Although some of the workshop participants expressed concern over mandating the

internalization of stewardship fees, this element of the model was not changed. Including the cost

of waste management in the selling price of the product is an essential component of a successfi¡l

EPR program. The goal of internalizing the levy is to compel producers to account for the cost of

waste management when designing their products/packaging. If levies become a part of the

regular costs of doing business, as are raw materials and production costs, and not simply treated

as an eco-tax to be passed on to consumers, producers will have to take steps to improve their

packaging in order to reduce this levy.

Delinking Collection and Sorting

A number of the representatives were concerned with the idea of separating collection from

sorting. While the vatidþ and merit of their comments was recognized,fora number of reasons

it was decided to maintain the initial model, with municipalities physically collecting packaging

waste and industry financing municipal collection activities. Firs! greater economies of scale and

cost savings could be achieved by having all materials (i.e. organic matter, paper products,

packaging, and residual waste) collected simultaneously, rather than having independent

organizations collecting each waste stream separately. Second, a single collection system is

simpler for households to understand and to participate in, leading to high recovery rates for all

materials. Third, one group assuming responsibility for waste diversion and prevention strategies

(e.g. user-pay systems, enforcing landfiil bans, educating the public) would improve

administrative efficiency, ease strategic planning and increase the probability of program success.
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Finally, a key component of packaging stewardship is recognizing the capabilities of each player

in the system, and building upon their experience and strengths. Municipalities have had decades

of experience managing waste and have developed well-established systems for collecting refuse.

Municipal governments are in the best position to coordinate the retrieval of a variety of

materials, and are most familiar with the diversion and collection approaches that work best

within their communities.

While it ís believed that municipalities are the most capable player to collect packaging

waste, it is also felt that industry would be most adept at sorting packaging wÍNte. processing and

recycling waste is a business activity, and many municipalities have not been able to alter their

traditional approaches to waste management in order to run an economically-sound recycling

program' Effrcient and effective sorting requires appropriate equipment and an appropriate

supply of recyclate. Aside from the larger urban centers, most Manitoba municipalities have

neither the capital to invest in processing technology, nor the quantity of material required to run

an adequate sorting program. Producers have the skills to run successfi.rl business enterprises, and

the knowledge, experience and resources to develop efücient sorting plants in Manitoba. In

Germany, when industgl assumed responsibilþ for managing waste, great advances were made

in terms of technolory and procedures for processing packaging materials. It is believed that if
industry in this province were obligated to engage in sorting and recycling, the efficiency and

effectiveness of these activities would be greatly enhanced.

The primary concerns expressed by workshop participants over separating collection from

sorting were related to program efüciency and quality control. Both of these issues could be

addressed through the development of best practice guidelines devised by the wRAp council,

municipalities and industry.
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7.4.2 AdditionøI Packøging Stewardship Model Revßions

Reflection on the model after the workshop, and additional material gathered after the

creation of the initial draft, led to several supplementary recommendations for enhancing the

effectiveness of the approach.

Establishíng Targets

In addition to setting targets for reduction, reuse and recycling, the province may also want to

consider placing limitations on how these targets might be accomplished. Industr5l,s main

concem is cost, rather than ensuring packaging is treated in the most environmentally sound

manner' Limitations would include: Manitoba stewards not being permitted to export recyclable

materials to nations which do not have adequate environmental controls; or to sell recyclate to

companies in which the seller is not aware how the product will be processed (i.e. may be

incinerated); or to export to countries a greatdistance from Canada. Such activities do not

support the goals and objectives of sustainable development. Furthermore, based upon comments

of workshop participants, the province may want to consider setting qualitative objectives, in

addition to establishing quantitative targets for reduction, reuse and recycling.

B ev erage C ontainer Targets

Rather than instituting a mandatory deposit-refund program for beverage containers, it is

recommended the provincial government use targets to achieve high recovery rates for this

product stream' Deposit-refund programs have achieved great success in terms of increasing the

recovery and recycling rates for beverage containers. However, industry has many complaints

about the costs and administrative hassles resulting from such systems. Under this model, the

provincial government would set recovery and recycling targets equivalent to the rates being

achieved in other canadian jurisdictions (i.e. in the range of 75 to g0 percent). Indusûy would be
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free to fulfill these targets in whatever manner they deemed fit. Setting talgets would pennit

beverage producers and importers to participate in the provincial PRO system, rather than having

to establish a separate deposit-refirnd scheme. It would also ensure that materials which have

market value, such as aluminum and PET, would remain a part of the packaging recycling

system, helping to keep overall program costs low.

Retailer Obligations

The provincial government should investigate the potential gains that may be made in the

area of reduction if retailers were made responsible for accepting and treating secondary

packaging. The aim of such a provision would be to eliminate what has been deemed to be

unnecessary packaging- If the responsibility is placed in the hands of retailers, this group will

place pressure on producers to eliminate this form of packaging.

Litter Abatement

Convenience stores, fast food restaurants, gas stations, shopping centers, parks, and public

events should be required to provide recycling bins for packaging and paper waste. Increased

access to recycling bins would improve public awareness of packaging recycling, increase

recovery rates and reduce litter.

Waste Management Regions

As a part of the overall Waste Reduction and Prevention Strategy, Manitoba should be broken

into Waste Management Regions (wMR). Municipalities in each regiorr would collaborate to

develop a waste reduction and prevention plan for their area. Working together, municipalities

could take advantage of economies of scale for collection, and ease the implementation and

monitoring of the Best Practices Guidelines for collection and waste diversion. This proposal is
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supported by the final report of the Regional Waste Management Task Force (2000),a group

established to review the waste management practices in the province and to formulate a series of

recommendations for the province on how regional waste management systems could be

enhanced. This document recommends, "integrated waste management activities be planned and

coordinated on a regional basis,'(RWMTF, 2000).

P I astic Res e arc h Inít i at iv e

German¡ Austria and Sweden have taken great strides over the last decade to improve the

eco-friendliness of packaging and enhance packaging waste management within their borders;

however, plastic packaging continues to create problems. Issues such as high waste management

costs, growing consumption of virgin plastic resin, displacement of the reusable container market,

and problems with small plastic packaging still plague even these nations.

Therefore, while packaging stewardship will greatly enhance the management of plastic

packaging, as well as all other types of packaging additional measures will need to be

implemented in order to reduced the negative environmental impact of plastic packaging.

Implementation of the Plastic Research Initiativewould be a special undertaking led by the

WRAP Council, and supported by provincial governments and plastic producers. Under this

initiative' the council would engage in research into the proper management of plastic wastq

including packaging. Research projects would include investigating effective plastic policy and

program tools used in otherjurisdictions, reviewing current technolory employed for reducing,

reusing and recycling plastic, exploring innovative end-uses for recycled plastic, assisting in the

establishment of local plastic processing facilities, and the development of recycling opportunities

for plastic closer to Manitoba. one of their first tasks of the plastíc Research Initíative could.

involve investigating means to reduce the consumption and improve the management of plastic

films.
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Harmonization of Canadíøn Packaging Stewardshíp Initíatives

Although waste management is the jurisdiction of the provincial governments, it is imperative

that the federal government play arole in harmonizing stewardship initiatives in order to protect

the free trade of goods between provinces and with other nations. In cooperation with the

provinces and industry, the federal gover,nment should work towards the development of national

reduction, reuse and recycling targets. Each province would be obligated to devise its own

system to meet these targets. In order to ensure that each province/territory is measuring progress

towards the targets in the same manner, the federal govemment would have to develop

standardized measurement and reporting procedures. Unifonn means of detennining reduction,

reuse and recycling levels would allow data from the provinces to be directly compared, for

national progress to be measured, and for provincial waste management programs to be

improved.

7.5 Packaging Stewardship Model for Manitoba

In recognition of the concerns and issues identified at the workshop, and upon further

consideration of the literature, the draft model was revised. The following is the fnal packnging

Stewards híp Model for Manitoba:
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Packaging stewardship Model for Manitoba (Finar version)

Provincial Government

Provincial Waste Reduction and prevention Strategy
An overall vision and plan for waste reductÍon and prevention in the province, which clearly
defines the roles and responsibilities of all key players, is needed prior to developing a paðkaging
waste management system. This strategy should:

o lnclude allwaste (packaging, organic matter, chemical and hazardous materials, used
tires, endpf-life vehicles, construction and demolition debris, electronic waste and
residual solid waste) from all sources (households, institutions, and businessês).

o Be developed in cooperation with stakehotders, including industry, municipal
governments and consumers.

o Be based upon the principles of sustainable development and extended producer
responsibility.

o Encourage continuous improvement (i.e. allow for lessons to be learned, improvements
to be made, and targets to be adjusted).

' Employ a variety of tools including: stewardship initiatives, composting programs,
increased standards for landfills, regionalcooperation, quantitaiive an-O'quãtitative
targets, landfill bans and taxes, and educational and promotional 

"arpaigns-

rh e p rovi n ce m ust d eve ro p 
" 

tå"åiïi%?"ii,"XTl,,ìl ìR"fi i"i,5l"Ly 
" 
r", 

" 
n ts s h o u rd i nc r ud e :

lndustry Obligation
The regulation should greate an obligation on the part of packaging brand owners or the firstimporters into the province to:

. Financially support the collection of packaging waste by municipalities;
o Sort and treat their packaging waste in an environmentally sound mannerl;
o submit an annua.l leqort to the provincial government detailing the amount and type ofpackaging material placed on the market,ãnd tre amouni anã type sorted anJ recycleo;
o lnform consumers how the systems works, the amount of material recovered anrrually

:lÍ 
*" efforts industry has taken to reduce the environmentalimpact orinéñ pacraging;

o Ensure provinciar reduction, reuse and recycring targets are met.

Options for Futfiiling Obtigations
lndUstry should be given the option of:

' Cooperating to form an industry-operated, producer responsibility organization (pRO); oro Establishing their own system for collecting, sorting and treating packaging waste.

1 
Treatment options must respect the waste management hierarchy which gives priority to reuse andrecycling' Landfilling would be permitted only whãn r"ur. orì""y'oini is not possible.
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Retailer Obligations
. Manitoba retailers should be obligated to accept secondary packaging materials, and

should not be permitted to join a producer responsibility organizatión [o fulfill this duty.

Stewardship Levies
The_Packaging Stewardship Regulation should require that levies collected by the provincial
PRO:

o Reflect the actual cost to collect, sort and treat packaging;

o Be charged on the basis of packaging weight, volume and material type; and

' Be included in the product setling price (i.e. cannot appear separately on the consume/s
receipt).

Targets
The provincial packaging stewardship regulation should establish:

. Technigues for determining reasonable reduction, reuse and recycling targets;
o Quantitative and qualitative targets for packaging and packaging waste reduction, reuse

and recycling;

. Quantitative targets for the reuse and recycling of beverage containers;
e Mechanisms for monitoring whether or not targets have been achieved;
. Repercussions for failure to achieve targets; and

' Deadlines and procedures for re-evaluating quantitative and qualitative targets.

Support Activities

stewardship lnitiative for commercial & Transportation packaging

' Tlle provincial government should devise.a strategy anc regrilatiõn for the management
of commercial and transportation packaging wastã.

o IndustU should.be encouraged to create a single PRo to manage residential, commercial
and transportation packaging waste, to reducJduplication of duîies and takã äãu"nt"g"
of ecenomies of scale.

Voluntary Stewardship Agreements
' ln cooperation with the WRAP Council, the provincial government should establish

voluntary stewardship agreements with other memberé of the packaging supftf ðhain notcovered under the. te.gislation (e.g. material supptiers, packaging ,añrrã"iuiåré, 
-

distributors afrd retailers). -

Landfills Bans

' Packaging waste that is recyclable, compostable or once contained hazardous materialswould be banned from provincial landfills.

o An educational campaign targeted at improving the awareness of these parties, as wellas residents and businesses, should be.initiatel by govemment.

' Penalties for dumping banned materials will need to be developed and stricly enforced.
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Landfill Fees
o Fees should be established for the use of public and private landfills. Revenue coilected

from landfill taxes should go into a dedicated fund to be used to improve th;
environmentalperformangg,of provincial landfills (e.g. methane coliection, material
sorting) and diversion activities (e.g, composting iro-grams, construction and demolition
debris programs).

êonsumer Education
o The provincial government should support the communication and promotional efforts of

the waste Reduction and prevention counciland municipalities.

Plastic Research lnitiative

' Support and help guide WRAP Council research related to improving the stewardship ofplastics.

Litter Abatement
¡ Convenience stores, fast food restaurants, g_as stations, public parks and public events

should be required to provide recycling bins-for pacragini and paper wastã-

lncentives to lmprove Recycling

' T-o help create a viable and sustainable recycling system in Manitoba, the province
should create inc.entives (e.g. tax breaks, súosioiei and giants) for oiganizations
investing in activities to improve sorting and recycling tàcinotogy, oevérofinj'recycring
infrastructure in the province, or estabi-isning neiv prõouðtslmailiets roi ni"vË1"ã-
materials.

Canadian Harmonization

' The provincial government should continue its efforts to work with the federalgovernment, and other provincial governments, to develop a consistent, harmonized
approach to product and packaging stewardship throughout the country

Voluntary Green procurement Agreement
' Using the Green Procurement Guidetinesas a framework, in partnership with localgovernments' industry and NGos, the province should esiaol¡sn a votuñtary ö;;nProcurement Agreement.

' The purpose is to increase awareness. of, and participation in, green purchasing, and toprovide a promotiorrar toor for companies and do*iñ;;i;Lngageo in greenprocurednent activities.

' organizations would submit.their green procurement policy to a central committèe. lf thepolicy met the Agreement's basiciequ¡råments, th;;rg;;àt¡on would be permitted tobecome a party to the Agreement anb ¡ts pioculemlnt"Ëiiãy wouro be made publictyavailable' Member orgañizations would oä requùelö i"öå annually their achievementstowards green procurement.
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lndustry

lndustry's general responsibilities should include:

. Financing municipal collection of packaging waste;

. sorting and recycling packaging waste collected by municipalities;

. Ensuring provincialtargets for reduction, reuse and recycling were met;

. Reporting to the provincial government their progress towards regulation objectives; and
o lnternalízing the cost of end-oflife management for their packaging.

Producer Responsibility Organ ization
PRO would be responsible for:

¡ Collecting packaging levies;

. Refunding municipalities the cost of packaging waste collection (via the WRAp Council);

' Working with the WRAP Council and municipalities to develop Best practices Guidelines
for municipal collection of packaging waste;

o sorting and recycling packaging waste collected by municipalities;

¡ Ensuring provincialtargets are met;

. Researching new sorting and recycling techniques and equipment;

' Help¡ng to develop new recycting opportunities and markets in or closer to Manitoba;
o lnforming consumers about the system; and

' Reporting to the-provincial government how funds are being used, the amount of
packaging introduced to the market, the amount of packaging recycled, tne typãs of
products being manuÍactured from recycled producis, ano-ttré oÛrêr aciiv¡ties bt tne
organizations (e:9: market developments, communication efforts, research and
development activities).

Self4ompliance Optiono Producers choosing self-compliance would. be required to develop and submit a ptan to
the provincial govemment.describing how they w¡li rumu the stewårdship oblijåtidns. To
be approved, a self+ompliance systêm must-be simple for consumers, meet provincial
targets, and not place an unfair burden on municipalíties or other prodúcers.

o Ar m e m be rs 
", "0 

*ro * Li'åi"toi.ljiåËäå:i:", 11"Å, e n ti n s s ree n p u rch a si n gpolicies. Their participation in the Voluntary éreen Piocuremen-t Ãgreement *ouio o"strongly encouraged.
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Gollection
. Municipalities would retain controlover physically collecting packaging waste, while

industry would be responsible for financing municipal collection aci¡v¡ties.

Municipal Gollection & Waste Diveæion Best Practicès Guidelines. Municipalities would assist the WRAP Council and provincial PRO to develop Best
Practices Guidelines for MunicipalCollection and Waste Diversion. Each municipality
would then be responsible for implementing these guidelines.

User Pay Systemllimited Bags. Once a sustainable.waste diversion system is in place municipalities, would be expected
eÍther to place a limit on the number of bags collected or convert to a user pay system.

Enforce Landfill Bans

' Municipalities, as collectors of packaging waste, would be responsible for assÍsting the
provincial government with the enforcement of landfill bans. Each WMR would bjin
charge of determining the best way to monitor and enforce these landfill bans for its
region.

Consumer Education
' WMR would be responsible for communicating to its residents the nature and details of

collection and diversion programs, and encouraging public participation ana iullãrt tor
these initiatives.

Green Procurement policy
o Municipalities would be stronglyencouraged to engagé in green procurement practices.

It is hoped that many would particípate inlne voluñta-ry Grõen procureménì Àöieement.

Waste Reduction and prevention Gouncil

Municipal Support
Distiibute Funds to Municipatities for collection programs
o WRAP Councilwould be responsible for distributing funds, collected by the industry pRO,

to municipalities to pay for collection programs.

Best Practices Guidelines for lìlunicipal Yllaste Diversion & Gollection procedures
' WRAP Council, in conjunction with municipalities and the provincial pRO, would develop

a Best Practice Guideline for Waste Diversion and Collection procedureswhich would belinked to municipal funding.

o The Council would be responsible for providing support - technical, promotional and
educational - to ensure every municipaliÇ wal capåote of fulfilling ine eest prãctices
Guidelines.
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Promote Reduction, Reuse & Recycling
lndustry Support
The WRAP Councilwould provide assistance to small and medium-sized businesses wanting
to improve their packaging. Activities would include:

. Assisting companies to conduct lifecycle analysis of their packaging;

. Helping firms to perform internalwaste audits;

o lnvestigating how companies in other jurisdictions have reduced their packaging, created
reuse systems, or othen¡rise reduced the environmental impact of their productð and
packaging;

o Publishing a Guidg folth9 Design of Eco-friendty Packaging for packaging manufacturers
and a Green-Packaging Buyers Guidefor packaging fillersf and

' DeveloPing an aw-grds program, publishing a newsletter and/or establishing a website
announcing the efforts of green companies in Manitoba.

Gonsumer Awareness & Education

' As,a part of the ProvincÍal WRAP Strategy, the Council would engage in promoting waste
reduction (source reduction, reuse and récycling) for all waste mãteiial" åno fioàucts.

o The Councilwolld assistmunicipalities develop advertising and informationalcampaigns
regarding the collection of packaging waste.

' ! conjunction with consumer organizations and environmental groups, the WRAp
Council would inform consumers of what to look for when purchãsing pacfageã gooos
and what to demand from brand owners.

Voluntary Product Stewardship lnitiatives
' ln cooperation with the provincial government, the Council would work to establish

volüntary product stewardshíp agrêements with other members of the packaging supply
chain (e.9. materials suppliers, packaging manufacturers, o¡strioito;;,iãd;Ëi:

Research

' The WRAP Council w.ould.continually research the activities of other jurisdictions,
nationally and internationally, in regaids to waste reduction ãno prevént¡on, RãsËarcn
activities would be directed by the needs of the provincial government, industry and
municipalities.

o Under the P/asfic-Research lnitiative, the Councilwould engage in research related toplastic stewardship.

Green p¡ocurement policy
o The WRAP councilwould be required tg d.evelgp andimplement a green purchasing

strategy, and encouraged to join the voluntary dreen procurement Agreement.
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Gonsumers

a

a

a

a

Financially contribute to the management of packaging waste through the product price.

Engage in reduction, reuse and recycling activities.

Purchase and use environmentally friendly products and packaging.

Demand friendlier designs, production procedures and disposal methods.

Other Provincial Governments

Federal Government

. Producers or industry sectors, which create a reasonable system for the collection,
sorting and recycling of packaging waste, should be able to apply for an exemption from
the existing provincialprogram concerning packaging. Such à'piovision may motivate
producers from across the country to work together to develop iheir own consistent
nation-wide program for packaging.

Harmonized EPR Legislation
' !n cooperation with the provinces and industry, the federal government should work

towards the development of national reduction, reuse and récycling targets. Each
province would be obligated to devise its own system to meetihesé tarlets.

National Reporting Standardso To ensure that each province/territory is measuring progress towards the targets in the
same manner, the federalgovernmentwould haveto develop standardized ñeasurement
and reporting procedures.

Heavy Metal Gontent Restrictions
' Canadian federal government should institute maximum levels for heavy metal content inpackaging and packaging components.
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Chapter I - Conclusions & Recommendøtions

8.1 Project Summary

The purpose of this thesis was to explore different EPR options for managing plastic

packaging waste in order to develop a model for packaging stewardship in Manitoba. The

following tlree objectives were established to guide the project:.

o to review the use of regulatory and voluntary packaging stewardship initiatives used by

other jurisdictions to reduce the negative environmental impacts of plastio packaging;

o to assess the potential advantages and disadvantages of adopting the aforementioned

initiatives in the province ofManitoba; and

o to gain feedback from industry stakeholders regarding the concept of packaging

stewardship, the environmental impact of their packaging, and a proposed model for

implementing packaging stewardship in this province.

In order to accomplish these objectives a four-part research strategy was developed. First, a

review of the relevant literature on the concept of packaging stewardship and issues related to

plastic packaging was conducted. Second, a thorough analysis of the packaging stewardship

policies and programs found in otherjurisdictions, both internationally (Gerrnan, Sweden, Austria

and Australia) and nationally (ontario, British Columbia and Nova scotia), was undertaken.

Each anaþis involved reviewing the enabling regulation, related reports (e.g. Annual Reports,

Program Reviews), and relevantjournal articles, as well as conducting interviews with

government officiars and waste management system representatives.

Third, a case study involving interviews with companies involved in the production or filling

of plastic food packaging was carried out. The purpose of the interviews was to determine the

environmental characteristics and potential impact of some of the plastic food packaging on the

market; to identiff the factors influencing packaging design and/or selection; to assess what

voluntary action industry has taken to reduce the environmental impact of their packaging; and to



garn a better understanding of industy's opinions and concerns regarding packaging stewardship.

Interviews were also held with trade associations and non-government organizations to explore

these groups' views on the need for stewardship, their concerns regarding the concept and the

roles they envision for the key players (i.e. industry, governmen! and consumers).

Using the data collected from the literature review, policy and program analysis, and industry

interviews, a draft packaging stewardship model was developed. It was determined early in the

project design phase that it was imperative to obtain feedback from some stakeholders regarding

the proposed model. Therefore, the fourtt¡ and fmal, step of the study was a workshop held with

industry, government (provincial and municipal), and non-government organizations. The draft

stewardship model was presented to the participants of the workshop, and each was requested to

share their comments and concerns regarding some of the key responsibilities and duties outlined

in the model. The information gathered at the workshop, in addition to fuither reflections on the

data collected, was used to enhance and strengthen the final Packaging Stewardship Model for

Manitoba.

8.2 Conclusions

8.2.1 Provincíal Action

When extended producer responsibility first emerged in the early 1990s, Canadian

governments were uncertain about the validity of this concept. Today however, governments in

this nation have rnoved beyond debating the merits of EPR, and now recognize stewardship as a

valuable tool for advancing waste reduction and prevention goals, as well as ensuring

environmental considerations are incorporated into companies' product development processes.

In spite ofthe acknowledged benefits of packaging stewardship, a full-scale national EpR

program for packaging such as in Europe, has not been adopted in this country. While the

federal government is currently engaged in research regarding stewardship issues and is actively
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working with various industry sectors to develop voluntary stewardship programs, they have

made it clear that they have no intention of adopting a national law on packaging and packaging

waste. This leaves provinces with the sole responsibility of creating and enforcing stewardship in

this nation.

Despite the arguments against provincial-led initiativesl, the review of the waste management

systems in Ontario, British Columbia and Nova Scotia found that individual Canadian provinces

are in fact moving forward with stewardship initiatives. Ontario has placed responsibilþ on

producers (brand owners and first importers) to partially fund packaging waste diversion

progr¿uns, to play a role in the development of markets for recycled materials, to provide

assistance to municipalities to improve their waste management capabilities, and to engage in

communication campaigns targeted at the public. Under British Columbia's new Industry

Stewardship Business Plan producers are responsible for designing and implementing product

stewardship progr¿¡.ms, informing the consumers, and monitoring and reporting the results of their

initiatives to the public and govemrqent. Nova Scotia has signed an agreement with provincial

milk producers, under which this industry sector has agreed to contribute financially to the

collection and recycling of their products, engage in research to improve their packaging design,

incorporate recycled content in their packaging when possible, and partake in consumer education

programs.

Other Canadian provinces not reviewed for this project have also begun to incorporate

elements of stewardship into their waste menagement structures. prince Edward Island @EI) has

proven that a single province can force changes within their borders. pEI requires that all

flavoured carbonated beverages sold in the province be packaged in reusable bottles (Deparfrnent

1 
Opponents of provincial led EPR programs suggest that the sheer size of the country, coupled with the relativelysmall population in any one province, makes impiementing European-style models impractical. Further, they clairnttrat because of the limited buying power and influence of-individual p.*i"""r, p.ovincial stewardrrripï.gurution

would have little or no impact on packaging design or production procedures oîìat¡ona a¡rd internatiojcompanies.
!*fly, -$,ty 

note that policing provincial borders woulã be a dauniing unaertaking, leaving policy mJers with meimpossible task of creating a system to monitor what enters or leaves individual provinces.
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of Fisheries, Aquaculture and Environmen! nd). Despite the province's small population

(135,300 residents) national and international brands have opted to comply with the regulation

and continue to sell their products in PEI (Statistics Canad42002). PEI's return rate for beverage

cont¿iners is the highest in all ofNorth America at close to 98-percent (Government of PEI, nd).

Other provinces are also moving forth with stewardship-based waste management policies.

Quebec has begun implementing an approach akin to Ontario, while Alberüa and Saskatchewan

have adopted stewardship agreements with milk processors similar to Nova Scotia.

Ideally, extended producer responsibility initiatives are implemented at the federal level.

However, in the absence of federal law on packaging stewardship, provinces should not negate

their responsibilities for the welfare of the environment. It is imperative that each province takes

action and develops its own approach to stewardship. It is also essential that the provinces begin

to discuss the harmonizationof their policies and programs. Some degree of standardization will

ease provincial enforcemen! reduce producer's costs and administrative tasks, and enhance the

environmental gains achieved by these initiatives.

8.2.2 Mandatory Pøckagíng Stewardshíp

After ascertaining that it was possible for Manitoba to move forth with a stewardship

initiative as an individual province, it was determined that a regulatory approach as opposed to a

voluntary approach would be most effective. If it is the desire of the province to improve the

design, production and waste management procedures for packaging, the Province must legally

oblige industry to broaden their environmental responsibilities. This recommendation was

supported by the findings of the literature review, policy analysis and case study.
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Firs! the factors that general motivate industry to take voluntary action on environmental

matters do not apply in the case of packaging. One researcher of voluntary environment¿l

initiatives observed:

To date, voluntary take back programs appear to have emerged in circumstances

where there are one or several of the following characteristics: l) a higher risk of

improper disposal and associated liabilþ; 2) a high value associated with the

discarded product; 3) relatively low-frequency, high value transactions between

the manufacturer and consumer; 4) relatively close or ongoing relationship

between a manufacturer and consumer; or 5) specialty or high-end products from

who environmental or other social goals may enhance customer loyalty (Scarlet!

1998, p. 8).

Packaging does not fall into any ofthe above categories. Packaging is not generally

hazardous to dispose of and has little to no value at the end of its life. Although a package may

contain a speciaþ or high-priced product, the package itself is not the item consumers are

investing in, and therefore has minimal influence on the relationship between the producer and

consumer. As a result there are no drivers for manufacturers or fillers to take on greater

responsibility for their packaging unless compelled by governmental regulation. Thus despite

some of the positive aspects of voluntary stewardship initiatives, their applicability to sectors

such as packaging, where EPR is likely to create additional costs for producers rather than

generating a profi! is limited.

Second, the visions of industry and government are very different. Industry's mandate is

focused on making a profi! while government is responsible for representing and protecting the

interest of the public- In the case of çnvironmental matters, these differing goals often conflict.

Industry may be willing to engage in activities which will potentially improve their market share,

such as public education and product research, however few are willing to make a true
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commitment to improving the environment. The National Packaging Protocol (Canada) and the

National Packaging Covenant (Australia) simply did not achieve the environmental successes

experienced by the Packaging Ordinance (Gerrnany) or Packaging Regulation (Austria). If
government wants to ensure stewardship goals properly guide the use and disposal of resources,

and efforts are taken to ensure these goals a¡e achieved, regulation is necessary.

Finatly, Canadian industry does not have any immediate plans to expandits physical or

financial responsibilities for the environmental impacts of packaging and packaging waste. Most

of the producers interviewed agreed they would voluntarily improve the environmental

characteristics of their packaging if it provided economic savings or if consumers demanded

green packaging. Increasing production costs to develop and manufacture a product that goes

against industry nolms and consumer demand would place a company at a competitive

disadvantage, and is, therefore, of little interest to the companies surveyed. As one

internationally packaging manufacturer stated, as long as consumers demand their current

packaging, and the legislative system allows for its production and sale, they will continue to

provide the same packaging.

8.2.3 Packaging Stewørdship Modet

The purpose of this research initiative was to determine the best course of action for the

management of plastic packaging in the province of Manitoba. It was clear fairly early in the

research process that in order to attain the greatest environmental benefits, to ensure a level

playing field for producers, to take advantage of economies of scale, and to alter the way in which

both consumers and industry viewed packaging and its impacts, the recommended model would

have to address all packaging on the marke! not just plastic packaging. This study also found

that the success of the packaging stewardship initiatives reviewed could not be attributed to any

one policy tool, but were the result of a variety of integrated tools and approaches working in
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tandem. This project identified the following as key components for a successful packaging

stewardship model:

o Legislatedtake-backobligations

o EncomPasses waste from households, institutions and businesses

o Includes sale, group and transportpackaging

o Provides producers options for fulfilling obligations (i.e. PRO or selÊcompliance)

. PRO levy system reflective of actual costs

o PRo levies charged on basis of weigh! volume and material type

o Reduction, reuse and recycling targets

o Incorporate voluntary initiatives

. User-pay municipal waste collection systems

¡ Research and development initiatives (e.g. recycling technolory and new markets)
. Green procurement progrÍrms

o Regional cooperation for waste reduction and prevention

r Landfill taxes and bans

r consumer and industry education and awa¡eness carnpaigns

Furthermore, the research conducted for this project identified the need for a variety of

players in order to implement a successful stewardship initiative, including all three levels of

government, industry, and consumers. In order to overcome a number of the shortcomings of the

other systems reviewed, an additional player has also been recommended in the packaging

Stewardship Model - the Waste Reduction and Prevention Council. One of the WRAp Council,s

key responsibilities would be to ensure Manitoba stewardship programs did not focus solely on

recycling. Through educational campaigns and research initiatives the Council would work to

encourage govemment indusüy and consumers to re-evaluate their production or purchasing

decisions in light of their environmental impact. The WRAp Council would also serye as a

liaison between indusû¡r, municipalities and the provincial gover4ment. A number of the

problems encountered in otherjurisdictions have steamed from poor communication between

these groups. The Council would serve as neutral organization, ensuring each of these parties
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Table 8.1: Support Provided by the WRAP Council

o Assist WMR to develop
regional waste management
plans which respect the 3Rs

o Help WMR work with
producers to develop Best
Practice Guidelines

o Provide technical and
cornmunicational support to
the WMRto improve their
abilþ to meet the Best
Practice Guidelines

¡ Ensure municipal needs and
capabilities a¡e knor¡m and
understood by indusûy and the
provincial government

o Research the activities used by
producers in other jurisdictions
to improve products and
packaging

¡ Assist companies to develop
plans fs improve fhe design,
production and distribution of
their products

o Help to promote the green
activities of Manitoban
companies

o Ensu¡e producers needs and
capabilities are lnown and
understood by municipalities
and the provincial government

Assist the provincial
govenrment to establish
voluntary stewardship
agreements

Help the government to
promote reduction, reuse and
recycling activities to both
industry and consumers

o Sngage in research into policies
and programs used in other
jurisdictions to improve the
management of products and
packaging

. Ensure the vision and policies
of the provincial government is
known and understood by
municipalities and industry

was aware of the needs and limit¿tions of the others, and assisting them to work together to reach

the mutual goals of the WRAP Strategy and Packaging Stewardship Regulation (Table g.1).

83 Recommendations

8.3.1 rmplemcntation of the packaging stewardship Modelfor Mønitoba

Waste Reduction and prevention Strategt

The first step in implementing the Packaging Stewardship Model for Manitoba is to devise a

new provincial waste Reduction and Prevention strategy. Manitoba conservation has already

begun to work towards the development of a holistic plan for the management of waste in the

province' In 1998, a multi-stakeúolder task force - the Regional waste Management Task Force

(RWMTF) - was established to evaluate ways of improving the waste management system in

Manitoba' The objective of the Task Force was to'þropose a vision for a province-wide solid

waste management system to minimize risk to human health and the environment and support the

continued growth of the Manitoba economy" (RWMTF, 2000). In Decembe r lggg,the RWMTF
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released the Regional Integrated Waste Management Action Plan and Recommendations. The

Action Plan addressed a number of recommendations for improving Manitoba's waste

management system, including creating a level playing field, improving the waste management

facility approval process, coordinating regional solid waste management planning and program

delivery, and enhancing waste diversion components. using this Action plan and

Recommendations, the province should movc forward with the development of a formal stratery

for the management of all waste in the province.

Paclraging Stewardship Advisory Council

Once a holistic plan for the management of waste in the province has been developed, steps

can be taken to address the specific requirements of different waste materials, including

packaging. While the province will retain ultimate responsibility for the development of a

strategic plan for coping with packaging waste, the development of any packaging stewardship

plan will require the input of stakeholders. A multi-stakeholder advisory council comprised of

brand owners (packaging fillers and frst importers into the province), municipal govemments,

Manitoba Product Stewardship Corporation, consumers and non-government organizations

should be established- This Packaging Stewardship Advisory Council would be responsible for

firrther developing the Packaging Stewardship Model for Manitobq and determining, as a group,

the best way to implement the model. Some of the major decisions to be made by the advisory

council include:

o The model envisions the forrnation of two new bodies, an industry pRO and the WRAp

council. How will these two new organizations be established?

o What will be the role of MPSC under this new paradigm? Will MPSC evolve into the

provincial PRO or will it become the WRAp Council?
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o How will the WRAP council activities be funded? since indusüy, municipar

governments and the provincial govemments would all be using their services, a joint-

funding approach may be appropriate.

Best Practice Guidelinesfor Municipal collectíon and waste Diversion

The primary concern of industry representatives, speaking at the Optionsfor Plqstic

Packnging Workshop, revolved around assuming financial responsibility for municipal collection

programs. Producers did not want to be obliged to fund inefFrcient municipal systems. It was

determined that the development of Best Practice Guidelines for municipal collection and waste

diversion programs would alleviate some of the reservations held by industry representatives.

Meetings regarding the development of Best Practice Guidelines for Municipal Collection and

Waste Diversion will have to be undertaken by representatives from the Waste Management

Regions, PRO and WRAP Council prior to the implementation of a packaging stewardship

regulation.

Provincial Torgets

The provincial government must tesearch the type of targets it will implemen! the

appropriate level of these targets, a reasonable time frarne for achievement and restrictions on

how these targets may be achieved. The Province may wish to include the packaging

stewardship Advisory council in the deveropment of these targets.

83.2 Further Research

As presented in Chapter 4, plastic packaging continues to present challenges to even those

nations that have adopted stewardship policies for packaging and packaging waste. Further

research is needed to help policy makers identiff the appropriate regulatory provisions and
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program elements which will help alleviate the negative environmental effects of plastic

packaging. Key research areas which need to be addressed include issues suóh as: how to

promote the development of a stable reusable packaging system; means to encourage the use of

recycled plastic material; and techniques for coping with small plastic packaging. Policy tools,

which may help to resolve some of these issues, include: minimum recycled content regulations,

product bans, eco-taxes, product desrgn criteria, and 'all bottles' programs. The packaging

stewardship model presented in Chapter 7 accounts for this need, placing the WRAp Council in

charge of conducting research into improving the management of plastic.

Further research is also needed to explore the concept of reuse, to determine why the rates of

reuse appear to be declining world-wide and to assess what can be done to encourage reuse as a

viable alternative to landfilling or incineration. There is much debate as to whether or not reuse is

in fact more ecological sound than recycling; such research should attempt to answer this

question. If these studies conclude that reuse is of greater environmental benefit than recycling

action should be taken to make the reuse of packaging and other waste products in the province

more economically viable and attractive to producers.

Packaging stewardship involves transferring traditional waste management responsibilities

from municipalities and taxpayers to producers and consumers. This project focused upon

identifring the concerns and issues industry has with the concept of extended producer

responsibility. Since consumers also must play arole in order for packaging stewardship

initiatives to be successful, further studies should be conducted to identi$r the opinions and

concerns consumer have with the implementation of EPR. In addition, research is also needed to

determine ways to motivate consumers to make wiser purchasing decisions and demand

environmentally friendly packaging from producers.
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8.4 X'inal Thoughts

Ihe New Deal

The City of Winnipeg under the leadorship of Glenn Murray is currentþ exploring shifting

their municipal tax base. The plan, referred to as the New Deal,is looking to reduce the City's

reliance on property and business taxes, and expanding its sources ofrevenue to include gasoline,

liquor, sales, natural gas, electricity and garbage collection taxes. Each of these taxes is related to

consumption (user-pay), meaning if consumers reduce their use of these items, they will be able

to reduce their tax burden (..4 Home Run for Winnipeg?",2003).

The waste collection tax under consideration involves a levy of one-dollar on each bag of
garbage collected. It is hoped that charging consumers for their waste will provide them with an

incentive to make wiser purchasing decisions and increase their involvement in reuse and

recycling activities' While this initiative would ensure waste management responsibilities were

transferred from taxpayers to consumers, it does not address the need for the transfer of
responsibility from municipal governments to producers. Municipalities do not have the

jurisdiction or clout to implement EPR initiatives, thus it is the responsibility of the provincial

government to work with municipalities to coordinate their waste prevention, reduction and

diversion mandates and programs. The implementation ofthe proposed packaging Stewardship

Model would greatly assist local Manitoba governments as they work to improve the economic,

social and environmental status of their communities.

Concluding Remarks

when Manitoba first enacted the WRAP Ac! the province was considered a canadian

pioneer in the a¡ea of packaging waste management. The Multi-Material stewardship

Regulation, which establishes the Manitoba Product stewardship corporation, has had sþificant
success in improving Manitoba communities' access to recycling programs and increasing the
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:rmount of recovered materials in the province. Unfortunately, the multi-material stewardship

system has several fundamental shortcomings. The program focuses primarily on recycling and

has done little to promote the elimination, reduction or reuse of packaging and other designated

materials. Further, the policy does not place the appropriate emphasis on producers and their

involvement in waste reduction and prevention. Finally, the system has not been able to slow the

growth of plastic packaging waste or to attain the plastic packaging reduction, recovery and

recycling rates achieved in other jurisdictions.

Great strides have been taken in Manitoba to implement an effective and efficient province-

wide recycling progr¿rm, however a mature stewardship program is still evolving. Steps must be

taken to incorporate the fundament¿l elements of extended producer responsibility into the

provincial waste management approach. The concept of packaging stewardship offers benefits

beyond reducing municipal recycling costs and extending the lifespan of provincial landfill sites.

These initiatives have been found to yield substantial environmental benefits, including: reducing

the antount of packaging on the marke! lowering energy consumption and greenhouse gãs

production levels, reducing dependency on virgin materials, and increasing recycling rates. EpR

programs have also been associated with mariy economic advantages, such as instigating the

development of new processing and recycling technolory, prompting new markets for secondary

materials, spurring on new business enterprises (e.g. processing facilities, manufacturing plants);

leading to new job opporfunities in research, developmen! collection, processing and recycling,

and providing financial savings for companies improving their design, production and distribution

processes' The Packaging Stewardship Model proposed in this thesis has the potential to once

again make Manitoba a Canadian leader in the a¡ea of packaging waste reduction and prevention.
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AppendíxA - Phstla Used tn Packagtng

#1 Polyêthylene Ter€phthslat(
(PEÐ

l ranspafe¡t, towh snd shattÊr rssistant

{vailable in fdn, fib'rc and co¡taina fom

"ow pfiûeÂbility to c¡¡bon dioxide and moisture m¡ke
IET ideal for botling crbomted beverages

ìrsista¡co to I'igh tenpÊmhres md misowavc
ranspanncy make this resi¡ ideal for heatablc fil¡ns md
rays

#2 Iigh Dmsity Polyetbylme

,HDPE)

Ë8rdtr, $fongq, h€vter and stlnir thm LDPE

Availablc i¡ ñlm or contais fom

Esy to procð3 and mold

Resistast to moiste ed Eost chcEicsls

Pignented HDPE ba$ b€ttq stess, mck a¡d chenical
rcsistæco thm mpigmmæd

fr3 lolyvinyl Cbltrid€ (PVC)

Not resistant to bases

The most versatile of all resins ued in packaging

One ofthe leest oçensive resins

PVC ñln prcvide a modrstc bmid to oxyga making
thca ideal for packing Êcsh meats which reqr¡ire some
o:<ygm to rmin bright red

Rrsistant to moishle, heet ed f,me, greæc md oil and
6ost cheEicals

Shiny, tough md stong

Easily blended with a wide variety of chmical additives

Availablo in film.or contåintr fom

Available i:r clø, translucent and opaque forms

Resisuat to pmcnning and kinking

Næf fieâ Áñr¡hrrrd

I'J
t\)
t¿J

Pmeablc to go¡¡es &d not appropriate for end-use
applicatíørs which require m orygen or carbon dioxide
ba¡rier.

Not resistrnce to ùo@tic and cblorine bæed chmicals

Morc apcmivc thm LDPE

Bottleg: soft drinks, mttr, betr

Food Containcn: peanut butter, salad dressing edible oil

Food keparation ConEinm: boil-in-bags, heatâble food
rays, heatable films

Toilefies: shampoo bottlcs, mouthwash bottles, facial
clemæ

Other; dctergmt bottles

Not resistsnt to solvents

Not resistant to.hightr teEperafiües

PVC plætics æ bríËle md ustâble ûless æmbine with
additives knows as plasticizers

tligher dmsity thm PE or PP

Plasticücrs evaporate ova time, graduelly enbrittling
PVC productg

Vinyl chloride ió a cæinogen

fhe incinætion of PVC is alleged to fom dioxin

Bottles: milh water, juice, othø non-cubonated
beverages

Food Containm: yogurt, ice crearn, marguine, whipped
toppings

Begs: cæal box linm, mack food pækaging træh bags,
grocøy bags

Otbcr: motor oil conainen, liquid-laudry detergent md
household cloæm

Bottl€s: wter, mking oil, liquou

Toileliies: mmetics, shampoo bottles, mouthwl¡ other
pcrsonal care Foducts

Other: freSli neat packagi¡g, %ubblei pack md films



H Low Demity Polyethylene
(LDPE)

Strong, tot'gh aúd flexible

Resistant to Eoisture and most chmicals

Available in fill¡ a¡d cont¡,i¡tr fonol

Low mclting point makes LDPE idesl for md-ue
applicatiore whue hæt sealing is required

Easy to process

fÞ Polypropylmc (PP) Yersåtile, tough üd stifr

Resistant to moistrc, grease and oi! and most chmicals

Available in' fill¡ and containa fom

Lowest dmsity ofalt the resins used in packaging

High nelting.point makes PP ideal for hot-ñlling
applications i! which products mut cool in the bottle (e.g.
ketchup md syrup)

PP is ideal for md-uso applications in which thc product
needs to hcubated (c.9. yogurt)

Iligh tensile strength makcs PP ideal for caps md lirls

#6

Pmeable to gæs md not appropriate for end-Ne
appliætiom which require m oxygen or ca¡bon dioxide
baniø

Polystyrme (PS) Tmspffit s¡d væâtile

Available in flln, æ well as foam md rigid cmtainer
forms

PS foms a¡ê stitr, lightrveight md possess excellmt
imulative properties

PS is æy æd inexpmiye to prccess

l.J
ì.)È

(Amøicm Plasdcs coucil' 2ooo; Billatos & Bæaly, t997; culee & Dæ, 1991; Earthboud Envirmntal Inc., 1999; EpIc,2o0t; Jøkim & Hffiingto4 l99l; pom & Mueller, 1993).

PP terids to be britle at lower temperatures md mwt be
combino with otbylae to be used in applications which
requirc reÊigmation

Poor rcsiståncê to oxygm

ItoEles: squeeable bottlcs for honey md mutard

Bags: brcad, frozen-food gubage, grocery, prodwe

Fi.lm: produce md baked goods, shrink md stretch ffiap

Coatings: milk èontainm ed wt€r.proof üd grease-
proofcoatings for other paperbord packaging

Othq: flexiblc licts, daþ tubs, adhesives in multilayer
packaging

LOW mlthg pomt

PVC fiins md foams have extsemely poor resistance to
gæes

öotucs; k€tchup, syn¡p, medicine

Fæd Containers: mugarine, yogurt md other dairy
prodwts

Other: bottle labels, scrcw-on caps and lids

Foam Trays and Containers: meat tråys, egg canons, U<J
out rcstau¡arit contsiners, dehydrated food (e.g. soups)

Fæd Scruice ApplicÂtions: clear cups and tâys, foam
cups md plaæs, disposablc uteËils

Films: mp for baked goods, window in paperbord
packaging

Othcr: asprin botdes, CD jackets, packing mtcrials



Appendíx B - Manitoba Food Producerc Suruey

What type of plastic(s) are used in your.packaging?

What component(s) of your packaging are composed of plastic (contaíner, tub, botfle, lid, film,
coating)?

Why have you chosen these particular plastics?

Does your packaging contain more than one material? lf yes, which materials?

What types of products are your food packages designed to contain?

Do you produce your packaging yourself?

lf not, do you create the specifications for your packaging (or buy standardized packaging)?

what would you identiñ7 as the environmental benefits of using plastic packaging?

What would you identify as the environmental disadvantages of using plastic packaging?

Do you believe there is a problem with the amount of natural resources being used to make
packaging?

Do believe that too much packaging is being sent to landfills?

When designing your packaging do you take into consideration the environmental impact of
your packaging?

Has your company taken steps to improve the environmental friendliness of your packaging?

Have you conducted a lifecycle analysis of the environmental impacts of your packaging?
lf so, did you act upon the findings of the lifecycle analysis?
lf not, have you ever considered conducting a lifécycle analysis of your packaging?

Could steps be taken to improve the environmental friendliness of your packaging? tf yes, why
have you not yet done so?
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Can packaging weight or volume by reduced by using different packaging materials or
container forms?

Does your packaging or its components (i.e. inks, dyes, pigments, stabilizers, solders and
adhesives) contain any toxic materials (e.9. arsenic, cadmium, lead, mercury, hexavalent
chromium)? lf so, could these materials be excluded or reduced?

Can the package or one of its components be reused as the same item?

lf so, is there a system in place to collect and reuse these used packages?
lf not, have you conducted study into the advantages and disadvantages
of converting to a reusable packaging system?

Does the technology exist to sort and recycle your packaging?

lf not, is the necessary research being conducted to develop this
technology? ls your company involved?

Are recycling systems established for your packaging rnaterial in all regions in which the
package will be sold or distributed?

lf not, is such a recycling system under development? Are you participating?

Could your packaging be more recyclable by: using easily separable components; using a
single material type for entire package (e.9. bottle, closure, and label); avoiding coloured or
tinted plastics; avoid usÍng toxic materials; consumer instructions (rinsing, sorting); other?

ls there a viable commercial market for these post-consumer recycled packaging materials?

lf not, are any projects or programs to increase demand for this recycled material being.
initiated? ls your company particípating?

Does your packaging contain recycled material?

lf so, what percentage of the material is recycled?
lf so, is there a symbol and statement on the package to.inform the consumer recycled
materials have been used?
lf not, has your company considered using recycled materials?
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Does your packaging contain biodegradable, photodegradable or chemically degradable
plastics?

lf so, will the intended disposal systefn (e.9. landfill, sewage) provi'de the right
environmental conditions for degradation?
ls so, will degradability produce any by-products which are harmful to the environment?
lf not, has research been undertaken to evaluate the positive and negative aspects of
using degradable materials?

Does your packaging contain any labels to promote a product or packaging feature wn¡cn ¡s

ls your packaging certified by an eco-labelling program?
lf not, have you ever considered seeking such accreditation?

Do you believe Manitoba municipalities are doing a good job of collecting and recycling ptastic
packaging?

Are you familiar with Multi-material Stewardship Regulatíon? lf yes, what is your opinion of this
regulation? whatwould you say were the successes? shortcomings? changes?

Do you think changes could be made to improve plastic packaging recovery and recycling in
this province? (if so, describe)

Are you familiar with the concept of extend producer responsibility?
lf so, what is your opinion of extended producer responsibility?

Do you believe producers should play a larger rote (e:g. physicalmanagement, fìnancial
contribution, education, communication, research) in the managêment of packaging waste?

lf so, what should their responsibility be? lf not, why not?

Do you believe consumers should play a larger role in the management of packaging waste?
lf so, what should their responsíbility be? lf not, why not?

Do you sellyour product outside of Manitoba?

Are you aware of all curent and proposed legislation related to packaging stewardship in
markets where your package will be sold or distributed?

Willexisting or proposed legislation (e.g. mandatory recycled content, materialbans, levies,
taxes, etc.) in any of the markets you supply affect your packaging design and materials?

Does your company act in an advisory capacity to federal, provincial and/or local governments
on environmental matters related to your industry?



What type of plastic(s) are used in your packagíng?

What component(s) of your packaging are composed of plastic (container, tub, botfle, lid, film,
coating)?

Why have you chosen these particular plastics?

Does your packaging contain more than one material? lf yes, which materials?

What types of products are your food packages designed to contain?

Do you work togetherwith your customers to design packaging to meet their needs?

what would you identify as the environmental benefits of using plastic packaging?

What would you identiff as the environmental disadvantages of using plastic packaging?

Do you believe there is a problem with the amount of resources being used to make

Do believe that too much packaging is being sent to landfills?

When designing your packagíng do you take into consideration the environmental impact of
your packaging?

Has yourcompany taken steps to improve the environmental friendliness of your packaging?
(describe)

Have you ever conducted a lifecycle analysis of the environmental impacts of your packaging?
lf so, did you act upon the findings of the lifecycle analysis?
lf not, have you ever considered conducting a lifecycle analysis of your packaging?

Could steps be taken to improve the environmental friendliness of your packaging?
lf yes, why have you not yet done so?
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Can packaging weight or volume by reduced by using different packagÍng materials or
container forms?

Does your packaging or its components (i.e. inks, dyes, pigments, stabilizers, solders and
adhesives) contain any toxic materials (e.g. arsenic, cadmium, lead, mercury, hexavalent
chromium)? lf so, could these materials be exctuded or reduced?

Do you assist customers ensure they are pact€ging the¡r products in appropriatety s¡zed
containers? Do you assist customers to ensure they are filling packaging to'appropriate levels?

can the package or one of its components be reused as the same item?

ll:lir_lf.:r-.T_sJg1 in ptace to collect and reuse these used packages?
lT not' nave you conclucted stucly ¡nto the advantages ancl disadvantagés ot convert¡ng to a
reusable packaging system?

Does your company recycle the waste material created by the production process?

Do your customers return packaging waste procluced cturing the filling process to you, the
package manufacturer, for recycling?

Does the technology exist to sort and recycle your packaging?

lf not, is the necessary research being conducted to develop this technology?
ls yourcompany involved? '-'-"'

Could your packaging be more recyclable by: using easíly separable components; using asingle materialtype for entire package (e.g.-bottle,ilosuie, 
"no 

¡"u"t); avoiding colourãd ortinted plastics; avoid using toxic materials; consumer instructions (rinsing, sortîng); other?

ls there a viable commercial market for these post-consumer recycled packaging materials?

lf not, are any programs to increase demand for this recycled material being initiated?
ls your company particÍpating?

Does your pact<agingrcontain

lf so, what percentage of the material is recycled?
lf so, is there a symbol/statement on the paókage to inform the consumer recycled
materials have been used?
lf not, has your company considered using recycled materials?
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Does your packaging contain biodegradable, photodegradable or chemically degradable
plastics?

lf so, will the intended disposal system (e.g. landfill, sewage) provide the
right environmental conditions for degradation?
ls so, will degradabilíty produce any by-products which are harmful to the
environment?
tf not, has research been undertaken to evaluate the positive and negative
aspects of using degradable materials?

Does your packaging contain any labels to promote a product or packaging feature which is
considered environmentally friendl¡¡?

ls your packaging certified by an eco-labelling program?
lf not, have you ever considered seeking such accreditation?

Are you familiar with the concept of extend producer responsibilig?
lf so, what is your opinion of extended producer responsibility?

Do you believe producers should play a larger role (e.g. physicalmanagement, financial
contribution, education, communication, research) in the management of packaging waste?

lf so, what should their responsibility be?

not, why not?

Do you believe consumers shoufd play a larger role in the management of packaging waste?
lf so, what should their responsibility be? lf not, why not?

Are you aware of all current and proposed legislation in markets where your package wíll be

Willexisting or proposed legislation (e.g. mandatory recycled content, materialbans, levies or
taxes, etc.) in any of the markets you supply affect your packaging design and materials?

Does your company act in an advisory capacity to federal, provincial and/or local governments
on environmental matters related to your industry?

Are you aware of the National Packaging protocol?

lf so, did your organization partake in any activities related to this protocol (e.g. Canadian
Code of Prefered Packaging Practices, packaging audits, packaging reduction work plans)?
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Appendix D - Trade AssocÍation ønd Non-government Organízøtion Sumqt

o What is the role of your organuation?

o Does your organization see the need for mandatory or voluntary policies/programs to

promote the reduction, reuse and recycling of plastic packaging?

o Do you believe there is a problem with the amount of natural resources being used to

make packaging?

. Do you believe there is too much packaging going into landfills?

o What is your organizations position on extended producer responsibility (or packaging

stewardship) policies and programs?

o What would be your concerns if EPR legislation were to be introduced in Manitoba?

o Do you believe producers should play a larger role (e.g. physical managemen! financial

contribution, education, communication, research) in the management of packaging

waste?

o Do you believe that consumers should play a larger role in the management of packaging

waste?

o What do you believe should be the role of government - federal, provincial and

municipal - in the management of packaging waste?
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Appendíx E - Workshop Agenda

Options for Plastic Packaging Stewardship Workshop

June 26,2003

Agenda

12:30 - 1:00 Registration

1:00 - 1:15 Jim Ferguson, Policy Analyst - Waste Reduction & Prevention,
llllan itoba Gonservation

Product Stewardship in Manitoba

1 :15 - 1 :50 Barry Friesen, Solid Waste Resource Manager,
Nova Scotia Environment & Labour

A review of the tools Nova Scotia has adopted to improve the
management of plastic packaging (landfill bans, deposit-refund
program and industry-govemment agreements)

1:50 - 2:10 lnternational Plastic Packaging Stewardship Policies & Programs
Lisa Quinn, Natural Resource lnstitute

2:1O - 2:40 Questions & Discussion

2:40 - 3:00 Coffee Break

3:00 - 3:20 Direction for Plastic Packaging stewardship in illanitoba
Lisa Quinn, Natural Resource lnstitute

3:20 - 4:50 Group Discussion

4:50 - 5:00 Workshop Wrap-up
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Appendíx F - Europeøn PRO Stewørdship Fees

DSD Stewardship Fees
as of 0

\ileisht-related Fees
Euro/kp CAD/ks

Paper/cardboard/carton 0.20 0.31
Glass 0.08 0.r2
Tinplate 0.29 0.44
Aluminium and other metals 0.77 r.l7
Plastic 1.51 2.30
Composite Cartons (liquid and pastry contents) 0.86 1.32
Other Comnosites 1.07 t.64

Item tr'ees

Volume-Related Fees
<50mL to 200mL 0.0005 - 0.0030 0.0008 - 0.0046
>200mL to 3L 0.0035 - 0.0046 0.0053 - 0.0070
Greater than 3L 0.0061 0.0093
Area-related Fees
<150cm'to 300cm' 0.0005 - 0.0020 0.0008 - 0.0030
>300cm'to 1,600cm' 0.0030 0.0046
Greater than 1,600cnt' 0.0046 0.0070
The weight-related fee is calculated by multiplying the mass of the package by the cost per
kilogram. The flat volume or area-related fee is then added to the weight-related value to yield
the steward's fee per package.

ARA System Material Fees @ackaging from Household Sector)
as of

Euro/ke CAD/ks
Paper, cardboard, boa¡d. comrgated board 0.15 0.23
Glass (non-reusable) 0.09 0.13
Aluminium 0.43 0.66
Small ferrous metals (<3L) 0.36 0.55
Small plastics (<l.5mr or <0.15ke) 0.81 r.23
Composites (excludine beverase containers) 0.75 t.t4

REPA System Material Fees
as of 2002

SEIfks CAD/ks
Paper/Cardboard 0.35 0.06
Comrgated Board 0.23 0.04
Glass 0.13 0.02
Metal 1.50 0.25
Metal (steel barrel) 0.06 0.01
Plastic 1.50 0.2s
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Appendíx G - Duales System Deutschland RecyclW Rates 19g9-2001

Glass

Paper/Cardboard

Plastics

Composites

Tinplate

Aluminium

Licensed

3,ogo,o6g

879,194

565,054

591,390

306,804

42,453

1999

Recycled

2,708,585

7,484,786

610,165

390,539

322,314

37,144

Recycling Rate

88%

l690/o

t08%

660/o

t05%

87o/o

Licensed

2,934,341

902,912

6l1,5gg

564,441

284,291

43,499

t..)
UJÀ

2000

Recycled

2,664,014

1,505,956

570,304

375,717

3lg,0g6

4t,306

Recycling Rate

9lo/o

167o/o

93o/o

'670/o

112%

9s%

Licensed

2,677,639

8g1,723

678,500

563,543

276,189

40,490

200r

Recycled

2,499,450

l,4g3,g4l

589,667

367,915

314,347

42,621

Recycling Rate

93o/o

166%

87%

6sP/o

ll4o/o

l05o/o

(DSD, 2002b;DSD, 2001b; DSD, 2000).



Appendìx H; Manítoba Product Stewørdshíp Corporøtíon Recyctíng Rates 2001/2002 - 2002/2003

Newspapers, Magazines,
Flyers, Phone Directories

Corrugated Cardboard

Glass Containers

PET Containers

Aluminium Cans

Metal Cans

Generated
Itonnes)

Boxboard

HDPE Containers

35,651

2002-2003

Polycoat & Aseptic Containers

Recycled
(tonnes)

10,722

Rigrd Plastics

1.3,862

Total Eligible Materials

30,323

2,744

N)
UJ
L¡r

Recycling
Rate

1,894

5,057

6,226

6,129

9,693

r,209

8s%

Generated
(tonnes)

3,991

47%

648

2,117

1,884

44o/o

1,645

35,651

2,644

2001-2002

44o/o

88,425

Recycled
(tonnes)

10,722

34%

970

13,962

30%

444

26,957

2,744

27%

6t

49367

Recycling
Rate

l,gg4

25%

4,496

6,226

2t%

5,474

9,693

1,078

4%

76%

560/0

3,991

63t

42%

2,117

r,656

39%

2,291

871

39%

87,651

871

33%

27%

391

24%

43,941

7

22o/o

t8%

(MPSC, 2003a; MPSC 2002a)

0%
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